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Summary
Chalk, due to its low permeability, requires stimulation of the near-wellbore area to
create conductive flow paths for the fluid flow. Matrix acidizing and acid fracturing
methods are well-known solutions implemented in the North Sea chalk reservoirs;
however, the methods not always give the desired stimulation effect. High cost of
the frac operations affects the project economics and well payback. Thus, there is a
demand for new cost-efficient technologies. In this thesis, Radial Jet Drilling (RJD)
stimulation technique is investigated in order to contribute to the economics of energy
recovery from chalk reservoirs in a more controlled and affordable manner than those
conventional methods used in the industry as fracturing and acidizing. The RJD
technique is based on drilling multiple lateral boreholes from the main bore, in which
a power of focused jet from a small orifice of the nozzle is used to break down the
rock enabling a deep penetration into the formation.

The chalk formations in many North Sea oil fields are high porosity materials,
composed of particles, which are mainly single crystal laths of calcite produced by the
disaggregation of coccoliths of size in the range of 0.5-3 microns. Based on laboratory
testing results, chalk has a complex mechanical behavior, yielding a non-linear stress-
strain response not only due to stress-induced deformation, but also due to time-
dependent deformation at constant stress loading. Rock mechanics experiment results
reveal several yield mechanisms occurring in chalk, such as shear failure, pore collapse
and tensile failure. Thus, designing an open hole completions is difficult, where
a combination of geomechanics behavior of the material in addition to fluid flow
conditions need to be taken into account. Effective stress changes around boreholes
due to drilling and hydrocarbon extraction operations raises a concern, especially
when high drawdown and depletion taking place in the reservoir resulting in fines
production.

Practical application of the RJD technique in petroleum and geothermal reser-
voirs has long been limited due to uncertainties related to the influence of rock mass
strength (stiffness), geological heterogeneity, in situ conditions in the field, fluid ef-
fect, and nozzle type, among others, on the jet drilling performance (penetration, hole
geometry, and lateral stability). Chapter 2 of this thesis examines the jet drilling
operational parameters such as nozzle type, fluid type and the reservoir host rock
characteristics, such as inherent rock mechanics properties, porosity, permeability,
and in-situ stresses on the jet drilling performance, such as drilling rate and the hole
geometry. Two types of outcrop chalks, a soft Austin (US) and tight Welton (UK), are
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studied as analogues to the reservoir chalk in the North Sea. With this study, we have
identified that there exists a correlation between the rock strength (and stiffness) and
the jet drilling performance. For the tight chalk a higher minimum injection pressure
was required compared to that of soft chalk. Soft chalk presents larger borehole size
and better rate of penetration, both with water and acid aided fluid, due to its higher
matrix permeability value, as well as lower strength (stiffness) properties that favour
more penetration of the jet drilling fluid into the rock and faster erosion/breakage
compared to tight chalk. Static nozzles create a larger contact area compared to
rotating nozzles. Jet drilling in confined stress condition appears to be faster due to
localization of shear failure around the drilled hole induced by the differential stresses
compared to the jet drilling at unconfined stress condition.

In Chapter 3, impact of the high velocity jet on the alteration of the rock me-
chanics properties of chalk is studied. Intact and jet drilled specimens were analyzed
under a series of standard rock mechanics tests as well as investigated on the micro-
structure change under Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) analysis. The tested
chalk specimens that were jet drilled under confined condition with acid aided fluid
showed the most significant alteration of the rock mechanics properties. At the ra-
dius of up to about 4 cm surrounding the jet drilled hole, a significant weakening
of strength (tensile, uniaxial/triaxial compressive and pore collapse stress) and stiff-
ness properties was observed. These specimens under SEM analysis showed post jet
drilling effect as numerous micro-perforations created on the surface of microsparites
(calcite). The observed weakening effect of the confined jet drilling on the strength
and stiffness properties of the chalk is likely due to local stress concentration from
confining pressure near the jet drilled area and partly due to the acid dissolution
effect.

Evaluation of the feasibility and stability of openhole RJD laterals under in-situ
operational conditions requires a detailed geomechanics analysis. Moreover, a mod-
elling tool for predicting the long term stability has to capture the chalk’s complex
mechanical behavior as well as its yield mechanisms. In this context, a methodology
for modelling wellbore stability of chalk was developed (Chapter 4) that was based
on five main parts: 1. The rock mechanics testing for estimating the rock properties;
2. an advanced rock mechanics testing method, called the single lateral hole (SLH),
to study the wellbore stability under various loading, creep and flow conditions; 3.
utilizing CT imaging for identifying the damaged zone and its extension, and 4. back-
ward numerical simulations of the test data to improve the estimated rock mechanics
properties and 5. forward numerical simulations utilizing the estimated properties
to predict the stability of open-hole in chalk under reservoir in-situ and operational
conditions.

In chapter 5, the methodology presented in previous chapter was used to evaluate
the hole stability of the radial jet drilled laterals in the reservoir chalk. Oil-bearing
Ekofisk chalk formation in the Gorm field, located in the Danish part of the North
Sea, was the focus area of feasibility study of the RJD stimulation technique. The
main objectives were 1. to assess the sustainability of the laterals under simulated
pressure drawdown and reservoir depletion schemes in the long-run; and 2. to evaluate
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influence of the transient fluid pressure gradient, generated during shut-down and
bean-up operations on the stability of the laterals. It was concluded that during
the first year of production under simulated drawdown and depletion schemes, the
lateral hole remained stable with a small development of the plastic strain at the
borehole wall. Continuing simulation at constant stress phase (creep) resulted in the
development of shear failure breakouts, that expanded further into the chalk with
time. In some distance from the borehole wall, stress concentration was observed and
porosity reduced in this region, suggesting that pore collapse occurring. At the wall,
the porosity increased, corresponding to the volume increase due to dilatancy. Closer
to a four years of simulation under constant stress, the hole was likely to change its
geometry by removal of the plastified area. The effect of the hole geometry with
wings was also studied. Results of the simulation showed that wings close shortly (in
several hours) after the jet drilling; however, the main lateral hole should behave as
described above. With flow test two different injection rates were studied and test
data showed insignificant permeability change under the generated transient pressure
gradient.

In conclusion, the viability of the RJD technique in the chalk reservoir seems
reasonable. Experiments with jet drilling on both tight and soft chalks have shown
the feasibility of this technique to create lateral boreholes. In soft chalks, jet drilling
with acid aided fluid may pose concerns in regards to the weakening of the near lateral
rock, thereby leading to an earlier closure of the hole than that drilled with water.
In terms of stability of the hole in the long-run, based on the simulation analyses
for the specific field, the lateral can serve without instability concerns up to a year.
However, with time, depending on the operational conditions of the reservoir, such
as drawdown rate, depletion, how aggressive the shut-in and shut-down processes,
among others, will affect the performance of the hole.
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Rezume
Den lave permabilitet af kalken kræver ofte en stimulering af området tæt på bore-
hullet for at skabe strømningsveje for væskestrømmen. Syre påvirkning af kalkmatri-
cen og syre frakturerings metoder er velkendte løsninger, implementeret i Nordsøens
kalk reservoirer; metoderne giver dog ikke altid den ønskede stimuleringseffekt. Høje
omkostninger ved frac-operationer påvirker projektøkonomien og brøndens tilbage-
betalingstid. Der er således efterspørgsel på nye omkostningseffektive teknologier.
I denne afhandling undersøges RJD (Radial Jet Drilling) stimuleringstekniken, med
det formål at kunne bidrage til at foretage energiudvinding fra kalkreservoirer på en
mere kontrolleret og effektiv måde, sammenlignet med de konventionelle metoder der
anvendes i industrien i dag. RJD-teknikken er baseret på boringer af flere laterale
borehuller ud fra hovedboringen, hvor en kraft bestående af en fokuseret jet fra en lille
åbning i en dyse bruges til at nedbryde kalken, og derved muliggør en dyb penetrering
ind i formationen.

Kalkformationer i mange af Nordsøens oliefelter består af materialer med høj
porøsitet, sammensat af partikler, der hovedsageligt er enkeltkrystalblade af Cal-
sit, som er dannet ved nedbrydning af kokkolitter i størrelsesordenen 0.5-3 mikron.
Baseret på laboratorieforsøg har kalken en kompleks mekanisk opførsel, hvilket giver
en ikke-lineær spændings-tøjnings respons, ikke kun på grund af spændingsinduceret
deformation, men også på grund af tidsafhængig deformation ved konstant belast-
ning. Resultater fra bjergartsmekaniske eksperimenter afslører flere givne mekanismer
i kalken, såsom forskydningsbrud, porekollaps og trækbrud. Det er således vanske-
ligt at designe en open-hole konstruktion hvor en kombination af de geomekanisk
egenskaber af materialet, ud over væskestrømningsforholdene, skal tages i betragt-
ning. Effektive spændings-ændringer omkring borehullet, forsaget af boreprocessen og
olieproduktionen kan give problemer i i forhold til at opnå hurtig og effektiv produk-
tion uden risiko for stabilitetsproblemer og produktion af kalkpartikler Den praktiske
anvendelse af RJD-teknikken i olie -og geotermiske reservoirer har længe været be-
grænset grundet usikkerheder mht. påvirkningen af styrke og stivhed af formationen,
geologisk heterogenitet, in-situ forhold i feltet samt plastisk deformation. Desuden
har påvirkningen af den valgte dyse type på blandt andet penetration, hul geometri
og den laterale stabilitet ikke været undersøgt.

Kapitel 2 i denne afhandling undersøger de operationelle parametre for jetting,
herunder dyse type og væske type samt reservoirformationens karakteristika. Disse
omfatter de bjergartsmekaniske egenskaber som porøsitet, permeabilitet og in-situ
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spændinger og disses effekt på jettingens ydeevne, herunder borehastighed og borehul-
lets geometri. To typer outcrop kalk, højporøs Austin kalk (USA) og lavporøs Welton
kalk (UK), betragtes som analogier til kalken i Nordsøen. Med denne undersøgelse har
vi identificeret effekten af jetting på kalkens styrke og stivhed. For den lavporøse kalk
krævedes et højere minimums injektionstryk sammenlignet med højporøs kalk. Høj-
porøs kalk giver større borehuls størrelse og bedre penetrationshastighed, både med
vand og syre, på grund af dets højere matrix permeabilitet, samt den lavere styrke
og stivhed, der favoriserer mere penetration af væsken ind i formation og hurtigere
erosion/nedbrydning af kornkontakter, sammenlignet med lavporøs kalk. Statiske
dyser skaber et større kontaktområde, sammenlignet med roterende dyser. Jetting
med sidetryk ser ud til at være hurtigere, grundet lokalisering af forskydningsbrud
omkring det borede hul, induceret af differentielle spændinger, sammenlignet med
jetting uden sidetryk.

I kapitel 3 undersøges den påvirkning, højhastigheds jetting har på kalks bjer-
gartsmekaniske egenskaber. Intakte og jettede prøver blev analyseret ved hjælp af
en række standard bjergmekaniske forsøg. Hertil kom undersøgelser af ændringen i
mikro-strukturen ved Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) analyse. De kalkprøver,
som blev jettet med syre under kontrollerede spændings forhold viste de største foran-
dring i de bjergmekaniske egenskaber. Ved en radius på op til ca. 4 cm omkring det
jettede hul blev der observeret en betydelig reduktion af styrken (i træk, tryk og pore
kollapse) såvel som i stivheds egenskaberne. Prøverne som blev SEM-analyseret viste
forandringer i form af talrige mikro-perforeringer dannet i overfladen af mikrosparit-
terne (calsit). Den observerede lokale svækkelse af styrke- og stivheds egenskaber
i kalk er sandsynligvis grundet den lokale spændingskoncentration nær det jettede
område samt syreopløsnings effekten.

Evaluering af gennemførligheden og stabiliteten af open-hole RJD vandrette bore-
huller under in-situ operationelle betingelser kræver en detaljeret geomekanisk anal-
yse. Desuden skal et modelleringsværktøj til forudsigelse af langtids-stabiliteten være
i stand til at beskrive kalks komplekse mekaniske opførsel, såvel som dets deforma-
tions mekanismer. I denne kontekst blev en metode til at modellere brøndsstabilitet
udviklet (Kaptitel 4), baseret på fire hoveddele: 1. bjergartsmekanisk forsøg til bereg-
ning af formationens basis egenskaber. 2. et avanceret bjergartsmekanisk forsøg med
et enkelt lateralt borehul (SLH) til at undersøge udviklingen af lokale brud omkring
det horisontale hul, under forskellige belastnings-, krybe- og strømningsforhold. 3.
anvendelse af computer tomografi (CT) til at identificere den beskadigede zone og
dens udstrækning; 4. numeriske simuleringer af forsøgsdata for at optimere de es-
timerede bjergartsmekaniske egenskaber; og 5. numeriske simuleringer ved hjælp af
de estimerede egenskaber til at forudsige stabiliteten af et åbent hul i kalk under
reservoir tilstande og driftsbetingelser.

I kapitel 5 er den metode, som bliver præsenteret i de forgående kapitler, brugt til
at evaluere hulstabiliteten i de jettede borehuller i reservoir kalken. Der er fokuseret
på den oliebærende kalkformation, Ekofisk, i Gorm feltet, lokaliseret i den danske
del af Nordsøen, hvor anvendelsesmuligheden af RJD-stimulerings teknikken under-
søges. Hovedformålet var: 1. At vurdere stabiliteten af de jettede borehuller under
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simuleret tryk sænkning og produktionen over tid; og 2. at evaluere indflydelsen af
den transiente væskes trykgradient, dannet under shut-down og bean-up operationer,
på stabiliteten af boringerne. Det blev konkluderet, at under det første års produktion
med simuleret tryksænkning og produktion forblev det laterale hul stabilt, med en
lille udvikling i den plastiske belastning nær borehullets væg. Fortsat simulering un-
der konstant spændingstilstand (krybning) resulterede i en udvikling af lokale brud,
som udvidede sig længere ind i kalken med tiden. Ved en simulering på tæt ved fire år
under konstant belastning var det sandsynligt at hullets geometri ville ændre sig ved
fjernelse af den plastificerede zone. Effekten på et hul med en mere kompleks geometri
inkluderende de jettede ”vinger” blev også undersøgt. Resultaterne af simulationen
viste, at vingerne lukkede kort tid (timer) efter jetting; dog forventes det primære
laterale hul at opføre sig som beskrevet ovenfor. Ved strømnings forsøgene blev to
forskellige injektions rater undersøgt og forsøgs data viste ubetydelige permabilitets
forandringer under den generererede transiente trykgradient.

Det konkluderes, at RJD-teknikken er brugbar i et kalkreservoir. Eksperimenter
med jetting i både høj- og lavporøs kalk har vist anvendeligheden af disse teknikker i
forhold til til at skabe laterale borehuller. I højporøs kalk kan det være uhensigtsmæs-
sigt at jette med syre, på grund af svækkelsen af nær-brønds materiale, da dette kan
lede til en tidligere aflukning af hullet, end hvis det var blevet boret med vand. Med
hensyn til hullets langtids stabilitet, anses den laterale boring for at være stabil i
op til et år, baseret på simuleringer for det specifikke felt. Med tiden vil forskellige
effekter, så som de operationelle tilstande i reservoiret, herunder tryksænkning og
produktionsrater samt hvor aggressiv shut-in og shut-down processerne er, dog have
en indflydelse på hullets stabilitet.
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CHAPTER1
Introduction

The first chapter discusses the background of the thesis and provides examples of
practical problems related to this topic. Furthermore, the statement of the problem,
scope and the outline of the thesis are given.

1.1 Reservoir stimulation methods
Well stimulation is an approach performed to repair formation damage or improve
reservoir productivity and injectivity. Formation damage is an undesirable opera-
tional and economic problem that may occur during the various phases of oil, gas and
heat recovery, including drilling, cementing, perforating, gravel packing, production,
acidizing, well workovers, chemical treatments and injection operations. Control and
remediation of formation damage are among the most important issues to be resolved
for efficient exploitation of petroleum reservoirs and cost management [McL84]. Pro-
duction of oil and gas from very low permeability rocks such as tight sand, shale and
chalk that require stimulation to create sufficient permeability for flow at economic
rates.

Acid treatment to improve well productivity predates all the other well stimulation
treatments and has been used by the industry for more than 120 years, whereas
hydraulic fracturing was not developed until the late 1940s. Today, acidizing and/or
fracturing wells is the most widely used and a routine practice for improving the well
productivity and injectivity [API04]. In matrix acidizing, the acid solution is injected
below the formation fracturing pressure. In hydraulic/acid fracturing, the solution is
pumped above the formation fracturing pressure. A conventional fracturing treatment
may have two stages: 1. the pad stage, where fracturing fluid is injected into the well
to break down the formation and create a pad; 2. once the pad grows to a desired size,
the slurry stage begins, in which the fracturing fluid mixed with sand/proppant is
injected into the fracture [EFN94]. The above phases can be carried out with repeated
combinations of the first and second phases in multiple or step-repeat manner. There
are several factors which to be considered prior to conducting matrix acidizing or
hydraulic/acid fracturing treatments. These relate to conditions of the near wellbore
damage, formation permeability, formation type and the economics. Once the extend
of the damage near wellbore is determined from production tests, pressure testing and
history of the production, the type of the treatment required to remove or bypass the
damage can be determined [Cou76].
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Linear flow experiments of acid injection in carbonate cores have improved the
understanding of the wormhole development and the effect of the ratio of the reac-
tion rate and mass transport rate (Damkohler number, Da) on dissolution patterns,
and also the existence of the optimum Da. Low flow rates result in acid spend-
ing, thereby developing face dissolution pattern; high rates results in the ramified
wormholes, whereas optimum intermediate rates result in a single, long wormhole
development [HF89; WHS93; FTF97; Ame+16]. Complementary to a linear theory,
a new theory based on a symmetry, first published by [DTL89; DLL93], suggests that
the wormhole penetration distance is not controlled by the reactivity, but dominated
by the volumetric invasion controlled porosity of the matrix, the rheological nature
of the acidizing fluid and the native permeability anisotropy of the matrix. Moreover,
acidized permeability improvement is provided by the wormhole diameter and spend-
ing of the acid controlled by the reactivity, carbonate composition, acid strength and
time [Gda99; Gda05]. While matrix acidizing (hydrofluoric acid is often used) can be
effective in sandstones where significant acid penetration is possible, the depth of acid
penetration in carbonates (hydrochloric acid is used) is typically limited due to fast
consumption of the acid [HF89]. In general, field experience of conducting acidizing in
carbonates reveals that, matrix acidizing is beneficial in high-permeability, damaged
formations (50 md or more). For carbonate reservoirs with permeability less than
10 md, fracturing is preferred because much greater stimulation volume is achieved
with long, conductive fractures. Therefore, for the formations with low flow capac-
ity, regardless of wellbore damage, a deep-penetrating fracture treatment is required
[Cou76; MMB96].

Fracturing treatment is considered as a successful if a long and highly conduc-
tive fracture system is obtained. Commonly, propped fractures with (resin-coated)
sand or ceramic proppants are used to create a conductive fracture in the forma-
tion [Cou76]. A proper selection of the proppant agent is essential, as proppants
has a tendency to crush in hard formations and embed into the rock in soft forma-
tions, resulting in the loss of the fracture conductivity. For soft and unconsolidated
formations, ‘frac and pack’ completion technique, which combines the stimulation
advantages of hydraulic fracturing with the sand control technique of gravel-packing
can also be an optimal solution [MMB96]. In carbonate formations such as limestone,
dolomite and chalk, acid fracturing is preferred, where the etched, non-smooth sur-
faces create open pathways in addition to wormholes and channels created from the
fracture into the formation [Aba+06]. Acid solution may dissolve uniformly the face
of the fracture, resulting in healing of the fracture in short time when the hydraulic
pressure is removed. Experience from chalk fields such as Dan, Eldfisk, and Campos
Basin, that were acid fractured initially, revealed that productivity could be sustained
after shifting to hydraulic (propped) fracturing [Rod+15]. Fracture orientation in the
field is mostly vertical and perpendicular to the least principal stress [HW57; Cou76].
The main risk associated with the fracturing process is uncertainties related with
directional control of the fracture as well as the seismic activities associated with the
hydraulic fracturing [Sal+19].

Another stimulation technique, called fishbones technology, is one of the recent
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innovations in the industry and gaining interest as an alternative to the conventional
hydraulic fracturing method. In this multilateral open hole completion system, sev-
eral small diameter high strength tubes called needles, run into the well in the liner.
The needle is equipped with a jetting nozzle at the end, which can extend simulta-
neously up to 12 m, when differential pressure is created across the nozzle, thereby
resembling the ribs of a fish skeleton. To date, reported field trial cases have been
carried out with jet assistance in the carbonates [RJW14; Bjo+19]. It is also stated
that the drilling with a bit is also a possible option for consolidated formations like
sandstones and basement formations; however, field cases are not reported. Although,
the implemented fishbones technique reports the success of the technique in improv-
ing the productivity of the wells [RJW14; Bjo+19], its main limitation is that it can
be deployed only in newly drilled well or in existing well if it has been completed as
open hole.

Another alternative method to the conventional stimulation techniques is short-
radius lateral drilling. In short-radius lateral drilling, a slim lateral hole with 9.84
cm to 12.07 cm (3 7/8 to 4 3/4 inches) size is drilled and the laterals can extend up
to 304.8 m (1000 ft) [PF86; PS96; LK08]. This technique differs from conventional
directional drilling in the rate of angle built and the type of tools used to drill the
well [PF86; PS96; LK08; Ing07]. In conventional directional drilling, the rate of angle
building is 1-5°/30.48 m (1-5°/100 ft), while in short radius lateral drilling it is 1.5-
3°/0.3048 m (1-5°/ ft). In conventional directional drilling rigid drill string assemblies
are utilized, while laterals are drilled with jointed, flexible drive pipe. Also, lateral
drilling technique use specialized (articulated) motors to maintain desired wellpath.
Ultra-short radius laterals with curves in the 1 m range can be accomplished with
jetting technology. One of the limitations of the technique is that drilling sections
would require several trips that reflect on the operational time [Ing07]. In addition,
separate trip to stimulate the lateral is necessary after the drilling the lateral, as
conventional drilling fluid is used for drilling the laterals [ALS03].

1.2 Sustainable Energy Extraction with Radial Jet
Drilling

Radial Jet Drilling technique uses high-pressure jet power to drill multiple horizontal
boreholes in one or multiple layers of a reservoir and creates small diameter laterals
(about 1-2 inches) that can reach up to 100 m of extension.

The RJD stimulation technique has several benefits over the conventional hy-
draulic fracturing technique:

• The economics of the RJD technique is its primary benefit. If a typical period
for drilling a well is four weeks, drilling 8 laterals take up to two days [Cin13].

• The amount of fluid needed for jetting is considerably less. In fracturing, typ-
ical treatment volumes are less than 75.7 m3 (20.000 galllons) of total fluid,
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with less than 20% of this volume allocated to pad to achieve the desired tip
screen out design. In addition, at least 0.2 m3 proppant per square meter (5
gallons proppant per square feet) is required in the fracture to provide effec-
tive conductivity and to offset embedment of the proppant into the formation
[MMB96]. Compared to these stimulation methods, approximately 0.012 m3

of fluid volume per meter (1 gallon per feet) of RJD lateral is required for the
RJD stimulation [Cin13].

• The possibility of using the technique in complex geometry wells (new well and
existing well with a cased completion) makes the technique advantageous.

• More controls on the length of the laterals and on the direction.

• Negligible chance of inducing seismicity.

Traditional procedure related to the RJD process is illustrated in Figure 1.1. A
workover rig installs a 7.303 cm (2 7/8 inches) tubing with a 6.033 cm (2 3/8 inches)
tailpipe of 100 m to which a deflector tool with decentralising springs is attached to
the desired depth. Including a gyro service, the deflector tool can be oriented in the
desired direction within the mother well. Through this tubing, a coil tubing is run
to the depth of interest. Using the installed deflector tool, a 2.54 cm (1 inch) milling
bit on a flexible chain attached to a positive displacement motor creates the first exit
by milling a hole into the existing casing (Figure 1.1 left). Afterwards, the coil tube
is retrieved from the wellbore. In a second step, a 100 m long flexible high pressure
hose is run into the wellbore on the mini coil. This hose exits the well through the
previously created hole. By pumping water into this hose at a high pressure, the water
exiting the hose through specially designed nozzles of very small diameter erodes the
formation and creates an open-hole lateral with a diameter of about 2.54-5.08 cm (1-2
inches) perpendicular to the wellbore (Figure 1.1 right) [Blö+16; Rei+18]. As the
RJD technology is emerging fast, different service companies offering the service of
RJD technique, revolutionized the drilling technique for example by directly drilling
the lateral holes adding abrasives to the drilling fluid eliminating a separate cutting
of the casing [Jun19; Cin13]. On the other hand, the use of the pulsed water jets in
RJD technique can eliminate the pressure build-up in front of the nozzle that reduces
the jetting efficiency [Blö+16].

The RJD technique has limitations. Field [Cin13] and quarry [Rei+18] testing
have shown that the directional control of the tool is very difficult. In the RJD
technique, the jet nozzle uses forward and backward orifices. The forward orifice
mainly serves for eroding and breaking the rock, whereas backward orifices widen
the hole and push the nozzle forward. It is likely that the current configuration of
the nozzle can not orient the nozzle sufficiently, where drilling may terminate due to
natural obstacles within the rock (fractures, faults or other heterogeneities) or incline
towards softer layers above or below the reservoir layer.
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Figure 1.1: Left: Deflector shoe with milling assembly to mill a hole into the casing;
Right: Deflector shoe with jetting assembly to jetting into the casing (from [Blö+16]).

1.3 Scope of the study
Chalk constitutes an important hydrocarbon reservoir rock in both the Danish and
Norwegian sectors of the North Sea. These chalk reservoirs have preserved high
porosities, although the depth of burial often exceeds 3000 m, due to retarded com-
paction caused by the formation’s regional overpressure [Jap98]. Chalk is composed
of particles, which are mainly single crystal laths of calcite produced by the disaggre-
gation of coccoliths. The size of these particles is in the range of 0.3-3 microns with
pore throat size in the range of 0.1-1 micron. The reservoir quality is determined by
those factors as the size, size range and distribution of pore throats. Unlike sand-
stones, the porosity of chalk can be as high as 45%; however, the permeability is in the
range 1-3 mD. For lower porosity ranges, the permeability is often in the micro/nano
Darcy regime [Har82]. Thus, for efficient extraction of hydrocarbons from a chalk
reservoir it is necessary to create conductive flow paths for the fluid flow by means
of stimulation techniques. The energy recovery necessitates the alternative solutions
for conventional stimulation techniques in order to reduce the cost of the treatment,
provide more controlled stimulation with reduced environmental impact. Part of the
scope of this thesis is to identify if the RJD technique is a feasible alternative to the
conventional stimulation approaches used by the industry.

Practical application of the RJD technique in petroleum and geothermal reser-
voirs has long been limited due to uncertainties related to the influence of rock mass
strength and stiffness, geological heterogeneity, in situ conditions in the field, fluid
effect, and nozzle type, among others, on the jet drilling performance (penetration,
hole geometry, and stability). In addition, as the efficiency of the RJD technique
relies on the focused jet of a high-velocity fluid on the rock surface, a little work has
focused on studying the damage of the rock around the jet drilled lateral. [BB19]
assessed the formation damage caused by RJD on Bentheim sandstone that was jet
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drilled with water. Three types of evaluation was carried out: 1. micro-scale CT scan
analysis on the cores taken close to a jetted hole; 2. Uniaxial Compressive Strength
(UCS) and indirect tensile strength tests on plugs at a centimeter scale; 3. and test-
ing in a true-triaxial cell on the bulk specimen with dimensions 30×30×30 cm. Their
studies revealed that RJD technique causes no significant damage in close proximity
to the hole. As chalk is mechanically weaker material and also reactive to acid aided
fluids, it is important to assess the extent of the damage with water/acid aided fluid
jet drilling in chalk material for long-term production efficiency assessment.

An important economic aspect of the RJD technology is the sustainability of
the increase in production. Due to the lacking of support from a casing, the open
hole may be susceptible to instability under reservoir conditions. There are few
successful documented cases of application of RJD method in petroleum reservoirs.
Observations from field cases show that after implementing RJDs, the production
increases significantly after jetting [Rag13; Pet15]. At production wells, the high
inflow rates into the laterals can cause erosion and fine production, resulting in an
enlarged hole, hence triggering mechanical instability and eventually the hole collapse.
At injection wells, the temperature difference between the fluid in the well and the
surrounding formation induces thermal strains which can affect both the axial and
tangential stresses [Sal+19]. Stability analyses have shown that small diameter RJD
laterals are relatively stable under static loads i.e. immediately after drilling, but they
may not be stable under dynamic reservoir conditions in the long term [Med+18].
Therefore, a comprehensive study is required in order to mitigate the hole collapse
issues and to prolong the service of the lateral.

1.4 Outline
Four papers are included in this thesis that aims at studying the viability of jet drilling
in chalk rocks, the damage induced by the jet drilling process, and an integrated
workflow using rock mechanics testing and finite element modelling for predicting the
short and long term performance of the jet drilled laterals in the reservoir.

Chapter 2 of the thesis is based on manuscript 1, titles ‘Experimental investigation
of drilling lateral boreholes in chalk rocks with high pressure jets’. It investigates
the effects, such as rock mechanics properties, nozzle type, fluid type, and confining
pressure on the drilling rate in chalk rocks. Two distinct outcrop chalks, a soft Austin
(US) and tight Welton (UK), are studied as analogues to the reservoir chalk in the
North Sea. Results of the jet drilling experiment show a clear correlation between
the rock strength (and stiffness) and the jet drilling performance. For jet drilling, at
higher minimum injection pressure is required for tight chalk compared to that of soft
chalk. Soft chalk presents larger borehole size and better rate of penetration, both
with water and acid aided fluid, due to its higher matrix permeability value, as well
as lower mechanics properties that favour more penetration of the jet drilling fluid
into the rock and faster erosion/breakage compared to tight chalk. Static nozzles
create a larger contact area compared to rotating nozzles. The Austin chalk jet
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drilled under ambient and confined conditions shows improved penetration under
stress confinement. Moreover, jet drilling in the direction of minimum principal stress
appears to be faster due to localization of shear failure around the drilled hole induced
by the differential stresses compared to the jet drilling in the direction of maximum
principal stress under isotropic stress condition.

Chapter 3 of the thesis is built on manuscript 2 – ‘High pressure jet drilling
effect in chalk and alteration of local geomechanics properties surrounding the radial
hole’. This chapter investigates to what extent (locally or globally) the rock mechanics
properties of the jet drilled outcrop chalk are affected by the high-velocity jet drilling,
building a solid ground for the borehole stability analysis. Series of standard rock
mechanics tests are carried out to compare properties of intact to the properties of
high-pressure jet affected chalk under ambient (unconfined) and triaxial (confined)
conditions. In general, water and acid jet drilled chalk under unconfined condition
cause no extensive damage around the hole, due to low permeability of chalk and
the short duration of the experiments. Although the same conditions are applied,
but the confined jet drilling, the jetting yields the weakening of the chalk properties.
At the radius of up to about 4 cm surrounding the jet drilled hole, a significant
weakening of strength (tensile, uniaxial/triaxial compressive and pore collapse stress)
and stiffness properties are observed. Numerous micro-perforations are found on the
surface of microsparites (calcite); however, no extensive dissolution of calcite cement
is observed in the chalk matrix from Scanning Electron Microscopy analysis. The
observed weakening effect of the confined jet drilling on the strength and stiffness
properties of the chalk is likely due to the 1. local stress concentration from confining
pressure near the jet drilled area; and 2. partly due to the dissolution of calcite that
developed micro holes on the calcite grain surface.

Chapter 4 is based on the 3rd manuscript ‘A methodology for geomechanics analy-
sis of open hole stability in chalk’. In this chapter, an advanced methodology to study
wellbore stability is proposed. The presented workflow is based on five main parts: 1.
the basic rock mechanics testing for estimating the rock properties; 2. an advanced
rock mechanics testing method, called the single lateral hole (SLH), to study the well-
bore stability under various stress paths, creep and flow conditions; 3. utilizing CT
imaging for identifying the damaged zone and its extension, and 4. backward numer-
ical simulations of the test data to improve the estimated rock mechanics properties
and 5. forward numerical simulations utilizing the estimated properties to predict the
stability of open-hole in chalk under reservoir in-situ stresses and operational condi-
tions. Numerical backward/forward analyses are carried out by ISAMGEO simulator,
employing its chalk model that takes into account the post-peak strength softening
and the rate dependency of the chalk. The stress-strain curves from the conventional
triaxial tests are back analysed using a single-element (SE) approach. The SE ap-
proach is a quick way of determining material properties such as elastic, pore collapse
and shear failure for the wellbore stability modelling. However, the SE method does
not provide a reliable estimate of the post-peak softening and dilatancy properties,
thus 3D modelling of the triaxial compression test or back analysis of the SLH test
in 2D/3D mesh is required for verification of the estimated parameters.
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Chapter 5 presents the last manuscript on ‘Evaluation of the behaviour of the
lateral boreholes in the Gorm chalk field’. This chapter presents results of an ex-
tended analysis of wellbore stability based on a workflow presented in the previous
chapter, which is applied for predicting the Radial Jet Drilled open boreholes in the
Gorm reservoir chalk of the North Sea. The study aims at investigating 1. how the
shape of the borehole evolve with time and 2. how the borehole stability influenced
by the the transient gradients of pressure, generated during shut-down and bean-up
operations. Simulation results of wellbore under in-situ conditions representative of
the Gorm field suggested that lateral borehole is stable up to a year with a small
development of the plastic zone at the borehole wall. Simulation results in the long
run (up to four years) showed change in the geometry of the borehole, where shear
cracks developed at the wall and some distance away from the hole the chalk com-
pacted. With presented results, we demonstrate the importance of using a modelling
tool capable of simulating shear strain localisation for modelling the shear breakout
development as well as time/rate dependency of the pore collapse strength for mod-
elling the long-term behaviour. The results of the flow tests carried out on single
lateral hole specimen showed insignificant permeability change after 5 hours and 1
hour flow test with the drawdown pressure of 2.5 MPa.

Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the conclusions of the thesis, and gives recommen-
dations for future research.



CHAPTER2
Experimental Investigation of Drilling Lateral
Boreholes in Chalk Rocks with High Pressure

Jets

Increasing reservoir connectivity to the wellbore and bypassing the damaged area is
crucial in improving the productivity of the wells and enhancing the swept area. This
has become feasible by a new technology called Radial Jet Drilling (RJD), in which
relatively long, small-diameter laterals can be drilled radially from the main wellbore.
In this study, authors attempt a better understanding of the efficiency of a high-
velocity jet drilling on chalk destruction, and also identifying parameters controlling
the jet drilling. For this purpose, two distinct outcrop chalks from Austin (US) and
Northern Province - Welton (UK) are used in this study, which are analogues to the
reservoir chalk in the North Sea. In conjunction with the jet drilling experiments,
basic rock mechanics testing is carried out in order to correlate the rock strength
and stiffness properties to the jet drilling performance. Jet drilling of boreholes are
evaluated not only by varying the fluid and nozzle type, the fluid pressure at the nozzle,
but also varying the jet drilling set-up, under unconfined and also confined stress fields
resembling reservoir condition. Results of our study show a clear correlation of the
rock strength (and stiffness) on the threshold pressure and specific energy required to
break the rock. Tight chalk requires exceeding more than 30% pump pressure of that
used in soft chalk for breaking the chalk, having more than twice stronger strength
properties. Soft chalk presents larger borehole size and better rate of penetration,
both with water and acid aided fluid, due to its higher matrix permeability value, as
well as lower mechanics properties that favour diffusion of the jet drilling fluid into
the rock and faster erosion/breakage compared to tight chalk. Static nozzles create a
larger surface area compared to rotating nozzles. The penetration rate of the nozzle
is significantly improved under stress confinement. Additional to this, jet drilling in
the direction of minimum principal stress (σ3) appears to be faster due to localization
of shear failure around the drilled hole induced by the differential stresses compared
to the jet drilling in the direction of maximum principal stress (σ1) under isotropic
stress or ambient condition.

This chapter is based on: Medetbekova M.K., Christensen H.F., Bakker R.R., Salimzadeh
S., Nick H.M. Experimental Investigation of Drilling Lateral Boreholes in Chalk Rocks with High
Pressure Jets. International Journal of Geomechanics, doi 10.1061/(ASCE)GM.1943-5622.0001626,
2019. In Pres.
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2.1 Introduction
Normally, chalk is porous, but has low matrix permeability (in the order of millidarcy)
and requires stimulation of the near wellbore area to create conductive flow paths for
the fluid flow. Back to dates of early production from chalk reservoirs, conventional
hydraulic fracturing with proppant was not successful in soft chalks due to the embed-
ment of sand, while in fracture acidizing treatment, the homogeneity of the chalk re-
sulted evenly distributed etched walls, giving low fracture conductivity when fracture
pressure is released [HB85; MMZ76]. Since then, many research studies have been car-
ried out to improve the outcome of the stimulation treatment. Fracture acidizing with
preflush of viscous pad, that has been adopted from viscous-fingering phenomenon,
have been applied in many North Sea chalk reservoirs [MMZ76; And+90]. Hydraulic
fracturing with better design in terms of sand grain size and fluid pad resulted also in
successful application of the technique [CB04; CHG07]. However, to dates, these com-
monly used stimulation methods cause challenges when implemented. In many cases,
complications are due to the uncertainties in the exact placement and direction of
the treatment, as well as zonal isolation problems, in which fractures create pathways
along the casing wall [BRE01]. An activation of existing fractures, associated with
high-volume hydraulic fracturing is another concern, while environmental concern on
the potential contamination of groundwater by stimulation treatment remains to be
debated [Jac+14].

In recent years, a new well stimulation method called Radial Jet Drilling (RJD)
has become an attractive technology, providing improved control of the stimulation
process. Moreover, the method is relatively fast and cost-efficient, and could be used
as an alternative to the conventional well stimulation techniques [BRE01]. In the
RJD technology, a hydraulic energy of a fluid jet is utilized to drill small diameter
holes up to 5 cm. Illustrated in Figure 2.1, from a single level in a central borehole,
radial boreholes can be drilled up to sixteen directions with extensions up to 100 m
[Abd+11]. It is also reported that the size of the hole depends on several factors
including the strength properties of the rock formation, in situ stresses, and velocity
of the fluid jet. The process of jet drilling consists of the following: At first, the
production unit is removed from the well and a deflector shoe is lowered into the
target depth with coiled tubing. The deflector shoe is specially designed for the
required angle of exit of the RJD from the main wellbore. If the well is cased, then
the casing is milled using a milling bit to create access to the formation. Finally,
the nozzle connected to a high-pressure hose is lowered inside the coiled tubing, and
a high-pressure fluid is pumped through the nozzle which erodes the rock [BRE01;
Abd+11; Sal+19].

In the Danish part of the North Sea, more than 80% of the hydrocarbon pro-
duction comes from chalk reservoirs of Maastrichtian (Tor formation) and Danian
(Ekofisk formation) ages [Abr08]. The Halfdan field, located in the southern part of
the Danish North Sea, is one among other chalk fields where RJD would be a viable
stimulation method for improving the recovery. Data derived from the monitoring
and observation wells, as well as 4D seismicity with production and geological data,
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Figure 2.1: Radially jet drilled laterals from the main vertical well: extention is up
to 100 m in 16 directions at a fixed depth.

suggest that there is uneven vertical sweep and also bypassed zones in the Tor for-
mation [Whe+14; Cal+13; Cal+14]. Halfdan is producing from long horizontal wells
(9144 m) of Maastrichtian and Danian age chalk. The Maastrichtian chalk contains
coccolithic material as primary composition, and also a few fractions of foraminiferal
and other skeletal materials. Non-carbonate constituents are mainly composed of
silica, found as disseminated or nodular chert and argillaceous material in the form
of disseminated clay (up to 5%). The Danian chalk is divided into upper and lower
units, the upper unit being relatively homogeneous chalk, while the lower unit is con-
sidered as non-reservoir chalk within the Halfdan field. The late Maastrichtian chalk
is the primary oil reservoir in this field, and exhibits characteristic cyclic patterns of
high and low porosity intervals, with high porosity intervals having porosity values of
35-37%, while low cycle intervals attain porosity values of 10-15%. Due to small pore
throat sizes (about 1 micron), permeability of the chalk is in the range of 0.5-2.0 mD
[Alb+01].

Documented field applications of RJD technique in oil and gas wells are presented
by [Abd+11; BBS07; CFT07; Cin13; Ell11]. The majority of the field trial cases re-
port the success of the jet drilling stimulation, however, there are cases when laterals
fail shortly after the stimulation due to the incompetency of the formation, for exam-
ple in unconsolidated sandstone [Abd+11; CFT07]. Sustainable design of the radially
jet drilled laterals in chalk in the long run requires a thorough understanding on the
impact of the high-velocity fluid jet on chalk destruction, as well as the parameters
controlling the jet drilling performance.

The purpose of the present paper is threefold. Firstly, to analyse the selected
outcrop chalks on the rock physics-mechanics properties to obtain basic understanding
of the rock strength/stiffness properties and construct constitutive model of the chalk,
which is then at a later stage can also be utilized to model stability of laterals,
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i.e upscaling from outcrop and modelling to reservoir rock and in-situ conditions.
Secondly, to gain experience and understanding on the impact of the high-velocity
fluid jet on chalk destruction through running laboratory experiments using field-scale
jet drilling set-up, and then evaluate how inherent rock physics-mechanics properties
as well as varied parameters such as fluid pressure at the nozzle, fluid and nozzle type,
and jet drilling ambience control the jet drilling performance. Finally, to discuss the
effect of the high-velocity jet fluid on the surface dissolution and erosion mechanism,
cavity formation, and also pore structure changes using Scanning Electron Microscope
(SEM) imaging.

2.2 Materials and Methods

2.2.1 Outcrop chalk

In our study, the chalk material stems from two distinct open quarries, one from the
Austin formation in the United States and other from the Welton formation in the
United Kingdom. The Austin chalk is Upper Cretaceous of age and consists of a very
fine-grained carbonate mud deposit containing carbonate skeletal constituents, pri-
marily coccoliths, planktonic foraminifera, calcispheres and fine particles produced by
the breakdown of these grains [Clo75; Dra80]. In these articles, Austin chalk specimen
is categorized as wackestones to packstones, with packstone as the dominant texture.
Moreover, it is stated that Austin chalk displays a trimodal grain size distribution:
the fine mud matrix including fine calcite crystals and bioclast debris with diameter
up to 20 microns, coarse silt to fine sand-sized planktonic microfossils with 50-200
microns in diameter and coarser skeletal fragments of molluscs and echinoderms that
are several millimetres in diameter. Furthermore, porosity of the outcrop can vary
from 9% to 30% and average acid-insoluble residue ranges from 6% to 18% and con-
sists of clay minerals, pyrite, and quartz. An average of 88% calcite content for the
outcrop specimens is identified from X-ray diffraction analysis [CFS87].

[WS92] and [GFW92] describe the Upper Cretaceous Welton chalk from North-
ern Province as a fine-grained pelagic deposit, mainly composed of coccolith debris
associated with up to 5% of calcispheres and few larger bioclasts of molluscs and
echinoderms. It is reported that this chalk may contain clay minerals, as well as
a small amount of cryptocrystalline silica. The chalk of the Northern Province in
the UK is relatively stiff due to a diagenetic phase of calcite cementation within the
pore spaces. Calcite-saturated fluid, from which cement precipitated, likely formed
by dissolution of chalk along stylolite planes that developed by increasing stress dur-
ing burial and caused by tectonic stresses. In addition, another phase of stylolite
development, post-dating calcite cementation has been identified in the chalk of this
province [WS92; GFW92].
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2.2.2 Specimen preparation
Specimens for rock mechanics testing were plugged vertically in the blocks, perpendic-
ular to the bedding plane, with a diameter of 38 mm. The specimens were trimmed to
a height of 76 mm (H:D=2:1) for the Uniaxial Compressive Strength test (UCS) and
triaxial tests, while for the Brazilian test to a height of 19 mm (H:D=1:2). Quality
and size of the prepared end lathed specimens meet the standards of the International
Society for Rock Mechanics [ISR77; ISR79; ISR83].

Following this, the specimens were dried in a heating chamber (at 80◦C) until the
weight was stabilized. Selected outcrop chalks for this study have limited information
on the strength and stiffness properties. Although few rock mechanics experiments
have been carried out on 23-24.5% porosity Austin outcrop chalks by [Aze+94] and
[Mow+96] (note that authors refer to the Austin outcrop chalk as the Cordoba cream
limestone), the reported rock mechanics properties are for dry chalk specimens. Rock
mechanics tests performed on dry specimens are not considered to be representative
of in-situ reservoir conditions, and in general, high porosity water saturated chalk is
weaker, compared to dry or oil saturated chalk [Ris01; Ris+05]. Thus, for consistency
of the results, we performed rock mechanics testing in conjunction with jet drilling
experiments on chalk saturated with chalk saturated tap water. Chalk saturated tap
water was prepared by dissolving soft chalk in the de-mineralized water, and this
compared to tap water reaches equilibrium with the chalk surface faster, thereby
eliminating the dissolution reaction of chalk. Prior to testing, specimens for UCS
and Brazilian tests were submerged in chalk saturated tap water and left in the
desiccator under vacuum for saturation. In triaxial testing, specimens were mounted
in triaxial cell in a dry state and flushed with chalk saturated tap water within the
cell. Specimens prepared for UCS and triaxial tests were mounted with 2 vertical
(axial) and 2 horizontal (radial) strain gauges, glued on the surface at the centre of
the specimens. Specimens for Brazil test were wrapped with masking tape for even
distribution of the line load.

For the jet drilling experiments, large blocks of chalk were submerged in the chalk
saturated tap water for a few days, to be in fully saturated state when the jet drilling
experiment was carried out. In the unconfined jet drilling experiment, the Austin
chalk blocks with a cylindrical shape of about 40 cm diameter and 20 cm height were
used, while the used Welton blocks had an irregular shape, with dimensions of about
20×30×10 cm3. In the confined jet drilling experiment, two cubic Austin chalk blocks
with 30×30× cm3 dimensions were used.

2.2.3 Purpose of rock mechanics testing
The principal application of rock mechanics testing is qualitative estimation of the
strength and stiffness properties of the rock. A generalized material model for chalk,
presented in Figure 2.2, is constructed using a variety of rock mechanics testing de-
scribed by [And95]. In this model, the horizontal axis is the mean effective stress p′,
the average of the three principal effective stresses. The vertical axis is the deviatoric
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stress q, the difference between the maximum and minimum effective principal stresses
applied on the specimen with cylindrical geometry. The elastic region is bounded by
the shear failure (onset of microcracking) and pore collapse end-cap, found from the
UCS/triaxial compression strength tests and triaxial compaction tests, respectively.
The shear failure line is obtained from shear failure points from a series of triaxial
compression testing at different confining pressures. The shear failure surface is asso-
ciated with generation of fractures in the specimen. For chalk, the pore collapse end
cap defines the transition from elastic to elasto-plastic behaviour. Moreover, chalk
has a memory of the maximum stress state (hardening). This means that reaching
of the pore collapse surface causes the pore collapse stress to be increased. After
unloading into the elastic region and reloading, the chalk will now reach pore collapse
at the updated (higher) stress level.

Plastic region

Triaxial Compaction

Triaxial 
Compression

UCS

p'

q

Figure 2.2: The Chalk model. Failure surface is bounded by the shear (solid line)
and pore collapse (dashed line) regions. The shear failure line is constructed using
material strengths from UCS and triaxial compression testing at different confining
pressures. The pore collapse end cap defines the transition from elastic to elasto-
plastic behaviour determined with the pore collapse strength from triaxial compaction
test. Blue points represent strength properties from UCS, triaxial compression and
compaction tests.

In this paper, results of the rock mechanics testing including Brazilian test, UCS,
triaxial compression and compaction tests conducted on intact specimens cored out
from the undisturbed (not jet drilled) blocks are presented. It must be noted that
generally the UCS testing is not representative of the stressed rock in the reservoir,
but the test is easily performable and provides initial estimate on the rock strength,
therefore it must be verified against triaxial testing. Two-stage triaxial compression
test was chosen to be carried out instead of single stage. Two-stage testing is similar
to the single-stage triaxial compression test, except that the second deviatoric loading
is carried out after the first deviatoric loading to failure at constant confining stress,
but with different value of confining stress during the second stage. Testing the
specimen under two-stage triaxial compression at different confining stresses enables
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to evaluate the compressive strength of the specimen at different confining stresses for
construction of the shear failure line with a limited number of test specimens available.
Performing rock mechanics testing on intact specimens not only provides an estimate
of the reference set of parameters for the compressive and tensile strength, in addition
to the stiffness properties, but also allows for studying on possible geomechanics
properties alteration due to high velocity jet drilling around the created lateral hole at
a later stage. Furthermore, construction of rock model for studied chalk types would
allow designing stress states in the confined jet drilling experiment and obtaining
rock failure parameters (friction angle, effective cohesion) for the lateral hole stability
analyses and failure prediction of the laterals.

2.2.4 UCS and Brazil tests set-up

In a displacement controlled UCS test, the testing was performed according to the
following steps: A test specimen with axially and radially glued strain gauges was
inserted into a load frame and compressed at a constant axial displacement rate of
0.01%/hr. Initially, at about 0.4-0.5 MPa of axial loading, the deformation record-
ings were zeroed, so that initial contact between the specimen and load frame was
provided. At stress level approaching approximately 50% of the uniaxial compressive
strength, one unloading-loading loop was performed. The purpose of the unload-
/reload branches was to find and to document the linear elastic behavior. Linear
elastic response is important for modelling purposes and for comparing with the ul-
trasonic velocity. Most often for chalk the unload/reload lines do not coincide (due
to micro-cracks, sample disturbance, bedding, plasticity etc.). Loading to 50% of fail-
ure/pore collapse comes from the experience that normally rock is elastic up to this
point, and generally conservative estimate of the strength is used in order to design
the test. Then the loading was continued until the failure of the test specimen, in
which visible cracks were initiated and a drop in the vertical stress was seen. Dur-
ing the loading, axial displacement was measured with Linear Variable Deformation
Transducers (LVDT). Locally, axial deformation of the test specimen was measured
with axially glued strain gauges, while radial glued strain gauges recorded lateral
deformation. Ultra sonic measurements were performed throughout the test for mea-
suring compressional and shear wave ultra sonic velocities, as well as travel times of
these waves through the test specimen.

Conducted Brazil disc tests were also displacement controlled, and carried out
by applying a vertical load at a deformation rate of 0.01%/hr on the disc-shaped
cylindrical specimen, located between two steel jaws. Similarly to UCS test, under
about 0.4-0.5 MPa of loading, the displacement sensors were zeroed. The failure of
the specimen was determined when a vertical plane crack was formed and a drop in
the applied load was observed. In Brazil test, displacement was measured with LVDT
only.
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2.2.5 Triaxial test set-up
The triaxial test set-up consist of a conventional Hoek cell with end sound pistons
fitted for ultra sonic measurements (Figure 2.3 a). The specimen for the triaxial
testing was prepared in the following way: the specimen was mounted with 2 axial
and 2 radial strain gauges, and then connected to the sound pistons on top and bottom
of the specimen (Figure 2.3 a right). Following that, the specimen was jacketed with
an epoxy membrane. External axial displacement was measured using two LVDT’s
and by the load frame sensor. Local axial and radial deformation were measured by
strain gauges, positioned at the center of the specimen. Pore pressure transducers
were mounted at the top and bottom outlet.

The triaxial test set-up is illustrated in Figure 2.3 b. During testing, pore pressure
in the specimen was zero, and expelled volume of fluid due to pore volume reduction
was measured using the balance. A thin layer of paraffin oil was placed on top of the
fluid on the balance, in order to limit the evaporation. All tests were performed at
ambient temperature.

The following test programme was used for two-stage triaxial compression test:
The test specimen glued with axial/radial strain gauges, jacketed with the membranes
and mounted into the Hoek cell. At contact stress the sensors were zeroed. Following,
the test specimen was hydrostatically loaded to 1 MPa, after which saturation phase
followed by flush with chalk saturated tap water. Permeability measurement was
conducted at 50, 75, and 100 kPa differential pressure for the Austin chalk; for the
Welton chalk 100, 200, and 400 kPa differential pressure was used. Then ultra sonic
measurements were started, and logged every 5 minutes. After that, the specimen was
hydrostatically loaded to 8 MPa, and from this stress level, one unload-reload loop
was performed. The following increase in load axially initiated the first compression
(shear) failure, then the specimen was unloaded to the initial hydrostatic state, prior
to the first compression phase. Following this, the second compression failure was
performed at another value of confining stresses, and then was brought to the initial
hydrostatic state.

Test programme for triaxial compaction was as follows:
In this test, all the procedure were the same until the specimen was hydrostati-
cally loaded to 8 MPa and an unloading-loading loop was performed for the Austin
chalk, while the Welton chalk was loaded hydrostatically to 15 MPa and then an
unloading-loading loop was performed. Following this, both of the outcrops were
under compaction loaded to pore collapse (or loading continued until the maximum
capability of the loading frame). Throughout the test, in both triaxial compression
and compaction testing, the specimens were loaded with a strain rate of 0.1%/hr.

2.2.6 Jet drilling experiment
The unconfined jet drilling experiment of the chalk blocks were carried out at the
Well Services Group (WSG) workshop and additional confined jet drilling tests at
TU Delft Rock mechanics laboratory.
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Figure 2.3: a) Schematic of the triaxial cell set-up in Geo’s rock mechanics lab; b)
Schematic of the triaxial testing setup.
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The schematic of the confined jet drilling experiment is depicted in Figure 2.4.
The setup comprised a high-pressure hose connected to a pressure line, non movable
tube connected to a jet drilling cell through which the flexible hose connected with
nozzle can enter the cell under high pressure exerted by the pumped fluid energy, and
a test assembly where the target specimen was mounted for jet drilling (Figure 2.4
a). The advantage of this set-up over unconfined jet drilling set-up was that the rate
of penetration of the nozzle could be monitored with LVDT measurement. Moreover,
fluid pressure exerting the nozzle were measured throughout the jet drilling test.

The following test programme was used for the confined jet drilling experiment:
two Austin outcrop chalk blocks in a saturated state were mounted into the triaxial
jet drilling cell. Prior to testing, these two cubic blocks were resin coated, to avoid
leakage of the acid outside of the setup. In the initial phase, the chalk blocks were
hydrostatically loaded to 8 MPa, similar to UCS and triaxial testing of the chalk
specimens described in Sections 2.2 UCS/Brazil tests set-up and Triaxial test set-up.
From this stress level, one unload-reload loop was performed. Following this, the
chalk blocks were brought to the in-situ field stress conditions. Overburden stress
in Halfdan was found to be 42 MPa at 2100 m depth, estimated from overburden
pressure gradient of 0.02 MPa/m for the North Sea chalk fields [And95]. Assuming
initial reservoir fluid pressure of 25 MPa in Halfdan, the effective overburden stress
of 17 MPa and effective horizontal stress of 5 MPa were used in the experiment.
Jet drilling of the two Austin chalk blocks was carried out in the y direction. The
chalk block jet drilled in minimum stress direction was brought to 17 MPa stress in
z direction, and 5 MPa in the x and y directions, whereas the chalk block jet drilled
in the maximum stress direction was loaded to 17 MPa in the y direction and 5 MPa
in the z and x directions. The loading rate of the chalk blocks was 25 kN/s in each
direction. During the confined jet drilling experiment, the deformation of the chalk
blocks, as well as nozzle displacement and exit fluid pressure at the nozzle outlet were
measured.

The set-up of the unconfined jet drilling was simpler compared to the confined
jet drilling set-up. This set-up comprised also a non movable tube connected to a
jet drilling cell, as well as flexible high pressure line with nozzle. In unconfined jet
drilling, pump pressure and time were recorded.

Two different nozzle designs were used in this study, a static and rotating, schemat-
ically shown in Figure 2.5, commercially available at Well Services. The static nozzle
(Figure 2.5 a) consists of one body, and it has 4 forward and 5 backward outlets. The
forward outlet mainly serves for eroding and breaking the surface of the formation
with the jet fluid, while the backward outlets widen the hole as well as push the nozzle
forward. The static nozzle has outlet outer diameter of 0.5 mm, and fluid pumping
pressure of 48.3-69.0 MPa (7000-10000 psi) provided flow rates of 15-20 l/min, where
corresponding exit velocities were about 141-189 m/s. The rotating nozzle has three
main components (Figure 2.5 b), the inner and outer static body and the rotating part
around the static body. The rotating nozzle has 3 forward and 2 backward outlets
with similar functionality as the static nozzle outlets. The diameter of the rotating
nozzle outlet is 1 mm each, and 15-20 l/min flow rate at nozzle outlet (48.3-69 MPa
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Figure 2.4: a) Schematic of the confined jet drilling set-up (true triaxial); b) Photos
of the true triaxial apparatus, adapted for jet drilling experiments.

pump pressure) provided exit velocities of 29-39 m/s. It is important to note, since
the length of the flexible line used in the jet drilling experiment was not long (17 m),
fluid pressure loss across the hose length can be assumed to be minor.

2.2.7 Parameter estimation
Dry bulk density was calculated from the ratio of dry weight of the specimen to
the bulk volume. Specimen volume was estimated from the measured diameter and
length with a caliper.

Initial dry and saturated weight measurements were used to estimate the porosity,
assuming 100% water saturation and grain density of 2.71 g/cm3.

Permeability was measured during triaxial testing, where at 1 MPa of confining
stress, the specimen was flooded with chalk saturated tap water at different flow rates
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Figure 2.5: Schematic drawings of the nozzle type used in the jet drilling. a) Static
nozzle: 1 - nozzle body, 2 - forward outlets, 3 - backward outlets; b) Rotating nozzle:
1 - static inner body, 2 - rotating body, 3 - static outer body, 4 - forward outlets,
5 - rotating body outlets, 6 - hydro-bearing outlets. Nozzles in the pictures are in
mm-scale.

(see Section 2.2.5).
A set of elastic parameters were estimated from the rock mechanics testing.

Young’s modulus (E) was found in UCS and triaxial compression tests. Static Young’s
modulus was found from the slope of the axial strain (LVDT and strain gauges mea-
surement) and axial stress curve, in the range of 40-60% of peak strength in axial
stress:

Es = ∆σa
∆εa

(2.1)

While dynamic Young’s modulus was interpreted from ultra sonic P and S velocity
measurements at 50% of peak strength in axial stress:

Ed = ρ2
s

3v2
p − 4v2

s

v2
p − v2

s

(2.2)

Poisson ratio (ν) was estimated from UCS and triaxial compression testing. The
ratio of the radial strain to the axial strain from recordings of the strain gauges was
used to find static Poisson’s ratio:

νstatic = − ∆εr
∆εa

(2.3)

The dynamic Poisson’s ratio was found from the following relation using ultra
sonic P and S velocity measurements at 50% of peak strength in axial stress:

νdynamic =
v2
p − 2v2

s

2(v2
p − v2

s)
(2.4)
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The Bulk modulus (K) was estimated in triaxial compaction test. The static Bulk
modulus was found from the slope of the volumetric strain and effective mean stress
curve. Volumetric strain was calculated from the ratio of the volume change of the
test specimen (expelled fluid weight on balance divided by the density of fluid) to the
original volume of the specimen and also from axial/radial strain gauge measurements.

Kstatic = ∆p′

∆εvol
(2.5)

Dynamic Bulk modulus was estimated using ultra sonic P and S velocity mea-
surements:

Kdynamic = ρv2
p − 4ρvs2

3
(2.6)

Uniaxial compressive strength was found from UCS test. Indirect tensile strength
was found from Brazilian test. Triaxial compressive and residual strengths were eval-
uated in triaxial compression testing. The triaxial compressive strength was defined
from the peak stress after which the specimen fails, while residual stress was found
from the flat steady region of the stress beyond failure.

The pore collapse stress was defined from triaixal compaction test, from the in-
tersect between the linear extrapolations of the elastic curve and the fully plastic
curve.

In the UCS or triaxial compression/compaction testing compressional (P) and
shear (S) waves were generated at one end of the specimen using ultrasonic transmitter
with about 200 kHz. Travel time for waves to reach the other end of the specimen was
recorded by the receiver. P and S waves velocity v (m/s) was determined from the
corrected travel times for waves to travel through the test specimen and its deformed
length:

v = H

(tarrival − tlagtime)10000
(2.7)

where H is specimen height (cm), tarrival is arrival time of vp or vs wave traces from
ultra sonic measurement (µs), tlagtime is specific time related to the pressure head
used in the testing (µs).

Interpretation of the travel times of the elastic compressional and shear waves is
illustrated in Figure 2.6, where the arrival of P and S waves are shown.

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Porosity and permeability measurements
Porosity and permeability cross plot for the Austin and Welton outcrops, illustrated
in Figure 2.7, was obtained from two measurements: gas injection and chalk saturated
tap water flusing during testing in the triaxial set-up, described in Section 2.2.5. Both
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.6: Example of vp and vs wave traces from ultra sonic measurement. The
vertical red line shows the arrival of the a) P-wave and b) S-wave. Numbers in the
bracket represent the actual arrival time after the lag time is subtracted.
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gas and water injection was conducted on specimens with number 4 for the Austin
and 3 for the Welton chalks. Permeability check on the remaining specimens were
estimated by water injection only. Porosity and permeability measurements using
gas injection yielded the following results: The Austin chalk provided a porosity
of 31.7% and liquid permeability of the specimen (corrected for the Klinkenberg
effect) was found to be of 27 mD; The Welton chalk provided a porosity of 17.0
% and relative permeability to liquid of 0.2 mD. Permeability measurement for the
same Austin specimen with water injection provided 4.6 mD of permeability, whereas
Welton specimen provided 0.13 mD of permeability. The initial porosity of these
two Austin and Welton specimens, evaluated according to Section 2.2.7, was 31.5%
and 17.8%, respectively. In general, the average porosity was found to be 30.8% and
permeability from liquid injection was 5.8 mD for the Austin specimens, porosity for
the Welton specimens was 18.1% and permeability value of 0.13 mD.
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Figure 2.7: Porosity and permeability cross-plot for the Austin (black markers) and
Welton (blue markers) outcrop chalk. Markers with circle represent measured perme-
ability with chalk tap water flushing in triaxial test set-up. Porosity was estimated
from the dry bulk density and grain density measurements. Two diamond markers
represent permeability and porosity estimation with gas injection for the Austin 4
and Welton 3 specimens. Numbers represent specimen id.

2.3.2 UCS test
A total of six saturated Austin outcrop specimens were tested in the UCS setup. The
diagram given in Figure 2.8 presents strength and stiffness measurements of the Austin
outcrop from UCS test. Figure 2.8 a illustrates the compressive strength as a function
of dry bulk density, while Figure 2.8 b provides interpretations of the static Young’s
modulus from LVDT and strain gauge measurements, and also the dynamic Young’s
modulus from ultra sonic velocity measurements. Generally, the uniaxial compressive
strength of a chalk material is related to the porosity (and bulk density) [Eng92], but
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it is not the case in Figure 2.8 a. This could be explained by the bedding effects and
lack of confining pressure, resulting in splitting type failure, shown in Figure 2.10 a.
Overall, results of the Young’s modulus measurements indicated a correlating trend
of static and dynamic Young’s modulus with increasing density. Specimens 3, 5 and
6 showed scatter of the static Young’s modulus values.
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Figure 2.8: a) Uniaxial compressive strength (peak stress) given as a function of dry
density values for the six tested Austin specimens; b) Elastic modulus interpreta-
tions from LVDT (blue colour), the strain gauge (red colour) and ultra sonic velocity
measurements (black colour). Numbers represent specimen id.

Four saturated Welton outcrop specimens were tested in the UCS setup. The
uniaxial compressive strength and Young’s modulus estimations showed an increasing
trend with density, except for the specimen 2T-6B that was outside of the trend
(Figure 2.9). This could be explained by the heterogeneous nature of the Welton
outcrop chalk that provided weaker strength and stiffness properties. The fracture
type failure plane resulted from compressive load for the Welton chalk is given in
Figure 2.10 b.

From UCS test, for the Austin outcrop, the average uniaxial compressive strength
was found to be 10.4 MPa, the average dynamic Young’s modulus was 13 GPa, the
average static Young’s modulus from strain gauge was 11.2 GPa and from LVDT
was 5.7 GPa. The average static Poisson’s ratio was 0.23, while the average dynamic
Poisson’s ratio was 0.29. For the Welton coutcrop, the average uniaxial compressive
strength was found to be 15.6 MPa, while the average dynamic Young’s modulus
was 30.1 GPa, the average static Young’s modulus from the strain gauge and LVDT
measurements were 17.8 GPa and 8.1 GPa, respectively. The average value for the
static Poisson’s ratio was estimated to be 0.15, while for the dynamic Poisson’s ratio it
was 0.31. Compared to local strain gauge measurements or ultra sonic measurements,
the overall LVDT displacement measurements may include closing of micro-fractures
and bedding effects. Thus, the LVDT tend to register more axial deformation than the
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Figure 2.9: a) Uniaxial compressive strength (peak stress) given as a function of dry
density values for the four tested Welton specimens; b) Elastic modulus interpreta-
tions from LVDT (blue colour), the strain gauge (red colour) and ultra sonic velocity
measurements (black colour). Numbers represent specimen id.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.10: Development of a failure plane (red arrows) during UCS test: a) Austin
specimen 9 produced a splitting type and b) Welton specimen 2-2B produced a frac-
ture type failure plane.
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axial strain gauges and ultra sonic measurements. This implies that interpretations
of the elastic properties of the chalk from LVDT represents the bulk estimate of chalk
including microfractures, whereas local strain gauges or ultra sonic measurements
represents the matrix properties on centimetre and grain size level, respectively.

Dry bulk density (ρb), porosity (ϕ), p and s wave velocity estimations, compres-
sive strength (C0) and elastic properties, including Young’s modulus (E⋆s , Es, Ed)
and Poisson’s ratio (νs, νd) for the Austin and Welton outcrop chalks are given in
Table 2.1. Figure 2.11 shows the strain-stress plots from LVDT and two strain gauge
measurements, axial and radial for the Austin and Welton chalks.
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Figure 2.11: Strain and stress diagram for reference tests on intact a) Austin and
b) Welton chalk from LVDT, axial and radial strain gauge measurements. Black
coloured curves represent axial strain measurements from LVDT, blue curves rep-
resent axial strain measurements from the strain gauge, and grey curves are radial
strain recordings from the strain gauge. Note that the specimens were undergoing one
unloading-loading loop at about 50 % of failure stress. Numbers represent specimen
id.

2.3.3 Brazilian test

Indirect tensile strength was measured using the Brazilian disk test. Figure 2.12
shows the dry density versus the tensile strength. From the plot we can see that the
tensile strength of Austin chalk (Figure 2.12 a) showed a constant trend with density
(average of 1.8 MPa), while Welton chalk (Figure 2.12 b) shows a scattered result
(average value of 2.76 MPa). Table 2.2 provides rock mechanics properties from the
tensile strength measurements, including dry density, porosity, and tensile strength
(T0) for the Austin and Welton chalk outcrops.
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Table 2.1: Summary of the rock mechanics properties from UCS test for the Austin
and Welton outcrop chalks for both loading phases (s∗ - static measurement from
LVDT, s - static measurement from the strain gauge measurement„ d - dynamic
measurement from the ultra sonic wave velocity).

ID ρb ϕ vp vs C0 E⋆
s Es Ed νs νd

g/cm3 m/s m/s MPa GPa GPa GPa
Austin chalk

3 1.86 0.31 2905 1624 10.67 8.0 10.7 12.5 0.25 0.27
2904 1605 9.0 12.0 12.3 0.24 0.28

5 1.87 0.31 3008 1630 10.24 6.2 10.9 12.8 0.23 0.29
2950 1630 8.9 12.5 12.7 0.22 0.28

6 1.87 0.30 3072 1632 10.08 5.8 11.2 13.0 0.24 0.30
3023 1607 9.0 12.4 14.3 0.22 0.22

8 1.90 0.29 3055 1669 11.41 5.1 11.5 13.6 0.21 0.29
3054 1608 8.3 12.4 12.8 0.23 0.31

9 1.90 0.29 3064 1614 10.08 4.4 12.0 12.9 0.22 0.31
3027 1596 5.7 12.8 14.6 0.23 0.31

12 1.89 0.30 2996 1625 9.80 4.7 10.7 12.9 0.25 0.29
2973 1642 5.7 11.3 13.1 0.25 0.28

mean 1.88 0.30 3017 1632 10.4 5.7 11.2 13.0 0.23 0.29
2989 1615 7.8 12.2 13.3 0.15 0.31

Welton chalk
2-2B 2.23 0.16 4285 2129 16.9 9.3 13.7 27.0 0.16 0.34

4319 2079 16.3 22.2 26.0 0.21 0.35

2-2T* 2.22 0.18 4233 2103 13.8 5.9 14.4 28.3 0.34

2-5B* 2.25 0.14 4438 2453 20.7 10.0 22.9 34.7 0.20 0.28

2-6B 2.23 0.15 4217 2294 11.0 7.0 20.3 30.3 0.10 0.29
4217 2290 10.3 24.6 30.2 0.32 0.29

mean 2.23 0.16 4293 2245 15.6 8.1 17.8 30.1 0.15 0.31
4268 2185 13.1 23.4 28.1 0.27 0.32

2.3.4 Triaxial compression and compaction tests: Austin outcrop
chalk

Three Austin specimens were tested under triaxial compression: Specimen 11 was
brought to first shear at 2 MPa confining stress, while during the second compression
phase, confining stress was 4 MPa; Specimen 7 was tested at 4 MPa and 2 MPa
confining stress during the first and second compression phase, respectively; Speci-
men 10 was first compressed at 6 MPa confining stress, then at 4 MPa confinement
was applied in the second compression phase. Axial strain and effective axial stress
curves from the external deformation measurements (LVDT and load frame) and local
deformation measurement with strain gauges presented in Figure 2.13 a-c.

Generally, the magnitude of the confining stress dictates the shear strength of the
specimen. This is also observed during compression testing of the Austin specimens.
When specimen 11 (Figure 2.13 a) was first deviatorically loaded under 2 MPa con-
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Figure 2.12: Tensile strength values for a) Austin specimens and b) Welton specimens.

Table 2.2: Summary of the rock mechanics properties from Brazil test for the Austin
and Welton outcrop chalks

ID ρb ϕ T0
g/cm3 MPa
Austin chalk

5 1.93 0.26 1.65
6 1.88 0.29 1.76
7 1.86 0.31 1.71
8 1.86 0.30 1.81
9 1.90 0.29 1.76
10 1.90 0.29 1.80
mean 1.89 0.29 1.75

Welton chalk
5M 2.19 0.14 2.53
5B 2.20 0.16 3.10
5T 2.21 0.14 3.38
3T 2.26 0.13 2.02
7T 2.20 0.15 2.90
2-5T 2.25 0.13 2.77
mean 2.22 0.14 2.76

fining stress, the compressive peak strength was 17.2 MPa, and due to increase in
the confining stress from 2 MPa to 4 MPa during the second loading, the resulting
incipient compressive strength was shifted to a higher value of 21.2 MPa. Speci-
men 11 developed softening behavior during the first compression loading and then
yielded a residual strength of 12.1 MPa. The behaviour of the specimen 7 (Figure
2.13 b) tested in 4 MPa and 2 MPa confining stresses, during the first and second
compression phases, respectively, showed the opposite to that of specimen 11. The
compressive peak strength went down from 21.6 MPa to 14.6 MPa, with developed
residual strength of 12 MPa at 2 MPa confining stress. When specimen 10 was loaded
deviatorically at a higher confining stresses during both compressive phases (6 MPa
and 4 MPa), the specimen developed plastic hardening (Figure 2.13 c). In this case,
the incipient compressive strength was found to be 24.3 MPa and 20.2 MPa, at 6
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Figure 2.13: Axial strain plotted against effective axial stress from triaxial two-stage
shear test for the Austin outcrop specimens. a) Specimen 7 tested at 4 and 2 MPa
confining stresses; b) Specimen 10 tested at 6 and 4 MPa confining stresses; c) Speci-
men 11 tested at 2 and 4 MPa confining stresses; d) Volumetric strain plotted against
effective mean stress from triaxial compaction test for the Austin outcrop specimen
4.

MPa and 4 MPa confining stresses, respectively.
The Austin outcrop specimen 4 was tested under triaxial compaction loading.

Volumetric strain plotted against mean effective stress from local strain measurement
and precision balance for specimen 4 is given in Figure 2.13 d.

Figure 2.14 and 2.15 illustrate the evolution of the compressional and shear wave
velocities with applied axial stress under triaxial compression and compaction testing
for the Austin chalk, respectively. The general trend observed from these plots was
that, under deviatoric loading, velocities grew with applied loading; however, closer
to a stress state where shear failure developed and micro-cracks were generated, ve-
locities slowed down noticeably (Figure 2.14, 2.15 a-c). Under hydrostatic loading,
the Austin chalk slowed its velocities at a stress states approaching a pore collapse,
but again regained its velocity after the onset of pore collapse (Figure 2.14, 2.15 d).

Static Young’s modulus from LVDT (blue markers) and strain gauge (red mark-
ers) measurements, as well as dynamic Young’s modulus (black markers) from ultra
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Figure 2.14: Compressional velocities estimations during triaxial compression and
compaction testing for the Austin outcrop specimens: a, b) specimen 7 tested at 4
and 2 MPa confining stresses; c, d) specimen 10 tested at 6 and 4 MPa confining
stresses; e, f) specimen 11 tested at 2 and 4 MPa confining stresses; g, h) specimen 4
tested under triaixial compaction.

sonic measurements are given in Figure 2.16 a and b, during first and second com-
pression phase, respectively. For the dynamic Young’s modulus, arrival of P and
S waves was interpreted at 50% of the compressive strength under first and second
triaxial compressive loading. The overall results demonstrated that Young’s modulus
is dependent on the bulk density (porosity). Average static Young’s modulus from
LVDT and strain gauge during the first compression phase was 3.7 GPa and 10.5
GPa, respectively, while dynamic Young’s modulus was 13 GPa. From comparison
of Figures 2.16 a and b, it appeared that Young’s modulus during the second com-
pression loading provided lower values compared to the values obtained during the
first compression loading. This can also be observed in the axial strain and effective
axial stress plots given in Figure 2.13 a-c, where during the first loading the slope of
the curves was steeper than those during the second loading. This may imply that
the tested chalk specimens had developed micro-fracturing during the first compres-
sive loading that affected the Young’s modulus in the following compressive loading
phase. The estimated average value of the static Posson’s ratio was 0.21, while dy-
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Figure 2.15: Shear velocities estimations during triaxial compression and compaction
testing for the Austin outcrop specimens: a, b) specimen 7 tested at 4 and 2 MPa
confining stresses; c, d) specimen 10 tested at 6 and 4 MPa confining stresses; e, f)
specimen 11 tested at 2 and 4 MPa confining stresses; g, h) specimen 4 tested under
triaixial compaction.

namic Poisson’s ratio was 0.33. The static bulk modulus estimated from the expelled
fluid to the balance and strain gauges, and dynamic bulk modulus estimated from the
ultra sonic velocity measurement provided values of 3.2 GPa, 6.2 GPa and 13 GPa,
respectively (Table 2.3 and 2.4).

2.3.5 Triaxial compression and compaction tests: Welton outcrop
chalk

For the Welton chalk also three specimens were tested under triaxial compression:
Specimen 1T-6T was brought to first deviatoric loading at 2 MPa confining stress,
while during the second loading confining stress was 6 MPa; Specimen 1T-3T was
tested at 4 MPa and 2 MPa confining stress during the first and second compression
phase, respectively; Specimen 1T-7B was first deviatorically loaded at 6 MPa con-
fining stress, then at 4 MPa confining stress. Axial strain and effective axial stress
curves from the external deformation measurements (LVDT and load frame) and local
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Figure 2.16: a) Estimations of the Young’s modulus for the Austin specimens from
the first compression phase. b) Estimations of the Young’s modulus for the Austin
specimens from the second compression phase. Blue and red markers represent in-
terpretation of the static values, LVDT and strain gauge, respectively; black markers
represent dynamic estimations from Ultra sonic measurements. Numbers represent
specimen id.

deformation measurement with strain gauges presented in Figure 2.17 a-c.
A clear difference between the two outcrop chalk was the response of the specimens

to the applied load. In triaixal testing, the Austin outcrop provided behaviour of more
ductile material with hardening at a higher confining stresses and softening behaviour
at lower confining stresses. The Welton outcrop showed behaviour of a stronger and
more brittle material. When specimens 1T-6T and 1T-3T tested at lower (2 MPa)
and medium (4 MPa) confining stresses during the first triaxial compression loading,
the specimens responded to the applied loading with brittle behavior, showing a sharp
and abrupt failure. At constant confining stress of 2 MPa, the compressive strength
was estimated to be 38.7 MPa (1T-6T), 4 MPa confining stress (1T-3T) provided
compressive strength value of 46.0 MPa, whilst 6 MPa confining stress resulted in
increase of the compressive strength to 49.0 MPa (specimen 2T-7B) during the first
compression phase (Figure 2.17 a-b). When specimen 1T-6T was compressed at
2MPa confining stress, residual strength of about 21.4 MPa was estimated. At 4 MPa
confining stress, specimen 1T-3T provided residual strength of 30.2 MPa (Figure 2.17
c). The specimen 1T-3T tested at constant confining stress of 6 MPa during the
second compressive loading likely developed perfectly plastic behavior that continued
from 2.5% strain up to 6% total strain.

The Welton outcrop specimen 3 was tested under triaxial compaction loading. For
specimen 3, volumetric strain plotted against mean effective stress from only precision
balance is given in Figure 2.17 d (as strain gauges measurements malfunctioned).
From Figure 2.17 d it can be seen that the specimen did not show pore collapse, and
seems that the pore collapse strength of this type of chalk is beyond 60 MPa.

Figure 2.18 and 2.19 demonstrate the evolution of the compressional and shear
wave velocities with applied axial stress under triaxial compression and compaction
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Figure 2.17: Axial strain plotted against effective axial stress from triaxial two-stage
shear test for the Welton outcrop specimens. a) Specimen 1T-6T tested at 2 and 6
MPa confining stresses; b) Specimen 1T-3T tested at 4 and 2 MPa confining stresses;
c) Specimen 2T-7B tested at 6 and 4 MPa confining stresses. Measurements of strain
for these specimens from strain gauges malfunctioned after or during the first phase of
compression loading; d) Volumetric strain plotted against effective mean stress from
triaxial compaction test for the Welton outcrop specimen 3.

testing for the Welton chalk, respectively. Similar to Austin chalk, velocities in Welton
chalk also slowed down approaching the peak stress. In hydrostatic loading, the
Welton chalk showed steep upward trend with increasing confining pressure.

Figure 2.20 presents estimations of the Young’s modulus from triaxial compression
tests. The results showed that the heterogeneity of specimens slightly affected the
estimations of the elastic modulus. Average static Young’s modulus (blue markers)
from LVDT and strain gauge (red markers) during the first compression phase was
8.9 GPa and 16 GPa, respectively, while dynamic Young’s modulus was 25.2 GPa.
Similar to the tested Austin outcrop chalk, comparison of Figures 2.20 a and b showed
that Young’s modulus during the second compression loading provided smaller values
compared to the values obtained during first compression loading, which can also
be noted from the lowering of the slope of the axial strain and effective axial stress
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Figure 2.18: Compressional velocities estimations during triaxial compression and
compaction testing for the Welton outcrop specimens: a, b) specimen 1T-6T tested
at 2 and 6 MPa confining stresses; c, d) specimen 1T-3T tested at 4 and 2 MPa
confining stresses; e, f) specimen 2T-7B tested at 6 and 4 MPa confining stresses; g,
h) specimen 3 tested under triaixial compaction.

curves during the second compression loading, given in Figure 2.17 a-c. For the
Welton outcrop chalks, the estimated average value of the static Posson’s ratio was
0.19, while dynamic Poisson’s ratio was 0.35 during the first compression loading. The
static bulk modulus estimated from the expelled fluid to the balance and dynamic
bulk modulus estimated from the ultra sonic velocity measurement provided values
of 14.7 GPa and 26.6 GPa, respectively (Table 2.3 and 2.4).

Table 2.3 and 2.4 give detailed information on the estimations of the strength and
stiffness properties for the Austin and Welton outcrop chalks: confined compressive
strength from first and second compressive loading phases, residual strength, pore
collapse strength, P and S wave velocity, static and dynamic bulk modulus, static
and dynamic Young’s modulus, as well as static and dynamic Poisson’s ratio.

Comparison of the estimated strength and elastic properties from UCS and triaxial
compression tests for both of the outcrop chalks reveal that there is a relatively good
match between the average estimated dynamic and static elastic properties from the
two tests. The only difference is that compressive strength from UCS test is signifi-
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Figure 2.19: Shear velocities estimations during triaxial compression and compaction
testing for the Welton outcrop specimens: a, b) specimen 1T-6T tested at 2 and 6 MPa
confining stresses; c, d) specimen 1T-3T tested at 4 and 2 MPa confining stresses; e,
f) specimen 2T-7B tested at 6 and 4 MPa confining stresses; g, h) specimen 3 tested
under triaixial compaction.

cantly lower compared to the compressive strength from triaixial compression testing,
as in triaixal testing compressive strength is reinforced by the applied confining stress.

2.3.6 Failure surface on p′ − q diagram
The p′ − q diagram given in Figure 2.21. To construct shear failure (red circles) the
average value of uniaxial compressive strength and triaxial compressive strength from
the first shear phase of testing were used; the end cap was constructed from the pore
collapse strength (red diamond). Moreover, the diagram also includes the triaxial
compressive strength from the second shear phase of testing (blue circles), residual
strength (black circle) from triaxial compression testing. In overall, comparison of
the shear failure envelope with end-cap of the Austin and Welton chalks reveal that
the failure envelope of the weaker chalk is more than twofold smaller in size than of
stronger chalk. The shear failure envelope for the Austin chalk is not as steep and
straight line as Welton chalk, rather it is more curved with smooth transition from
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Figure 2.20: a) Estimations of the Young’s modulus for the Welton specimens from
the first compression phase. b) Estimations of the Young’s modulus for the Welton
specimens from the second compression phase. Blue and red markers represent in-
terpretation of the static values, LVDT and strain gauge, respectively; black markers
represent dynamic estimations from Ultra sonic measurements. Numbers represent
specimen id. (Young’s modulus from strain gauge for specimens 1T-3T and 1T-6T
was omitted due to strain gauges malfunction.

Table 2.3: Rock properties from triaxial compression test including first and second
compression phases for the Austin andWelton outcrop chalks (s∗ - static measurement
from LVDT, s - static measurement from the strain gauge measurement, d - dynamic
measurement from the ultra sonic velocity, 1-first shear and 2-second shear phases).

ID ρb ϕ σa1 σr1 σres vp1 vs1 E∗
s1 Es1 Ed1 νs1 νd1

σa2 σr2 σres vp2 vs2 E∗
s2 Es2 Ed2 νs2 νd2

g/cm3 MPa MPa MPa m/s m/s GPa GPa GPa GPa GPa
Austin chalk

11 1.88 0.31 17.2 2 12.1 3259 1673 4.5 10.0 13.9 0.27 0.32
21.2 4 2892 1716 2.1 2.2 13.6 0.24 0.23

7 1.88 0.31 21.6 4 3226 1639 3.2 9.9 13.4 0.2 0.33
14.6 2 12.0 2656 1378 1.1 1.2 9.4 0.38 0.32

10 1.88 0.31 24.3 6 3094 1529 3.3 11.6 11.8 0.17 0.33
20.2 4 2650 1171 2.2 1.9 7.1 0.38

Welton chalk
1T-6T 2.22 0.18 38.7 2 21.4 4249 2286 11.2 16.1 30.1 - 0.30

43.4 6 3972 1854 5.4 - 20.8 - 0.36

1T-3T 2.22 0.18 46.0 4 30.2 4335 1978 8.2 11.0 23.7 0.13 0.36
20.7 2 4012 1356 3.4 - 11.7 - 0.34

2T-7B 2.22 0.18 49.0 6 4380 2424 7.4 20.8 21.8 0.24 0.39
30.5 4 3736 1948 6.1 11.2 14.1 0.39 0.40
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Table 2.4: Rock properties from triaxial compaction test for the Austin and Welton
outcrop chalks (s∗ - static measurement from the expelled fluid to the balance, s -
static measurement from the strain gauge measurement, d - dynamic measurement
from the ultra sonic velocity).

ID ρb ϕ vp vs K∗
s Ks Kd Pc

g/cm3 m/s m/s GPa GPa GPa MPa
Austin 4 1.86 0.31 3090 1634 3.2 6.2 13.0 22.0
Welton 3 2.23 0.17 4330 2259 14.7 - 26.6 >60.0

shear to the pore collapse failure.
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Figure 2.21: The Chalk model for the a) Austin and b) Welton outcrop chalks de-
picted on the p′ − q diagram. Shear failure surface: red rectangle represent uniaxial
compressive strength from UCS test; red and blue circular points represent com-
pressive strength from the first and second shear phases in two-stage triaxial test,
respectively; black circular points show residual strength from two-stage triaxial test.
End cap: red diamond represents pore collapse strength from triaxial compaction
test.

2.3.7 Jet drilling experiment
Water and 15% hydrochloric acid were used for jet drilling of both the Austin and
Welton chalk blocks. All the lateral holes were created with a static nozzle, at ambi-
ent atmospheric pore pressure and under unconfined and confined stress conditions,
except the two cases during unconfined jet drilling: one hole in a Welton block that
was created using a rotating nozzle and one radial hole (in an Austin block) was jet
drilled at an elevated temperature of 80◦C. Figure 2.22 and 2.23 show the geometry
of the jet drilled holes at the entrance of the nozzle for the Austin and Welton chalks.
Table 2.5 and 2.6 provide information on the jet drilling parameters, including fluid
and nozzle type used in the experiment, exit fluid pressure at nozzle outlet, exit fluid
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flow rate at nozzle outlet, a rate of penetration (ROP), lateral hole diameter and wing
length measurements, as well as jet drilling condition.

As demonstrated in Figure 2.22, jet drilling the Austin chalk with acid created a
larger surface area of the lateral, compared to water jet drilling. The shape resembled
a star with extended wings due to the dissolution-erosion of the material upon reaction
with the acid. It must be noted that the 5 wings of the laterals come from the
configuration of the static nozzle, which had 5 backward outlets. Under ambient
temperature, the hole created by water had a diameter of about 1.9 cm and star wing
extended up to 2.5 cm with a fluid rate at the nozzle exit of 15 l/min, while up to 5
cm in wing extension was created with 20 l/min flow rate. Acid created a hole with
a diameter about 2 cm and wing extensions up to 8.5 cm with fluid flow rate of 15
l/min, while jet drilling at elevated temperature with similar flow rate enabled the
creation of an even larger surface area, with wing extensions up to 10 cm. Moreover,
when it comes to the penetration of the Austin outcrop chalk with respect to the fluid
type, in unconfined jet drilling, at a jet flow rate of 15 l/min, the rate of penetration
was faster with acid jet (6.7 cm/min) compared to water (0.3 cm/min) and provided
even better penetration at elevated temperature condition (10 cm/min).

In confined experiments, jet drilling was carried out with lower flow rate from the
nozzle exit compared to unconfined experiments. As described in Section 2.2.6 Jet
drilling experiment, the confined experiment set-up had a capability of measuring the
nozzle displacement as jet drilling is advanced, as well as exit fluid pressure from the
nozzle. Unfortunately, within the unconfined experiment set-up limitations, it was not
possible to measure the flow rate and exit fluid pressure for this type of experiment.
Figure 2.24 presents nozzle displacement and nozzle pressure with time for the jet
drilling experiments in the minimum and maximum stress directions. During the
jet drilling in the minimum stress direction, due to mechanics problem of the nozzle
displacement, the nozzle entered the chalk block three times. As can be seen in
Figure 2.24 a, when the nozzle entered the chalk block for the first time, the jet
drilling penetration rate was 10.7 cm/min, while second and third enter created two
adjacent holes, thereby having extremely high rate of penetration of about 80 cm/min.
The ROP obtained from confined experiment, in the minimum stress direction, was
significantly improved, compared to the unconfined acid jet drilled block with 15
l/min flow rate (6.7 cm/min). On the other hand, jet drilling in the maximum stress
direction provided slightly less rate of penetration (8.8 cm/min), compared to the
ROP obtained from jet drilling in the minimum stress direction (10.7 cm/min). With
regards to the lateral size created under the confined stress condition, as can be seen
in Figure 2.22 c and d, confinement of the blocks during jet drilling yielded size of
the hole with about 2-3 cm in diameter, but with less wing extension, which varied
between 2-5 cm at the nozzle entrance surface. When it comes to the geometry of
the hole, it may be possible that one of the backward outlets was clogged, thereby we
can see only 4 wings out of 5 in the confined jet drilling experiment (2.22 c and d).

When the Welton chalk was jet drilling with a rotating nozzle using 15 l/min flow
rate of water jet, an almost symmetrically round hole with about 2 cm in diameter
(Figure 2.23 c) was created due to the rotating penetration of the nozzle that evenly
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.22: Lateral geometry created after jet drilling of Austin outcrop chalk under
unconfined stress condition with a static nozzle: a) Water jet drilled hole at 20 l/min
flow rate; b) Acid jet drilled hole at 15 l/min flow rate. Lateral geometry created
after jet drilling of Austin outcrop chalk under confined stress condition with a static
nozzle: c) Acid jet drilled hole in the minimum stress direction at 10 l/min flow rate;
d) Acid jet drilled hole in the maximum stress direction at 10 l/min flow rate.

distributed the fluid jet; however a static nozzle with water jet even at a higher 20
l/min fluid rate was not able to create a large enough eroded surface (Figure 2.23 b).
In this case, the forward oriented outlets in the static nozzle created micro-holes that
were connected; however, at the bit entrance, the created hole was small. Acid jet
drilling of the Welton chalk created a star shape (Figure 2.23 a), similar to the Austin
outcrop, but with considerably smaller wing length. The rate of penetration at the
nozzle exit flow rate of 15 and 20 l/min for water jet was insignificant with a static
nozzle (0.3 cm/min) while rotating nozzle provided slightly higher penetration with
water jet (1.6 cm/min). Again, the rate of penetration with the acid jet in a tight
Welton chalk was relatively good, 5 cm/min, however a soft Austin chalk had a faster
penetration of 6.7 cm/min at ambient temperature condition, with even improved
penetration (8.8 and 10.7 cm/min in the maximum and minimum stress directions,
respectively) under applied confinement during jet drilling.

So far the geometry of the lateral hole was described based on visual inspection.
However, for obtaining the actual shape of the lateral hole within the specimen, 2D
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 2.23: Lateral geometry created after jet drilling of Welton outcrop chalk under
unconfined stress condition: a) Acid jet drilled hole using a static nozzle at 15 l/min
flow rate; b) Water jet drilled hole using a static nozzle with a flow rate of 20 l/min;
c) Water jet drilled using a rotating nozzle at 15 l/min flow rate.

Table 2.5: Summary of jet-drilling of the Austin outcrop chalk under unconfined and
confined stress conditions.

Fluid type Pnozzle Qnozzle ROP Dhole Lwing Condition
MPa l/min cm/min cm cm

Unconfined jet drilling
Water 48.3 15 0.3 1.9 2.5 Ambient
Water 69 20 0.6 1.9 2.0-5.0 Ambient
Acid 48.3 15 6.7 2.0 5.5-8.5 Ambient
Acid 48.3 15 10.0 2.0 8.5-10 80◦C

Confined jet drilling
Acid 40 10 10.7-79.9 2 2-3 Ambient, σmin

Acid 40 10 8.8 3 3-5 Ambient, σmax

Table 2.6: Summary of jet-drilling of the Welton outcrop chalk under unconfined
stress condition.

Fluid type Pnozzle Qnozzle ROP Dhole Lwing Condition
MPa l/min cm/min cm cm

Water 48.3 15 - - - Ambient
Water 69 20 0.3 1.0 - Ambient
Water 48.3 15 1.6 2.0 - Ambient (rotating)
Acid 48.3 15 5.0 3.5 0.5 Ambient
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ROP=10.7 cm/min

ROP=79.9 cm/min

Pnozzle=400 bar

(a)

ROP=8.8 cm/min

Pnozzle=400 bar

(b)

Figure 2.24: Nozzle displacement and exit pressure from the nozzle plotted against
the elapsed time during confined jet drilling experiment: a) in the minimum stress
direction and b) in the maximum stress directions. Dashed lines on the plot of time
against nozzle displacement represent the ROP, which is found from the change of
displacement divided by the corresponding change in time. It is also corresponds to
about 400 bars on the time against nozzle pressure plots.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.25: 2D and 3D geometry of the unconfined acid jet drilled lateral using static
nozzle with 15 l/min fluid flow rate at the outlet for a) Austin outcrop at elevated
temperature condition and b) Welton chalk at ambient temperature condition.

Table 2.7: Rock mechanics properties from confined jet drilling experiment (s∗ - static
measurement from LVDT)

ID ρb ϕ K⋆
s E⋆

s

g/cm3 GPa GPa
1 1.88 0.28 1.2 4.4
2 1.88 0.28 1.1 4.0
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.26: 2D geometry of the confined acid jet drilled lateral using static nozzle
with 10 l/min fluid flow rate at the outlet for a) Austin outcrop jet drilled at minimum
stress direction and b) Austin outcrop jet drilled at maximum stress direction.

images were generated by CT scanning along the length of the block for every 2 mm.
The 3D volume rendering program ’Avizo’ is used to generate the 3D geometry of the
jet drilled holes from 2D images. Figure 2.25 demonstrates the 2D and 3D geometry
of the laterals obtained from unconfined jet drilling of the Austin and Welton outcrop
chalks. As can be seen from Figure 2.25 a, the Austin chalk acid jet drilled at elevated
temperature condition had a lateral with star shape, but the size was reduced from
7 cm to 2.7 cm as jet advanced (here, the nozzle went through completely across
the length of the block). Figure 2.25 b demonstrates the geometry of the jet drilled
hole for the Welton block, also in which the size of the hole was reduced from about
4 cm to 2 cm as jet goes through. The size of the hole created in Welton chalk
was much smaller than that in Austin chalk due to the stiff structure (porosity and
permeability) that retards diffusion of the jet fluid into the pore structure, thereby
reducing the erosion-reaction of fluid with the rock. Figure 2.26 illustrates the 2D
geometry of the Austin outcrop blocks jet drilled under confined stresses: a) in the
minimum stress direction and b) in the maximum stress direction. As can be seen,
jet drilling in both directions yielded larger width of the lateral (about 8-9 cm), but
with reducing size of the width (1.8 cm) as jet advanced. It must be noted that
in the two confined jet drilling experiments, the jet drilling was stopped when the
nozzle displacement into the block had reached about half of blocks length. This
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could explain the smaller size of the holes (18 mm) in the confined stress condition
towards the other end of the block which was resulted mainly due to the jet coming
from the forward nozzle outlets by the end of the time when fluid circulation was
stopped and backward outlets did not contribute for widening the hole. The quality
of the Figure 2.26 was poor compared to Figure 2.25 due to the larger bulk size of
the blocks scanned in CT, resulting in the beam hardening effect.

2.3.8 Deformation during jet drilling
In the confined jet drilling experiments, bulk specimen deformation was monitored
throughout the jet drilling process. Figure 2.27 demonstrates the deformation of the
two tested Austin blocks during the following phases: initial hydrostatic loading (a,
b), loading to the in-situ field stresses (c, d), and jet drilling phase (e, f). In the
hydrostatic loading phase, the static Bulk modulus obtained from LVDT recordings
provided values in the range of 1.1-1.2 GPa from two tests. The Bulk modulus ob-
tained from jet drilling experiment provided lower value compared to a small scale
testing of the Austin specimens in the triaxial cell (3.2 GPa), presented in Section
2.3.4. This difference mainly may be due to the scale effect of tested chalks. From
the strain-stress curves under loading to the field stresses, Young’s modulus was de-
termined to be 4.0-4.4 GPa. Comparison of Young’s modulus estimated from jet
drilling experiments with the one obtained from the triaxial testing (3.7 GPa), sug-
gested close similarity of the estimated values from both different scale testing. Table
2.7 lists rock mechanics properties evaluated during confined jet drilling. In addition
to the estimation of elastic parameters during hydrostatic loading and loading to the
field stresses, deformation of the chalk blocks during jet drilling process was evaluated
too. Figure 2.27 c and d provides information on the deformation rate at constant
applied stresses during the confined jet drilling, from where it can be observed that
chalks had deformed most in the direction of jet drilling (y) in comparison with the
non jet drilling directions (x, z). Moreover, jet drilling in the maximum stress di-
rection (block 2) resulted in more creep rate (4.5 10-6 s-1) than jet drilling in the
minimum stress direction (block 1) (1.5 10-6 s-1).

2.3.9 SEM Analysis
To understand the changes made on the chalks after jet drilling, qualitative Scan-
ning Electron Microscope (SEM) analysis on cross-sections of intact and jet drilled
specimens was carried out.

Figure 2.28 presents SEM images for reference (intact) specimen at 1-mm and 100-
micron scale. At the mm-scale (Figure 2.28 a), the intact specimen was characterized
by a loosely packed and lightly cemented fabric. The intact specimen at 100-micron
scale (Figure 2.28 b) showed shells of bioclasts, likely planktonic foraminifera or
calcispheres filled by micrite and microspar and surrounded by calcite cement.
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Figure 2.27: Deformation measurements from confined jet drilling experiment on
the two Austin outcrop chalks: Plot of volumetric strain against mean stress during
hydrostatic loading for the chalks jet drilled in the a) minimum and b) maximum
stress directions; Strain and stress curves under loading to the in-situ field stresses
for the chalks jet drilled in the c) minimum and d) maximum stress directions; Elapsed
time against measured deformation during jet drilling experiment phase for the chalks
in the e) minimum and f) maximum stress directions. Dashed lines on the plots
represent the slope of the curves from which bulk modulus, Young’s modulus and
strain rate are found.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.28: SEM image of the intact Austin outcrop at a) 1-mm and b) 100-micron
scale.

When the Austin chalk specimen was jet drilled with water at ambient tempera-
ture (Figure 2.29 a, b), we can observe apparent changes in the surface of the chalk.
At the mm-scale (Figure 2.29 a), it was observed that the water jet drilling smoothed
the chalk micro-texture, and at 100-micron scale (Figure 2.29 b), we can clearly see
that the calcite cement has been polished and intrafossil constituents within the shell
become shattered. Acid jet drilled chalk at ambient temperature at the mm-scale
(Figure 2.29 c, d) showed conspicuous features of etched surfaces. Softer constituents
of the chalk, especially micritie filling intraparticle pores were affected by the acid,
resulting in deeper and wider holes. The image at 100-micron scale (Figure 2.29 c)
confirms that the constituents within the shell become compact and at the same time
scattered small holes were created.

The overall appearance of the acid jet drilled specimen at elevated temperature
condition clearly standed out from the previous two cases (Figure 2.29 e), where the
fabric of the chalk became extremely smooth, the shell and its filling fossil being well
polished and shattered (mm-scale). Moreover, it can be observed that a scatter of tiny
holes throughout the surface of the specimen as well as enlargement of the originally
coarser skeletal fragments (Figure 2.29 f). At 100-micron (Figure 2.29 e), we can see
that the temperature had affected the specimen fabric, where intrafossil constituents
have become even more compact, compared to the case when jet drilled with acid at
ambient temperature. It must be noted that in all three cases, irrespective of the jet
fluid type, the calcite cementation did not display significant alteration caused by the
fluid jet and the type of fluid injected.

Figure 2.30 shows the micro structure of the Welton chalk before and after the jet
drilling with acid at ambient temperature at 1-mm and 100-micron scale. At the mm-
scale (Figure 2.30 a), we can observe that the rock fabric of intact chalk consisted of
fine grains and densely packed sediment. At a smaller scale of 100-micron (Figure 2.30
b), loosely cemented intraparticle pores were surrounded by the calcite cementation
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 2.29: SEM image of the Austin outcrop chalk. Water jet drilled chalk with
static nozzle at ambient temperature at a) 1-mm and b) 100-micron scale. Acid jet
drilled chalk with static nozzle at ambient temperature at c) 1-mm and d) 100-micron
scale. Acid jet drilled chalk with static nozzle at 80◦C temperature at e) 1-mm and
f) 100-micron scale.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.30: SEM image of the intact Welton outcrop at a) 1-mm and b) 100-micron
scale. SEM image of the Welton outcrop acid jet drilled (with static nozzle and at
ambient temperature) at c) 1-mm and d) 100-micron scale.

(at the surface, this was due to saw cutting). Jet drilling with acid produced a
polished surface, observed at mm-scale (Figure 2.30 c, d), but at 100-micron scale
(Figure 2.30 c) we notice small diameter holes created when the acid was etching the
surface of the specimen.

2.4 Discussion

2.4.1 Effect of rock mechanics properties on jet drilling
It is not a simple matter to postulate which inherent rock mechanics properties are
accountable for the rock breakage and what are the mechanisms responsible for fail-
ure/erosion of rock under a high-pressure jet impact. According to [FA65], for all
materials, there is a critical impact velocity which varies with hardness and below
which a jet will not penetrate the target material. [FA65] identified two transitional
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velocities: the first is the critical impact velocity at which impact penetration first
occurs; the second velocity depends on the rock characteristics and jet diameter.
On the other hand, [MH69] have suggested that increasing rock strength increases
the threshold pressure and specific energy required to remove a unit volume of rock.
[Lea+66] have also observed that there is a critical pressure below which significant
penetration does not take place. [Reh80] defined the threshold pressure as the lower
limit of force needed to cause erosion and interpreted it in terms of microscale tensile
strength. Moreover, [Reh80] claims that a coarser grained rock requires less force for
breakage than a smaller grain rock. [Reh80] suggested that once this threshold pres-
sure is passed, the jet starts to penetrate the pores between the grains and removes
the grains by hydraulic lifting forces. The efficiency of the rock removal, in this case,
depends on the geometrical properties of the elements constituting the rock, such as
grain volume and permeability. On the contrary, [Cro73] argued that the shear stress
produced on the grain surface is the responsible mechanism of a high-pressure jet ero-
sion. According to [Cro73], flow passing at high speed over a grain interface would
exert shear stress, because the interfaces would be forming cavities. High surface
pressure by jet closes the cavity bubbles and exposes the grain to the direct impact
from the water jet. Permeability raises a pore pressure beneath the advancing jet
relieving the normal force on the grains, allowing them to break off away.

The presented rock-mechanics testing results in our study reveal that the uni-
axial/triaxial compressive and tensile strength, and also stiffness properties of the
Welton chalk is stronger in the order of about 2 times compared to the Austin chalk.
These inherent rock properties for the Austin and Welton outcrops significantly af-
fect the jet drilling efficiency of the material, presented in Table 2.5 and 2.6. In this
study, 69 MPa pump pressure was used for water jet drilling of the Welton chalk and
it was the highest pressure generation capability of the used pump. However, this
was not enough to create a hole size suitable for entering the nozzle. Conversely,
the weak Austin chalk could easily be water jet drilled at 48.3 MPa pump pressure.
[MH69] claims that if the threshold pressure is close to the maximum available pump
pressure, then the effect of threshold pressure becomes important since it prevents
jetting and requires more pressure from the pumps.

Specific energy, E (J/m3), required to break the Austin and Welton chalks pre-
sented in Figure 2.31 and Table 2.8 and was found from the relation [MH69]:

E = P

AR
(2.8)

where P is the power transmitted to the rock (N m/min), A is the hole cross-
section area (m2) and R is the rate of penetration (m/min). The power output P of
a hydraulic jet drill can be found from the total nozzle cross-section area a (m2) and
pressure drop across the nozzle p, , i.e pump pressure (Pa) as P = 0.0223ap1.5.

For breaking the Austin chalk under unconfined water jet drilling at ambient room
temperature (at 69 MPa pump pressure) fifty times less specific energy compared to
the Welton chalk at the same condition was required. On the other hand, under
unconfined acid jet drilling at ambient room temperature (at 48.3 MPa pump pres-
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Figure 2.31: Specific energy required to break the Welton and Austin outcrop chalks.

Table 2.8: Estimation of the specific energy for different jetting conditions. Noz-
zle diameter is 0.0005 m with total 9 outlets. The hole diameter is average value
considering actual hole diameter plus the wing length.

Chalk Fluid type Condition ROP Fluid pressure Hole diameter Specific energy
m/min MPa m MJ/m3

Welton water ambient 0.003 69 0.005 4655500
Austin water ambient 0.006 69 0.025 93100
Welton acid ambient 0.05 48.3 0.03 4500
Austin acid ambient 0.067 48.3 0.04 1900
Austin acid ambient, 80◦C 0.1 48.3 0.05 800
Austin acid confined, min 0.107 40 0.035 1200
Austin acid confined, max 0.088 40 0.035 1400

Table 2.9: Estimation of rock properties for the Tor reservoir chalk.

ϕ k E⋆
s σucs T0 Pc νs

mD GPa MPa MPa MPa
0.3 0.5-2 6.4 44.4 1.4 40.0 0.2
0.17 0.5-2 17.9 156.8 2.9 80.0 0.2
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sure), the Austin chalk required 2.4 times less specific energy than that of the Welton
chalk. This indicates that for the stronger and stiffer Welton chalk, using acid aided
fluid reduced the threshold pressure, resulting in drilling rate of about 70% com-
pared to that of weaker chalk. Jet drilling experiments conducted by [BSB15] and
[Ndo+18] on limestone carbonate rocks also show better efficiency of jet drilling with
HCl compared to water.

For the jetting fluid to enter the rock and break it, the matrix permeability plays
a crucial role as it defines the pressure drop in the porous rock and thus the radius of
influence of the jetted fluid inside the intact rock. [FS74] found out that by placing a
thin copper sheet over the rock surface the flow into the matrix was prevented, hence
the rock erosion. The Austin chalk having a significantly larger permeability (ap-
proximately forty-five times higher than the Welton chalk), allows the high-pressure
fluid to enter the matrix and at the same time this type of rock has a much lower
strength, so the radius of affected (i.e. drilled) area increases. While in Welton chalk,
due to extremely lower permeability, the pressure decay in the porous matrix is much
higher, thus the pressure reduces in the vicinity of the nozzle such that it can no
longer overcome the high strength of this type of rock. It was interesting to observe
that the specific energy required for water jet drilling of the Austin chalk was also
about fifty times higher of that Welton chalk, however, for acid jet drilling, this ratio
was significantly lower.

In short, the presented results of jet drilling suggests that there exists the thresh-
old pressure which is correlated to the strength of the material (both tensile and
compressive). Once the applied force by jet overcomes the threshold pressure, the
jet penetration efficiency relies on the grain geometry and permeability. It could be
possible that the rock erosion mechanism is not solely by tensile or shear failure mech-
anism, but could be partly by the compression and shear forces acting on grain due
to fluid pulses on the surface, partly by the tensile stresses, and partly by hydraulic
lifting forces.

2.4.2 Jet drilling condition
The Austin chalk acid jet drilled in the minimum principal stress direction had 18%
higher penetration rate of that drilled in the maximum principal stress direction,
this is about 60 and 20% more, respectively, than the penetration rate of acid jet
drilled chalk at ambient condition. Figure 2.32 illustrates stress states of jet drilling
in the p′ − q diagram. As can be seen in Figure 2.32 a, for the Austin chalk the
stress state in the minimum principal stress direction is positioned closer to the shear
failure line than the in the maximum principal stress direction. Ostensibly under
stress anisotrophy, a differential stress induces localization of the shear failure around
the created hole, in the form of shear bands, providing improved penetration rate
compared to the jet drilling condition under isotropic stresses or ambient condition.
When hole is created due to a jet force, since there is no support from the fluid pressure
inside the hole as in conventional drilling, there will be stress concentration in the
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direction of minimum principal stress, which shifts the initial stress state towards the
shear failure line of intact chalk.

Although the confined jet drilling was not carried out for the Welton chalk, the
same in-situ stress states used for the Austin chalk were included in the p-q diagram
(Figure 2.32 b). It is likely that the scale of the effect of the improved jet drilling
performance due to the differential stress observed for the Austin chalk may not be
the same as for the Welton chalk, as the stress states lie way below than shear failure
envelope of the Welton chalk. However, it requires additional testing to prove this
point.

Studies by [Ndo+18] considered the effect of the elevated temperature, and it is
reported that higher temperature promotes the mass-transfer rates at the acid-rock
interface, resulting in a larger surface area, which is also the case in our experiments.
Moreover, for the Austin chalk, under the acid jet drilling at ambient condition, but
at elevated temperature reduced twofold the specific energy required to break the
rock.
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Figure 2.32: Stress field used in the triaxial jet drilling experiment plotted on p′ − q
diagram for the a) Austin and b) Welton chalk.

2.4.3 Long term stability of radial boreholes
Generally, chalk shows a time-dependent behaviour, meaning that material continues
to deform at a constant stress [And95]. In section 2.3.8, it was reported that in the
confined jet drilling experiments, the deformation rate of the chalk was highest in the
direction of the maximum principal stress when the chalk material was being removed
by the fluid jet drilling. This implies that when the RJD technique is practically
applied in the chalk field, the created radially jet drilled lateral hole exposured to the
compressive loading may result in the reduction of size of the hole with time, especially
in a soft chalk. The future studies will address the extended creep impact on the
lateral hole stability by means of the rock mechanics experiments on specimen with
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a hole resembling a jet drilled lateral, as well as finite element numerical modelling
approaches.

2.4.4 Application of RJD to field conditions
North Sea chalk fields have been buried under 2000-3000 m of overburden [And95], in
comparison, Austin chalk has not been buried to excess depth, between 304.8 to 914.4
m [Dra80], while Welton chalk has been buried to a depth up to 2000 m [Wel+13].
In the considered Halfdan field, the main reservoir layer is the Tor formation, and in
our study the high porous Austin outcrop chalk resembles the upper layers of the Tor
formation with regards to porosity, whereas the porosity of the tight Welton chalk
more resembles the porosity range of the deep Tor. Using the Joint Chalk Research
database enabled us to estimate rock mechanics properties parameters of the Tor
formation at 30 and 17% porosity, in the fully water saturated state (Table 2.9). The
uniaxial strength and stiffness of the 30% porosity reservoir chalk is approximately
four times larger than the compressive strength and stiffness of Austin outcrop calk.
However, 17% porosity reservoir chalk has around ten times the strength and stiffness
properties compared to Welton outcrop chalk. With regards to the permeability of
the rocks, the Tor formation has permeability values in the range of 0.5 to 2 mD,
Welton outcrop has relatively similar permeability value to the lower limit of reservoir
permeability (0.13 mD), while Austin outcrop has a higher value than the upper limit
of the reservoir permeability (5.8 mD). The difference in burial history along with
the burial depth affected the degree of diagenesis and physical compaction, which is
reflected in the larger geomechanics (strength and stiffness) properties of reservoir
chalk than outcrops. Based on the above written, it could be possible that the
threshold pressure in the soft layers of the Tor formation will be around the highest
pump pressure (flow rate) used in our experiments, whilst the tight layers of reservoir
chalk may require much higher threshold fluid pressure, thus larger power of pump.
For both of the chalks, in-situ reservoir state variables as temperature and differential
stresses along with using acid aided fluid would reduce the required threshold pressure.
Most likely, the geometry of the jet drilled holes would resemble those of the tight
outcrop chalk, as the permeability of the reservoir chalks is relatively low. In both of
the layers, a static nozzle would be recommended as it would create a larger surface
area, and also provides a better penetration rate compared to a rotating nozzle.

2.5 Conclusions
One of the aims of studying the efficiency of creating radial boreholes in chalk with
RJD technique was to contribute to improving the economics of hydrocarbon recov-
ery from chalk fields in a more controlled and affordable manner. Results of the rock
mechanics testing and jet drilling experiments presented in this paper suggest the
following:
- The conducted experiments on two distinct outcrop chalks have shown that from a
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geomechanics point of view, the RJD technique has proven to be a viable stimulation
treatment for a firm as well as soft chalk formation.
- The efficiency of the jet drilling is dependent on the inherent rock physics-mechanics
properties and also controllable parameters such as jet drilling ambience, jet fluid and
nozzle type.
- The initial threshold nozzle pressure must exceed in order to start shattering/break-
ing the rock, which is a function of rock strength and stiffness. Once this pressure
is exceeded, the permeability of the rock is more important than the strength of the
rock.
- Specific energy required to break the unit volume of the rock is also a function of
rock strength and stiffness properties.
- Jet drilling under conditions close to the in-situ stress system revealed that the stress
confinement improves the penetration of nozzle into the chalk, while jet drilling in
the minimum principal stress direction produces better penetration rate compared to
the jet drilling in the maximum principal stress direction.
- The geometry of the lateral hole created under confined stress condition yielded a
smaller hole size compared to the unconfined jet drilling. The general observation
is that a static nozzle creates a larger surface area; however, a rotating nozzle with
water as a jet drilling fluid may provide better long-term stability of the lateral. Ir-
regularities in the lateral geometry could induce stability issues during production.
- SEM image analysis reveals rock fabric changes for the soft chalk type, especially
the one jet drilled with acid at elevated temperature conditions, however, the calcite
cement that bonds the chalk skeleton is not affected by the jet drilling force.



CHAPTER3
High pressure jet drilling effect in chalk and

alteration of local geomechanics properties
surrounding the radial hole

Radial jet drilling stimulation technique is gaining interest around the world as an
alternative to conventional wellbore stimulation methods. To date, this technique has
been primarily studied from a perspective of improving the tool performance for effec-
tive rock breakage. However, impact of high-velocity fluid on the mechanics properties
of rock around the jet drilled hole is not realized properly. The current work presents
an improved understanding of how high-velocity jet affects the mechanics properties of
chalk, building a solid ground for the borehole stability analysis. Key findings include
the following: 1. High-pressure jet drilling affect the local geomechanics properties of
the chalk in a confined condition. In jetting with acid-aided fluid, micro holes created
due to the acid and rock interaction lead to a pronounced weakening of the rock me-
chanics properties of the chalk; 2. At the radius of up to about 4 cm surrounding the
jet drilled hole, a significant weakening of strength properties (tensile, uniaxial/triax-
ial compressive and pore collapse stress) were observed. Moreover, elastic properties
were also notably affected by the acid jet drilling, measured from LVDT, strain gauge
and ultrasonic measurements. Dissolution effect on chalk microstructure reflected in
the compressive and shear velocity measurement, attributed to the increased micro-
pores in the chalk; 3. SEM analysis also revealed alteration of chalk matrix by jet
drilling under confining stress condition and numerous micro-perforations are found
on the surface of microsparites (calcite). However, no extensive dissolution of calcite
cement was observed in the chalk matrix. 4. Results of our study show that not
only dissolution of the cementation, but also micro-perforations created on the calcite
surface may lead to the mechanics properties degradation.

This chapter is based on: Medetbekova M.K., Christensen H.F., Amour F., Salimzadeh S.,
Nick H.M. High pressure jet drilling effect in chalk and alteration of local geomechanics properties
surrounding the radial hole. Submitted to the Journal of Rock Mechanics and Rock Engineering, in
review.
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3.1 Introduction
Economic reviving of productivity/injectivity of wells is one of the most challenging
tasks in the oil industry. It should be emphasized that traditional techniques are still
expensive and may not be suitable for targeting thin reservoirs and oil reserves which
are pocketed and scattered [Ahm17]. Therefore, high-pressure jet drilling is seen as
a promising stimulation technology with regards to enhancement of production from
marginal oil/gas reservoirs. Moreover, high-pressure water jetting can be utilized as a
cost-effective method for standalone damage removal treatment or for a cleanup pro-
cedure before a conventional acidization damage removal in long horizontal open holes
[AA00]. Several research projects running around the world [Rei+18] triggered inter-
est in the application of high-pressure jet drilling technique in geothermal doublets
as well [Nai+17], and simulation-based investigations demonstrate that the technique
has a capability to connect the wells to the fracture network and hence enhance the
well performance in reservoirs with very low matrix permeability [Pet+18; Sal+19].

Compared to conventional stimulation techniques, the jet drilling method focuses
kinetic energy of the high-velocity fluid at the surface of the formation. A small orifice
of the nozzle is used to break down the rock and achieve deep penetration into the
formation. The jet nozzle has either static movement or rotational movement. The
static nozzle creates irregularly shaped radials depending on the erosion mechanism,
whilst the rotating nozzle creates more rounded radials due to a quasi-pulsating move-
ment. Radial laterals have a small diameter in the range of 2.5 to 5 cm and extended
penetration into the formation up to 100 m [Kam17].

Chalk is a friable, fine-textured limestone of Upper Cretaceous age and an impor-
tant reservoir for oil and gas in the North Sea area [Har82; And95]. It is a pelagic
deposit, consisting mainly of the disaggregated tests of haplophycean planktonic al-
gae known as coccolithophorids. Chalk porosity ranges up to 50%, while permeability
is down around 1mDarcy. Thus, stimulation of chalk reservoirs is vital for enhanc-
ing the productivity/injectivity beyond it’s natural reservoir capability. The chalk
particles making up the matrix are much smaller than a typical sand grain, as are
the pores and pore throats, thus it is mechanicsly weaker than a typical sandstone
[Fab07; HF09; Nad+13]. Since the acid injection is widely used stimulation technique
in carbonate reservoirs, there are a numerous of studies conducted at the laboratory
scale, that looked into the effect of acid on the chalks strength and stiffness properties
[BW13; SF15; WP15; Bem+16; BME16; SSF17]. Findings of these studies reported a
substantial decrease in elastic properties. Interestingly, studies by [Bem+16] showed
that chemical effects on the strength weakening could be more noticeable in the duc-
tile failure domain than in the brittle failure.

Implemented field applications of RJD technique in petroleum reservoirs show
that if the formation is unconsolidated, the jet drilled holes may be susceptible to
collapse in the long run [Abd+11; CFT07]. To date, radial jet drilling has been
studied from a perspective of identifying the failure pattern of the rock depending
on the impact velocities [Lu+15], improving jet drilling configurations and impact
of geological heterogeneity on the jetting performance [Rei+18], and the influence of
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operating conditions on jetting performance [HW17]. According to authors knowl-
edge, no research has been carried out yet on studying on a local scale to what extent
the kinetic energy of a high-velocity jet force can alter the rock mechanics properties
surrounding the jet drilled hole, which may influence the hole stability. The paper
presents posterior effects of the jet drilling: 1. a series of rock mechanics testing have
been carried out to evaluate if jet drilling produces any alteration in the rock mechan-
ics properties; 2. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) has been utilized for studying
the pore structure of the jet drilled chalks; consequently the images were used to map
the influenced area (i.e radius of damage) of the jet drilled hole surroundings based
on the rock mechanics testing results.

3.2 Experimental setup

3.2.1 Chalk origin and specimen preparation
The Austin chalk is a fine-grained carbonate mud deposit, predominantly composed
of well-preserved and debris of coccoliths, platktonic foraminifera and calcispheres
[Clo75; Dra80]. Using the carbonate-texture classification of [Dun62], the Austin
chalk is categorized as wackestones to packstones, with packstone as the dominant
texture. A trimodal grain size distribution is characteristic to the Austin chalk:
the fine mud matrix including fine calcite crystals and bioclast debris with diameter
up to 20 microns, coarse silt to fine sand-sized planktonic microfossils with 50-200
microns in diameter and coarser skeletal fragments of molluscs and echinoderms that
are several millimetres in diameter [Clo75; Dra80]. According to [LLL98], coccolith
dominated limestones with less than 5% siliciclastic insoluble materials are considered
as pure chalks, and with siliciclastic materials in the range of 5-50% as chalky marls.
An average of 88% calcite content for the Austin outcrop specimens is identified from
X-ray diffraction analysis [CFS87].

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.1: Lateral holes created with static jet drilling tool in Austin outcrop chalk:
Unconfined jet drilling with a) water and b) 15% HCl acid at 80◦C temperature, c)
confined jet drilling with 15% HCl acid at ambient room temperature. Stress state in
confined jet drilling: 5 MPa in the y and x directions, 17 MPa in z direction. Jetting
was performed in y direction.
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Some of the results of an experimental study on jet drilling of outcrop chalk is
given in Figure 3.1, where Austin open quarry chalk material was used as an analogue
to the Tor formation chalk at the Halfdan field in the Danish North Sea. Table 3.1
provides information on the jet drilling parameters, including fluid and nozzle type
used in the experiment, exit fluid pressure at nozzle outlet (Pnoz), exit fluid flow rate
at nozzle outlet (Qnoz), a rate of penetration (ROP), lateral hole diameter (Dhole) and
wing length (Lwing) measurements, as well as jet drilling condition. Initially, Austin
outcrop was tested in the unconfined jet drilling setup (Figure 3.1 a, b). This test
showed that the Austin chalk can be drilled both with water and acid (15% HCl)
aided fluids, resulting in about 2 cm diameter holes. In the time span of 1 minute,
these holes were drilled 0.6 cm deep with water, 6.7 cm with acid and 10 cm with
acid at elevated 80◦C temperature. The static nozzle in chalk produced wing crack
length of 2-5 cm with water, 5.5-8.5 cm with acid and 8.5-10 cm with acid at elevated
temperature.

Following these unconfined tests, confined jet drilling experiments were carried out
on a cubic bulk sample (30×30×30 cm3) of Austin outcrop chalk (Figure 3.1 c). Jet
drilling under conditions close to the in-situ stress revealed that the stress confinement
improves the drilling penetration; in the minimum principal stress direction, acid jet
drilling yielded 10.7 cm deep hole in a minute with a hole diameter of 2 cm and wing
extensions of 2-3 cm. Acid jet drilling in the maximum principal stress direction, with
the same nozzle pressure, yielded 8.8 cm deep hole in a minute, with a hole diameter
of 3 cm and wing extension of 3-5 cm.

In this study, chalk blocks from the jet drilling experiment were used for ge-
omechanics testing and compared with properties of the intact chalk. Figure 3.2
demonstrates coring of specimens from jet drilled block. Distance wise, specimens
were cored starting closer and away from the hole using a rotary core drill with tap
water. The specimens were cored vertically in the blocks, perpendicular to the bed-
ding plane, with a diameter of 38 mm. The specimens were trimmed to a height of 76
mm (H/D =2) for the Uniaxial Compressive Strength (UCS) and triaxial tests, while

Table 3.1: Summary of jet-drilling of the Austin outcrop chalk under unconfined and
confined stress conditions.

Fluid type Pnoz Qnoz ROP Dhole Lwing Condition

MPa l/min cm/min cm cm

Unconfined jet drilling

Water 48.3 15 0.3 1.9 2.5 Ambient
Water 69 20 0.6 1.9 2.0-5.0 Ambient
Acid 48.3 15 6.7 2.0 5.5-8.5 Ambient
Acid 48.3 15 10.0 2.0 8.5-10 80◦C

Confined jet drilling

Acid 40 10 10.7 2 2-3 Ambient, σmin
Acid 40 10 8.8 3 3-5 Ambient, σmax
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for indirect tensile test (Brazil) the specimens were trimmed to a height of 19 mm
(H/D=0.5). After the specimens were taken from the blocks, they were dried in the
heating chamber until the weight was stabilized. Then, each specimen was measured
for calculating the bulk dry mass and bulk volume, and the ratio of these two is used
to calculate the bulk density of each sample.

All types of rock mechanics tests were conducted on water saturated samples.
Chalk does exhibit a strong water sensitivity of its mechanics properties (strength
and stiffness), therefore we have studied water saturated samples, as oil saturated
samples have higher strength. Prior to testing, all specimens prepared for UCS and
Brazil tests were submerged in chalk-saturated tap water (tap water equilibrated with
dissolved chalk powder) and left in the desiccator cell under vacuum for saturating
the pores with the fluid. Specimens tested in the triaxial cell were flush saturated
with the same fluid, but within the Hoek cell. Specimens prepared for the UCS and
triaxial tests were mounted with 2 horizontal and 2 vertical strain gauges (for local
strain measurements), glued on the surface at the centre of the specimen.

Figure 3.2: Example of coring specimens from the jet drilled chalk block (acid jet
drilling at 80◦C temperature). The diameter of the specimen is 38 mm. Red arrows
represent specimens cored next to the hole (approximately first 4 cm), green arrows
represent specimens cored in a distance more than 4 cm away from the hole. Red circle
represent arbitrary location from which a piece of chalk is selected for studying the
textural changes under SEM, while studying for the dissolution alteration is carried
out with samples taken next to the hole and away from the hole.

For visual inspection of textural changes, intact chalk and jet drilled chalk sur-
face slabs (about 1 cm2) were prepared (location is shown with a red dashed circle
in Figure 3.2). In order to quantify the degree of dissolution alteration, Scanning
Electron Microscopy investigation was carried out on the chalk pieces prepared from
the specimens cored out from jet drilled blocks, next to the hole and away from the
hole (location is shown with red and green arrows in Figure 3.2).
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3.2.2 Indirect Tensile and Uniaxial Compressive Strength tests
In the Brazil test (Figure 3.3 a), disc-shaped specimens were inserted into a servo-
controlled load frame and diametrically compressed with a rate of 0.1%/hr. The test
was stopped as soon as the failure occurred and a vertical fracture was observed.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.3: a) Brazil Indirect Tensile Strength and b) Uniaxial Compressive Strength
tests set-up.

In UCS tests, cylindrical specimens were loaded axially with a rate of 0.1%/hr on a
servo-controlled load frame (Figure 3.3 b). Linear Variable Deformation Transducers
(LVDT) and axially glued strain gauges were used to determine the axial deformation.
Radially glued strain gauges were used to determine radial deformation. In the UCS
test setup, ultrasonic pressure heads were connected to ultrasonic wave transmitter
and receiver. P and S waves were generated at one end of the specimen using an
ultrasonic transmitter with about 200 kHz. At stress level approaching 50% of the
failure strength, one unloading-loading loop was performed. Then the loading was
continued until failure occurred, in which visible cracks were initiated and a drop in
the vertical stress was seen.

3.2.3 Triaxial test
Schematic diagram of a triaxial testing set-up is given in Figure 3.4, which consist of
a conventional Hoek cell with end pistons fitted for ultrasonic measurements. Speci-
mens for the triaxial testing were prepared in the following way: the specimens were
mounted with 2 axial and 2 radial strain gauges, and then placed between the pis-
tons. Following that, the specimens were jacketed with an inner epoxy membrane.
External axial displacement was measured using two external LVDT’s and by the load
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frame sensor. Local axial and radial deformation were measured by strain gauges,
positioned at the center of the specimen. Pore pressure transducers were mounted at
the top and bottom outlet.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: a) Schematic of the triaxial cell set-up; b) Close look-up of the triaxial
cell.

The following test programme was used for the two-stage triaxial compression
test:
The test specimens were prepared as described above and placed into the load frame.
At contact stress, all the sensors were zeroed. Following, the test specimen was
hydrostatically loaded to 1 MPa, after which a saturation phase followed by flush
with chalk saturated tap water. Permeability measurements were conducted at 50,
75, and 100 kPa differential pressure. Then ultrasonic measurements were started
and logged every 5 minutes. After that, the specimens were hydrostatically loaded
to 8 MPa, and from this stress level, one unload-reload loop was performed. The
following increase in load axially initiated the first compression phase with (shear)
failure at 4 MPa confining pressure, then the specimen was unloaded. Following this,
the second compression phase was performed at 2 MPa confining pressure. During
testing, the pore pressure in the specimen was zero, and expelled volume of fluid due
to pore volume reduction was measured using the balance. All tests were performed
at ambient temperature.

The test programme for the triaxial compaction test was as follows:
In this test, all the procedure were the same until the specimen was hydrostatically
loaded to 8 MPa and an unloading-loading loop was performed, and then specimens
were compacted under hydrostatic conditions. Throughout the test, in both triaxial
compression and compaction, the specimens were loaded with a constant strain rate
of 0.1%/hr.
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3.3 Experiment results

3.3.1 Brazil test

The starting point for the evaluation of changes in the rock mechanics properties
was made by means of the indirect tensile strength test. Figure 3.5 plots tensile
strength of intact and jet drilled specimens versus the dry bulk density. Red dashed
line represents a linear extrapolation of tensile strength over a dry bulk density based
on intact specimen data. The specimens from unconfined acid/water jet drilling at
ambient room temperature and unconfined acid jet drilling at 800C with similar dry
bulk density showed tensile strength values close to intact specimens or slightly higher
values with increased density.

In Figure 3.5, it can also be seen that the specimens tested after confined acid jet
drilling at ambient room temperature have a significantly lower tensile strength. The
tensile strength of the specimens closer to the jet drilled hole reduced to approximately
40%, while away from the hole showed reduction of the tensile strength to about 18%
compared to intact specimens. Table 3.2 and 3.3 provide rock mechanics properties
(dry bulk density (ρb), porosity (ϕ) and tensile strength (T0) of the specimens tested
in the Brazil press set-up.
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of tensile strength of the intact and jet drilled Austin spec-
imens obtained from Brazil testing. Reference measurements on intact chalk repre-
sented by unfilled marker, specimens cored from unconfined jet drilled blocks repre-
sented with blue filled marker, specimens cored from confined jet drilled blocks rep-
resented with green filled marker. Green marker with a small size represents tested
specimens cored next to the jet drilled hole, marker with bigger size corresponds to
the specimens cored away from the jet drilled hole.
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Table 3.2: Summary of the rock mechanics properties from Brazil test for the intact
and unconfined jet drilled specimens.

ID ρb ϕ T0

g/cm3 MPa

Intact specimens

5 1.93 0.26 1.65
6 1.88 0.29 1.76
7 1.86 0.31 1.71
8 1.86 0.30 1.81
9 1.90 0.29 1.76
10 1.90 0.29 1.80

Acid jet, 800C temperature

E1B 1.91 0.28 1.28
W1T 1.94 0.25 1.54
W1B 1.91 0.26 1.90
E2T 1.97 0.25 2.15
E3T 1.92 0.27 1.61
E2B 1.99 0.25 1.80
E3B 1.95 0.26 1.75
N3T 1.97 0.25 1.90
E4T 1.95 0.25 1.78
E4B 1.95 0.25 1.76

Acid jet, room temperature

S1B-1 1.97 0.25 2.06
S1B-2 2.01 0.22 1.94
NE1T 1.88 0.29 1.86
W1T 1.89 0.33 1.76
W2T 1.89 0.28 1.61

Water jet, room temperature

W1T 1.93 0.22 1.93
N1T 1.90 0.28 1.90

3.3.2 UCS test

Figure 3.6 presents the strength and stiffness measurements versus the dry bulk den-
sity of the intact and jet drilled specimens from UCS test. Red dashed line represents
a linear extrapolation of uniaxial compressive strength and stiffness over the dry bulk
density of intact chalk. From Figure 3.6 a, it can be noted that unconfined acid
and water jet drilled specimens at ambient room condition have not shown strength
weakening compared to intact specimens (we see the scatter of the strength values
with increased dry bulk density). Specimens (E4B, E1T, E2T) from unconfined acid
jet drilling at 800C with similar range of densities as intact specimens provided 16.2%
lower compressive strength values. This weakening could be due to temperature effect
rather than the jet drilling itself. On the other hand, uniaxial compressive strength
of the specimens from confined jet drilled specimens at ambient room condition that
were cored next to the jet drilled hole yielded reduction of the strength to 51.4%, and
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Table 3.3: Summary of the rock mechanics properties from Brazil test for the confined
jet drilled specimens.

ID ρb ϕ T0

g/cm3 MPa

N1T 1.94 0.26 1.12
N2T-1 1.96 0.24 0.57
N2T-2 1.92 0.28 0.54
W3T-1 1.98 0.25 1.56
W3T-2 1.99 0.24 1.08
W3T-3 1.98 0.24 1.39
W1T-1 1.95 0.25 1.5
W1T-2 1.93 0.26 1.01
N1T-1 1.92 0.26 1.03
N1T-2 1.91 0.25 1.1
N3T-1 2.03 0.22 1.04
N3T-2 2.00 0.23 1.09
W4T 1.98 0.24 1.64
W5T 1.98 0.25 1.67
W6T 1.98 0.25 1.65
N5T 1.98 0.24 1.83
N6T 1.92 0.27 1.75
N7T 1.94 0.26 1.27
W3T 2.00 0.23 2.11
W6T-2 1.98 0.24 1.18
W5T-2 1.95 0.25 1.15
W4T-2 2.00 0.24 1.06
E3T 1.94 0.25 1.04

away from the hole the strength reduced to 24.5%.
Figure 3.6 b, c, d demonstrate Young’s modulus estimations from LVDT, strain

gauge and sonic velocity measurements, respectively. The trend of Young’s modulus
over dry bulk density was similar to the uniaxial compressive strength. Next to
the hole, confined jet drilled specimens showed reduction of Youngs modlus from
LVDT, strain gauge and sonic velocity measurements to 69.2%, 61.6% and 36.8%,
respectively. Away from the hole, these numbers were lower to about 10%.

Table 3.4 and 3.5 provide summary of the rock mechanics properties (dry bulk
density (ρb), porosity (ϕ), compressional (vp) and shear (vs) wave velocity, static
Young’s modulus from LVDT and strain gauge measurements (E⋆s , Es) and dynamic
Young’s modulus (Ed), static (νs) and dynamic (νd) Poisson’s ratio of the specimens
tested in the UCS press set-up.

3.3.3 Triaxial test
Triaxial compression testing results are presented in a classical axial strain versus
effective axial stress curve, illustrated in Figure 3.7 a-d showing LVDT, strain gauge
and balance measurements. A pattern of curves from triaxial compression testing for
the intact specimen is given in Figure 3.7 a, unconfined acid jet drilled specimens at
ambient room temperature and at elevated 800C temperature (b-c), and confined acid
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Table 3.4: Summary of the rock mechanics properties from UCS test for the intact and
unconfined jet drilled specimens during the first and second loading phases (s∗ - static
measurement from LVDT, s - static measurement from the strain gauge measurement,
d - dynamic measurement from the ultra sonic velocity).

ID ρb ϕ vp vs C0 E⋆
s Es Ed νs νd

g/cm3 m/s m/s MPa GPa GPa GPa

Intact specimens

3 1.86 0.31 2905 1624 10.67 8.0 10.7 12.5 0.25 0.27
2904 1605 9.0 12.0 12.3 0.24 0.28

5 1.87 0.31 3008 1630 10.24 6.2 10.9 12.8 0.23 0.29
2950 1630 8.9 12.5 12.7 0.22 0.28

6 1.87 0.30 3072 1632 10.08 5.8 11.2 13.0 0.24 0.30
3023 1607 9.0 12.4 14.3 0.22 0.22

8 1.90 0.29 3055 1669 11.41 5.1 11.5 13.6 0.21 0.29
3054 1608 8.3 12.4 12.8 0.23 0.31

9 1.90 0.29 3064 1614 10.08 4.4 12.0 12.9 0.22 0.31
3027 1596 5.7 12.8 14.6 0.23 0.31

12 1.89 0.30 2996 1625 9.80 4.7 10.7 12.9 0.25 0.29
2973 1642 5.7 11.3 13.1 0.25 0.28

Acid jet drilled specimens at 800C temperature

E1T 1.89 0.29 2985 1645 8.82 4.2 8.8 15.1 0.21 0.29
2948 1643 7.3 10.2 15.0 0.25 0.28

E2T 1.89 0.29 2969 1618 7.53 3.3 9.2 14.7 0.27 0.29
2969 1618 6.0 11.9 14.7 0.25 0.29

E4B 1.88 0.30 2961 1559 9.86 5.1 9.5 13.8 0.27 0.31
2949 1561 5.6 10.3 13.8 0.28 0.31

Acid jet drilled specimens at ambient room temperature

SW1B 1.97 0.27 2791 1555 12.29 4.6 10.1 13.8 0.26 0.27
2812 1555 5.2 11.3 13.8 0.27 0.28

S1B 1.95 0.27 2978 1720 11.86 4.3 8.7 14.4 0.26 0.25
2966 1714 6.0 10.0 14.3 0.27 0.25

Water jet drilled specimens at ambient room temperature

W1T 1.93 0.29 - - 10.00 4.9 10.7 - 0.23 -
- - 6.9 12.2 - 0.23 -

N1T 1.93 0.29 - - 12.49 4.2 10.7 - 0.23 -
- - 6.4 12.7 - 0.25 -
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of strength and stiffness properties of the Austin intact and jet
drilled specimens given as a function of dry bulk density obtained from UCS testing:
a) Uniaxial compressive strength (peak stress). Elastic modulus interpretations from
b) LVDT, c) strain gauges and d) ultrasonic velocity measurements.

jet drilled specimens at ambient room temperature (d). These specimens were axially
compressed at 4 MPa confining pressure during the first loading phase, and at 2 MPa
confining pressure during the second loading phase. In general, the trend of the intact
specimen and specimens from unconfined/confined acid jet drilling were similar: at
higher confining stress, all the specimens exhibited ductile hardening behaviour, while
at lower confining stress, specimens showed a brittle softening response. Unlike this
behaviour, specimens from unconfined acid jet drilling at elevated 800C temperature
(Figure 3.7 c) showed material softening behaviour with residual strength after the
post-peak both at higher and lower confining stresses.

Figure 3.7 e presents triaxial compaction testing results in a form of volumetric
strain versus effective mean stress from balance measurement for the intact specimen
(4), specimen from unconfined acid jet drilling at elevated 800C temperature (WS3T)
and confined acid jet drilling at ambient condition (2E3T). As can be seen from the
plots, specimens 4 and WS3T show a similar trend of volumetric strain development
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Figure 3.7: Axial strain plotted against effective axial stress from triaxial two-stage
compression test for the Austin outcrop specimens tested at 4 and 2 MPa confining
stresses during the first and second phases, respectively. a) Reference intact specimen
7. b) Specimen W1T and W2T from unconfined acid jet drilling at ambient room
temperature. c) Specimen N1T, N2T and S4T from unconfined acid jet drilling at
elevated 800C temperature. d) Specimen 1SW1T and 1SW2T from confined acid jet
drilling at ambient room temperature. Deformation recordings are from LVDT and
local strain gauge measurements. e) Effective mean stress plotted versus volumet-
ric strain measured from balance, for the intact specimen 4, specimen WS3T from
unconfined acid jet drilling at elevated 800C temperature, and specimen 2E3T from
confined acid jet drilling at ambient room temperature. Note that specimens N1T,
W1T, W2T, 1SW1T, 1SW2T, 2E3T were cored next to the hole, while N3T, S4T
were cored further away from the hole.
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Table 3.5: Summary of the rock mechanics properties from UCS test for the confined
jet drilled specimens during the first (first raw) and second (second raw) loading
phases.

ID ρb ϕ vp vs C0 Es (LVDT) Es (sg) Ed νs νd

g/cm3 m/s m/s MPa GPa GPa GPa

N3T 1.96 0.28 3055 1399 6.11 2.4 5.2 10.5 0.23 0.37
2960 1378 3.8 7.7 10.1 0.23 0.36

W1TB 1.98 0.27 2944 1578 5.55 2.3 5.9 12.8 0.33 0.30
2943 1588 3.2 8.0 12.9 0.29 0.30

W1TT 1.95 0.28 3051 1425 5.85 2.0 7.3 10.8 0.17 0.36
3038 1560 2.9 9.1 12.5 0.20 0.32

W2T 1.96 0.28 3094 1440 4.46 1.9 4.5 11.1 0.24 0.36
3055 1406 2.7 6.6 10.6 0.25 0.37

W3T 1.98 0.27 2912 1457 5.80 2.3 6.4 11.2 0.33 0.33
2922 1456 3.5 8.0 11.2 0.29 0.34

E1TT 2.00 0.26 2478 1526 4.89 1.4 3.0 11.2 0.22 0.19
2536 1541 2.4 4.7 11.5 0.21 0.21

N2TT 2.01 0.26 2814 1266 5.93 1.5 5.4 8.9 0.23 0.37
2846 1268 2.9 6.9 8.9 0.24 0.38

W1T 1.96 0.27 2508 1372 5.23 1.5 7.7 9.5 0.23 0.29
2636 1452 3.0 4.5 10.6 0.40 0.28

W2TB 1.96 0.28 2483 1358 5.18 1.8 3.6 9.3 0.24 0.29
2442 1419 2.9 5.2 9.8 0.22 0.25

W2TT 1.96 0.28 2413 1343 4.49 0.9 1.5 9.0 0.37 0.28
2387 1344 3.3 3.3 9.0 0.29 0.27

N5T 2.06 0.24 3195 1423 8.42 2.6 4.5 12.7 0.35 0.38
3180 1484 4.4 8.2 13.6 0.31 0.36

N6T 2.0 0.26 2723 1417 7.05 1.9 5.9 11.8 0.16 0.31
2627 1406 6.4 9.2 11.5 0.22 0.30

N7T 2.0 0.26 2790 1449 7.79 2.8 6.0 12.4 0.31 0.32
2789 1433 4.6 8.4 12.2 0.28 0.32

W4T 2.05 0.24 3151 1425 10.33 3.8 10.3 12.7 0.14 0.37
3231 1421 5.9 11.9 12.7 0.16 0.38

W5T 1.99 0.27 2896 1487 8.35 3.0 7.8 13.4 0.28 0.32
2895 1470 5.6 10.1 13.1 0.25 0.33

W6T 2.0 0.26 3148 1519 9.21 3.1 8.7 14.0 0.23 0.35
3011 1503 6.2 10.8 13.6 0.22 0.33

as compaction load increases. Specimen 2E3T showed more volumetric strain during
the initial elastic loading, and less volumetric strain at comparable mean stress level,
compared to the two other specimens. This observation was consistent with triaxial
compression test, that in the plastic regime, there was more deformation, and when
the structure has collapsed, the deformation was less.

Figure 3.8 demonstrates the confined shear strength (deviatoric) and pore collapse
stress of the intact and jet drilled specimens. The confined shear strength of the un-
confined jet drilled specimens did not show apparent dissolution weakening effect on
the strength value, instead, jet drilled specimens showed higher strength compared
with intact specimens. This variation of the confined shear strength could be porosity
dependent. On the other hand, confined acid jet drilled specimens at ambient condi-
tion (1SW1T and 1SW2T) showed up to 20% the confined shear strength decrease.
The pore collapse stress of the confined jet drilled specimen remained close to that
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of the intact specimen, but the dry bulk density of it was significantly higher than
intact one.
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of the confined shear and pore collapse strength of the intact
and jet drilled specimens obtained from triaxial compression and compaction testing.
a) The confined shear strength during the first compressive loading. b) Pragmatic
pore collapse stress obtained from the intersection of elastic and non-elastic part on
the strain-stress curve.

Figure 3.9 presents estimations of the Young’s modulus for the intact and jet
drilled specimens. It is clear that jet drilling had a profound impact on Young’s
modulus of confined acid jet drilled specimens. Confined acid jet drilled specimens at
ambient condition (1SW1T and 1SW2T) showed up to 20% Young’s modulus decrease
from all three measurements, and measurement from sonic velocity and strain gauges
showed the strongest weakening than LVDT.

Figure 3.10 and 3.11 show the variation of the compressional and shear wave ve-
locities of the intact and jet drilled specimens for triaxial compression and compaction
tests. As seen from Figure 3.10, 3.11 a-d, at confining pressure of 4 MPa, compres-
sional and shear wave velocities increased at the first stage of loading, but during the
strain hardening (after pore collapse) both of the velocities decreased. At a confining
pressure of 2 MPa, both of the velocities increased up to failure and then reduced
at the residual stress. It is interesting to observe that the slope of the velocity de-
velopment with stress for the lowest confining pressure was steeper compared to the
highest confining pressure. As described earlier, Austin chalk exhibited the behaviour
of a ductile material with increasing strain hardening for higher confining pressure.
The physical mechanism, in this case, is compaction and pore collapse where grain
boundary slip, grain rotation and calcite twinning micromechanism may be active
[Mow+96]. For lower confining pressure, Austin chalk exhibited brittle failure with
formation of a shear fracture. According to [Aze+94], after the shear fracture forma-
tion, velocities should not change. This could explain the slower compressional and
shear waves development for the higher confining pressure compared to lower con-
fining pressure. It is worth noting that although the behaviour of the compressional
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of elastic modulus properties of the intact and jet drilled
specimens obtained from triaxial compression testing: Static and dynamic Young’s
modulus estimations during a) first and b) second compression phase. Circular mark-
ers represent sonic velocity measurement, rectangular markers represent strain gauges
measurement, and diamond markers represent LVDT measurement. Markers with no
filling represent intact specimen, while markers with blue and green colours represent
acid jet drilled specimens from unconfined and confined conditions.

and shear waves are the same for the intact and jet drilled specimens, specimens from
confined jet drilling with acid stands out than others in terms of the magnitude of the
velocities. This is especially the case for the compressional velocity. If the starting
velocity for specimens from confined jet drilling with acid was below 2900 m/s, other
specimens had above 3000 m/s.

Figure 3.10, 3.11 e show three patterns in the ultrasonic velocity for triaxial com-
paction test, similar to what is observed by [Aze+94]. Initial loading in the elastic
region increased both of the velocities due to randomly oriented microcrack closure.
A further stage of loading reduced or halted the velocity development, attributed
to grain breakage and destruction of cementation when the onset of pore collapse is
reached. The last stage starts when the increase in volumetric strain is pronounced
and the increase in the velocities was seen due to the reduction in pore volume and
increase in grain-to-grain contact. Again, the velocity trend for the specimen from
confined jet drilling did stand out from others. It seems, dissolution of the chalk
micro-structure due to jet drilling increased the micropores in the chalk, therefore
we can see a pronounced increase in compressional velocity during the first and third
stage of loading, attributed to more initial compaction of the chalk matrix. On the
other hand, the shear velocity of this specimen was reduced due to longer travel times
within chalk caused by the created micropores. Table 3.7 shows that for specimen
2E3T which has the lowest porosity, the static Bulk modulus of the specimen was
lower compared to the other specimens 4 and WS3T.

Table 3.6 and 3.7 provide rock mechanics properties (dry bulk density (ρb), poros-
ity (ϕ), axial (σa)/radial (σr) and residual (σres) stresses, compressional (vp) and
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Figure 3.10: Compressional velocity estimation during triaxial two-stage compression
test for the Austin outcrop specimens tested at 4 and 2 MPa confining stresses during
the first and second phases, respectively: a) Intact specimen 7; b) Specimens W1T and
W2T from unconfined acid jet drilling at ambient room temperature; c) Specimens
N1T, N3T and S4T from unconfined acid jet drilling at elevated 800C temperature;
d) Specimens 1SW1T and 1SW2T from confined acid jet drilling at ambient room
temperature; e) Intact specimen 4; specimens WS3T and 2E3T tested under triaxial
compaction from unconfined acid jet drilling at elevated 800C temperature and from
confined acid jet drilling at ambient room temperature, respectively.
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Figure 3.11: Shear velocity estimation during triaxial two-stage compression test for
the Austin outcrop specimens tested at 4 and 2 MPa confining stresses during the
first and second phases, respectively: a) Intact specimen 7; b) Specimens W1T and
W2T from unconfined acid jet drilling at ambient room temperature; c) Specimens
N1T, N3T and S4T from unconfined acid jet drilling at elevated 800C temperature;
d) Specimens 1SW1T and 1SW2T from confined acid jet drilling at ambient room
temperature; e) Intact specimen 4; specimens WS3T and 2E3T tested under triaxial
compaction from unconfined acid jet drilling at elevated 800C temperature and from
confined acid jet drilling at ambient room temperature, respectively.
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shear (vs) wave velocity, static (Ks) and dynamic (Kd) Bulk modulus, static (Es)
and dynamic (Ed) Young’s modulus, static (νs) and dynamic (νd) Poisson’s ratio,
pore collapse stress (P c) of the specimens evaluated from triaxial compression and
compaction testing.

3.3.4 Evaluation of SEM results
3.3.4.1 Effect of acid on chalk

Prior to investigating the jetted samples, a simple test at room temperature on the
effect of acid on Austin chalk was carried out by comparing the rock matrix of an
intact specimen and a sample on top of which three drops of hydrochloric acid with a
concentration of 15% have been applied for few tens of second. Two distinct features
related to the dissolution of calcium carbonate by acid have been identified at different
scales of observation. Firstly, at a low magnification, the surface of acid-treated chalk
appears more irregular than intact samples, showing a large amount of, up to 0.5
mm in diameter, cavities separated by calcite-cemented regions (Figure 3.12 a, d).
According to their morphology, the cavities likely represent intraparticle, and to a
lesser extent, intergranular pore spaces, both having been enlarged by acid dissolution.
The largest pore spaces can act as a preferential pathway for the acid leading to the
development of wormholes [EN00].

Secondly, at a high resolution, the shape and outline of individual bioclast frag-
ments and authigenic calcite that precipitated in the matrix and in intraparticle
porosity have been studied and compared. In the present study, authigenic crystals
refer to i) microspar that is typically euhedral to subhedral, 5 to 50 µm in diam-
eter calcite crystals and ii) ×100 µm-sized sparry calcite cement, which consists of
anhedral to euhedral, interlocked calcite crystals that formed by cementation and
cement overgrowth around echinoderms debris [Fol65]. In the intact sample, each mi-
crospar shows a clear euhedral morphology with locally small perforations, typically
of 1-2 µm in diameter (Figure 3.12 b, c). The morphology of the perforations varies
from polygonal with straight-line segments to irregular with curved outlines. Whereas
the first group can be attributed to the removal of adjacent rhombohedral microspar
during sample preparation, irregular perforations are likely the result of dissolution
processes taking place during burial, such as pressure-solution and sutured contacts
at grain-to-grain contacts.

Within the acid-treated sample, microspar shows similar dissolution features as in
the intact samples that are interpreted as the result of chemical compaction. However,
irregularly-shaped perforations on crystal surfaces are more abundant and larger with
a diameter of around 3-5 µm (Figure 3.12 f). The overall geometry of each crystal also
lacks a clear rhombohedral geometry. Furthermore, blocky calcite cement formed by
pore-filling cementation and cement overgrowth shows clear evidence of acid etching
(Figure 3.12 e). In a few places, bioclast shells have been partially dissolved revealing
the micrite infilling intraparticle pore space. Interestingly, acid etching does not
occur in all authigenic calcite crystals, even though they are located next to each
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Table 3.6: Rock properties from triaxial compression test including first and second
compression phases for the intact, unconfined and confined jet drilled chalk (s∗ - static
measurement from LVDT, s - static measurement from the strain gauge measurement„
d - dynamic measurement from the ultra sonic velocity, 1-first shear and 2-second
shear phases).

ID ρb ϕ k σa1 σr1 σres vp1 vs1 Es1* Es1 Ed1 νs1 νd1
σa2 σr2 σres vp2 vs2 Es2* Es2 Ed2 νs2 νd2

g/cm3 mD MPa MPa MPa m/s m/s GPa GPa GPa GPa GPa

Intact specimen

7 1.88 0.31 10.2 21.6 4 - 3226 1639 3.2 9.9 13.4 0.2 0.33
14.6 2 12.0 2656 1378 1.1 1.2 9.4 0.38 0.32

Unconfined acid jet drilled at 800C temperature

N1T 1.86 0.31 3.3 24.4 4 - 3143 1516 4.1 9.8 11.5 0.21 0.35
15.8 2 13.8 2490 1440 1.1 1.6 9.6 - 0.25

N3T 1.87 0.31 1.1 23.3 4 20.3 3168 1584 3.3 9.7 12.5 0.23 0.33
12.9 2 11.5 2719 1398 1.2 1.5 14.1 - 0.32

S4T 1.89 0.30 24.2 23.4 4 21.6 3172 1573 2.6 9.3 12.5 0.24 0.34
14.8 2 12.7 2610 1282 1.2 1.5 8.3 - 0.34

Unconfined acid jet drilled at ambient room temperature

W1T 1.93 0.29 8.3 24.1 4 - 3257 1609 3.2 12.7 13.4 0.22 0.34
17.3 2 13.6 2701 1389 1.8 2.6 9.8 - 0.32

W2T 1.94 0.29 5.2 24.9 4 - 3335 1803 3.3 11.0 16.3 0.2 0.29
17.9 2 15.4 2865 1333 2.1 2.2 9.4 - 0.36

Confined acid jet drilled at ambient room temperature

1SW2 1.97 0.27 5.1 20.0 4 - 3006 1390 2.3 3.5 9.9 - 0.36
14.5 2 - 2728 1346 1.1 1.2 9.1 - 0.34

1SW1 1.99 0.27 1.8 22.2 4 - 3135 1640 2.5 5.0 13.3 - 0.31
15.4 2 - 2730 1480 1.0 - 10.7 - 0.29

Table 3.7: Summary of the rock mechanics properties from triaxial compaction test for
the Austin intact and jet drilled specimens (s∗ - static measurement from the expelled
fluid to the balance, s - static measurement from the strain gauge measurement, d -
dynamic measurement from the ultra sonic velocity).

ID ρb ϕ k vp vs K∗
s Ks Kd Pc

g/cm3 mD m/s m/s GPa GPa GPa MPa

Intact specimen

4 1.86 0.31 4.6 3090 1634 3.2 6.2 13.0 22.0

Acid jet drilled at 800C temperature

WS3T 1.87 0.31 6.6 3082 1565 4.9 - 11.7 25.1

Confined acid jet drilled at ambient room temperature

2E3T 2.0 0.26 2.3 3220 1329 2.9 6.3 14.9 22.0
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 3.12: SEM photomicrographs of Austin chalk comparing the rock fabric of
intact specimen (A to C) and a sample treated with diluted hydrochloric acid solution
(D to F) used during jet drilling experiments. Intraparticle and intergranular porosity
(red arrow), perforations on the surface of authigenic crystals (green arrow), and
interpreted acid-related dissolution features (circle) are marked.

other (Figure 3.12 f). This contrast in chemical behaviour might be caused by the
original roughness of the crystal surface promoting preferential dissolution and/or
to variations in the elemental composition of the calcite and calcite-acid interface
[LWY05].

3.3.4.2 Jet drilling experiments - Inner surface of drilled holes

The surfaces of the holes created during the radial jet drilling experiments appear
relatively similar and smooth with the naked eye. The smooth surface is due to the
highly pressurized fluid injected in the sample that erodes and then polishes the ad-
jacent chalk (Figure 3.13). Nevertheless, variations in the topography of the surfaces
can be observed with SEM imaging technique. Using water as an injected fluid, the
surface appears well polished with smooth transition between highs and troughs (Fig-
ure 3.13 a, b). The topographic relief of the surface becomes more pronounced with
highs and troughs located next to each other when acid is present in the injected
fluid (Figure 3.13 c-e). Besides, ×100 µm-sized cavities observed along the surfaces of
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g)

Figure 3.13: SEM photomicrographs of the surface of the drilled holes. SEM pictures
A corresponds to the water jet drilling experiments carried out on Austin chalk under
unconfined stress conditions. The drilled hole surfaces formed in Austin chalk by acid
at 20◦C (B) and 80◦C (C, E) under unconfined stress conditions and by acid at 20◦C
subject to a confining stress (D, F, G) are displayed, Note that cavities on the surfaces
of the drilled holes are marked (arrow).
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the holes commonly form in acid jet drilling tests, whereas experiments using water
produce surfaces that are sometimes perforated by smaller cavities up to ×10 µm
in diameter (Figure 3.13 a-e). Changes in the degree of roughness of the surface of
drilled holes between experiments are likely the result of the non-uniform dissolution
process of calcite by hydrochloric acid as described previously (Figure 3.12 d, e).
Furthermore, irregular perforations on the surfaces of calcite cement (Figure 3.13 e,
g) and microspar (Figure 3.13 f) are also observed along the drilled holes. The latter
perforations display similar morphology and diameter compared with those observed
during the acid test (Figure 3.12 e, f) and are consequently interpreted as evidence
of acid dissolution process taking place on the surface of drilled holes.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 3.14: SEM photomicrographs of the chalk matrix surrounding the drilled holes
for the acid jet drilling test under confining stress. SEM pictures A and B are located
adjacent to the drilled hole (red line), whereas pictures C and D and pictures E and
F are located 1cm and 4cm away from the hole, respectively.

3.3.4.3 Jet drilling experiments - Chalk matrix

Alteration of the chalk matrix by radial jet drilling is scarce and could be identified
in one case only, the acid jet drilling experiment under confining stress condition.
SEM analyses were carried out along a 3.8 cm long transect from the drilled hole
into the host rock. Adjacent to the hole, microspar lacks a euhedral geometry and
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appears as an aggregate of smooth and irregularly-shaped calcite grains (Figure 3.14
a, b). Interestingly, numerous micro-perforations that are rounded to elongated and
sub-micrometre in diameter are present on the surface of anhedral microsparites.
These micro-perforations were not observed in other acid-jetted, water-jetted and
intact chalk samples analysed and the presence of an applied confining stress during
radial jet drilling is the only varying parameter. Furthermore, the abundance of the
dissolution features progressively decreases away from the hole over a distance of
4-5 cm, together with a change in the predominant geometry of microsparites from
anhedral to euhedral (Figure 3.14 c-f). At this distance from the drilled hole, no
change in the chalk fabric between intact and jetted samples was observed under
SEM. It is noteworthy that no extensive dissolution feature of calcite cement that
formed during the acid test experiment (Figure 3.12 e) and on the surface of drilled
holes (Figure 3.13 f, g) could be observed within the rock matrix. The impact of
radial jet drilling on the chalk matrix seems therefore spatially limited to a few cm
areas surrounding the holes.

3.4 Discussion
At the reservoir level, open hole completion is normally used when the producing in-
terval is strong and competent so that it does not cave in under production drawdown
and reservoir depletion. Since radial jet drilled laterals are small in size, they can
not be cased. Thus, mechanics stability analysis is mandatory in order to identify
suitable formations for the jet drilling technique.

Results of this study suggests the existence of damaged area in the radius of
about 4 cm near the jet drilled hole, where a substantial degradation of the me-
chanics properties of the chalk is seen under confined jet drilling condition. Due to
chemical compaction during burial and the non-uniform chemical reaction between
acid and calcite throughout a sample, it is challenging to recognise the localized
impacts induced by the jet drilling experiments. Nevertheless, findings from SEM
analysis supports observations from rock mechanics testing, revealing that numerous
micro-perforations (sub-micrometre diameter) are present on the surface of anhedral
microsparites located in the vicinity of the hole. However, no extensive dissolution
feature of calcite cement is observed further away from the hole, within the host rock.

Generally, it is widely accepted that the weakening of the rock stiffness is due to
the dissolution of the cementation bonding the grains together [AFP92a]. [NBD11]
developed a micromechanics model to reproduce the weakening of carbonate’s elastic
properties induced by acid alteration. Results of this model show that increase in
microporosity due to cement layer dissolution leads to alteration of the macroscopic
rock mechanics properties. Results of our study show that not only dissolution of the
cementation, but also micro-perforations created on the calcite surface may lead to
the mechanics properties degradation.

In the jet drilling experiment, the static nozzle with 48.3-69.0 MPa pump pressure
provided flow rates of 15-20 l/min, which corresponds to the exit velocities of about
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141-189 m/s. In the first place, degradation of strength/stiffness was expected for
both unconfined and confined jet drilled conditions. However, the degree of alteration
was expected to be more pronounced in the unconfined jet drilled specimens: firstly,
the confined jet drilled specimens were preloaded to reservoir stress conditions prior
to jet drilling, so that these specimens were relatively stronger due to the compaction
induced rearrangement of the grains; secondly, a higher jetting velocity was exerted on
the unconfined jet drilled specimens compared to the confined jet drilled specimens.
However, the findings were counter-intuitive.
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Figure 3.15: Development of the creep strain before, during and after the jet drilling
experiment: a) chalk block jet drilled in the minimum stress condition; b) chalk block
jet drilled in the maximum stress condition.

Figure 3.15 presents development of strain at constant stress conditions prior,
during and after the jet drilling experiment. The jet drilling has been performed
always in the y direction. The chalk block jet drilled in the minimum principal stress
direction was loaded to 5 MPa in both x and y directions and loaded to 17 MPa in z
direction. On the other hand, the chalk block jet drilled in the maximum principal
stress direction was loaded to 17 MPa in y direction, and loaded to 5 MPa in z and x
directions. As can be seen in Figure 3.15, prior to jet drilling, both of the specimens
compacted in the direction of the highest applied load, and expanded in the other two
least applied stress directions (1 - light grey zone). The volumetric strain developed
during this phase was 0.15% and 0.11% for the chalk blocks jet drilled in the minimum
and maximum principal stress directions, respectively.

During the jet drilling, the specimen jet drilled in the minimum stress direction
started an accelerated compaction in the direction of highest applied stress and jet
drilling, whilst expanded in the other minimum applied stress direction (2 - blue
zone). In contrast, the specimen jet drilled in the maximum stress direction during
this phase compacted only in the maximum applied stress/jet drilling direction, and
expanded in other two least applied stress directions (2 - blue zone). This behaviour
continued for the second specimen until the specimen had been unloaded (3 - light
orange). Conversely, the first specimen after the jet drilling stopped its compaction
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in the jetting direction and started compacting only in the maximum applied stress
direction. Although the duration of the jet drilling was short (up to 3 minutes), the
accelerated deformation has been observed during the jet drilling process and devel-
opment of the creep rate was larger for the specimen jet drilled in the minimum stress
direction. During these two phases, the volumetric strain added up to about 0.2%
and 0.14% for the chalk blocks jet drilled in the minimum and maximum principal
stress directions, respectively.

The minor influence of the unconfined jet drilling process on the host rock is
likely due to the combination of the overall low permeability of chalk and the short
duration of the experiments. This restricted the volume of the flooded rock when a
high-pressure fluid was applied to the chalk surface. The considerable weakening effect
of the confined jet drilling on the strength and stiffness properties of the chalk is likely
due to the following: due to earlier preloading and applied 12 MPa deviatoric stress,
the stress state in the chalk stayed potentially in (or very close to) the plastic region.
When the jet fluid started eroding the rock grains, the created hole experienced
an intense local stress concentration near the jet drilled area. Subsequently, the
damaged zone is expected partly due to the development of the micro scale breakouts
and fractures surrounding the hole and partly due to the dissolution of calcite that
developed micro holes at the calcite surface. In addition to this, unloading of the
chalk blocks, once the jet drilling experiment has finished, could also partly affected
the damaged zone; however, this is a matter of further investigation.

3.5 Conclusions
Experimental rock mechanics testing and SEM analysis results presented in this paper
suggest the following:
- At a local scale, degradation of the strength and stiffness properties were observed
up to about 4 cm radius surrounding the jet drilled hole, further away from this radius
the effect gradually vanishes.
- Strength and stiffness reduction is attributed to the local stress concentration that
developed micro scale breakouts around the jet drilled hole and also dissolution of
calcite and development of microholes at the calcite surface.
- The presence of dissolution features in chalk due to chemical compaction during
burial and the non-uniform chemical reaction between acid and calcite throughout a
sample make the recognition of the impacts induced by jet drilling experiments on
chalk matrix challenging.
- Stability analysis is required to predict performance of the radial laterals taking into
account the local damage induced by the jet drilling with acid aided fluid. However,
upscaling the results of outcrop jet drilling experiments to the reservoir cores requires
a careful interpretations of dissolution features, in order to avoid over-estimating
modifications of the reservoir properties caused by acid jet drilling.



CHAPTER4
A methodology for geomechanics analysis of

open hole stability in chalk

Fluid withdrawal and pore pressure reduction changes the effective stresses around
a borehole and causes borehole instability associated with progressive localisation of the
damaged zone as well as potential fines production. Experimentally, chalk exhibits a
complex geomechanics behaviour (pore collapse, shear failure, time/rate dependency)
and modelling the behaviour of the borehole under in-situ and operational conditions
requires the constitutive model to be capable of capturing these observations. We
present a workflow that integrates rock mechanics testing on cylindrical specimens as
well as specimen with a single lateral hole (SLH) and a finite element code, developed
for chalk. The code incorporates post-peak softening as well as the rate dependency of
the pore collapse stress in order to accurately predict the wellbore stability at in-situ
stress conditions. The tested SLH specimen was CT imaged before and after testing
for identifying the damaged zone and its extension. Backward numerical simulations
of the SLH test data using a 2D/3D mesh improved the accuracy of the estimated
rock mechanics properties (post-peak failure and dilatancy) compared to the properties
estimated by back analysis of standard triaxial tests with the single element simulator.
The workflow is applied to predict the stability of a small lateral borehole (2 cm) created
with Radial Jet Drilling technique with two different geometries: one with circular
geometry created by a rotating nozzle; another with a circular hole with wing shaped
cracks likely to develop when a static nozzle is used. Results of the wellbore stability
analysis applying the chalk properties from the back analysis highlighted the importance
of using experimentally verified post-peak failure and dilatancy parameters, together
with a modelling tool capable of simulating shear strain localisation incorporating the
Cosserat approach.

4.1 Introduction
A detailed wellbore stability analysis is becoming increasingly important in order
to construct cost-effective open-hole completions, especially with the growing inter-
est in new drilling methods, such as deviated, extended reach and horizontal wells

This chapter is based on: Medetbekova M.K., Nick H.M., Brovelli A., Christensen H.F., Haji-
abadi M.R., A methodology for geomechanics analysis of open hole stability in chalk. In Submission.
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[Mar+99; Chr+04; Tan+04], and conventional and high-pressure jet drilled multilat-
erals [Kam17; Rei+18]. Effective stress changes around boreholes due to drilling and
hydrocarbon extraction operations are responsible for instability and sanding/fines
production. During drilling, the designed mud pressure must be high enough to
avoid shear failure because of stress concentrations around the wellbore, but also low
enough to prevent tensile-fracturing of the formation [Zob10]. During production,
a high drawdown pressure and depletion of the reservoir increases the sanding/fines
production potential, caused by progressive development of plastic strain around the
borehole. In order to design a safe operation of the well during drilling and produc-
tion, a competent failure criterion and a constitutive model capable of capturing the
mechanical behavior of rock observed from experiments are required [MA90].

The chalk formations in many North Sea oil fields are high porosity chalk which
are mechanically weak due to little or absence of cementation [And95]. Based on
laboratory testing, chalk shows a complex mechanical behavior. The yield mecha-
nisms such as shear failure, pore collapse and tensile failure are the main deformation
mechanisms describing the behaviour of chalk. Experimentally, shear failure occurs
at a relatively low mean stress, but at high deviatoric stresses, in which solid rock
grains rotate and/or slide past each other on internal surfaces. Another failure mech-
anism is pore collapse (compaction), occurring at high mean stress and low deviatoric
stresses, associated with an increase in compressibility due to irreversible pore volume
reduction. The material can also fail in tension, where rock grains are pulled apart
from each other when a stress component becomes tensile [Hic04]. Similar to other
rock types as unconsolidated sandstones [Waa86], diatomite and calcium carbonate
[HS91], chalk also shows visco-plastic deformation (creep), which is a term used to
describe the rate dependency of the strength [SWK86; Mon+90; AFP92b; And95].
Due to creep, chalk shows continued deformation under constant stress which is ac-
companied with a breakdown of the structure.

During the last few decades, various constitutive models have been implemented
for chalk. [Hic04] provides a good review on the proposed constitutive models. Almost
all the existing models have separate yield surfaces for shearing and pore collapse,
while some also include tensile failure [Col+02; De +03; HS00; Pli94; ZAR95]. A
few models use one enclosed yield surface for the whole mechanism [PBS97; KP10].
Including a pore collapse yield surface is important for the compaction analysis, while
the shear failure part of the yield surface is essential for the borehole stability analysis.
Among the proposed models, most ones include only strain hardening for the shear
failure, which is useful for pre-failure behavior. To simulate the post-failure behavior,
strain softening must be incorporated in order to capture the progressive damage
associated with the reduction in material strength.

Another complexity with chalk behavior is that it undergoes time-dependent de-
formation called creep, characterized by a continuous decrease in void space as time
passes, while the effective stresses remain constant [Hic04]. Various rate/time depen-
dent models have been proposed in the past, in order to simulate the creep behavior
of soft materials. Among these, empirical and rheological models [WS88; Pru+15;
Bin16] are limited to uniaxial condition. General time dependent models [De +03;
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DCC01; HG08; GH11; CBH17; KP10] are adapted for implementation in the 2D/3D
finite element framework. Since these models are not restricted to specific boundary
conditions, all possible stress paths can be simulated.

For many years, the hollow cylinder test has been utilized as an efficient means
of understanding the initiation and evolution of breakouts due to applied stresses
employing the Computed Tomography (CT) scanning, as well as quantifying the pro-
duction of fines from the plastified zone around the borehole as function of fluid flow
rate [TSP97; Pap+01; CRH03; SF15; Lv+19]. To date, an accurate estimate of the
extent of the damaged zone associated with shear breakout by means of a model with
strain softening remains challenging and only a few papers present a model validated
against test data. [Lv+19] proposed an analytical solution around a borehole within
an elasto-softening-plastic concept; however, the solution is only applicable for a lim-
ited stress path without pore collapse incorporated into the solution. In order to
improve the prediction of the wellbore stability analysis in chalk, an experimentally
validated model capable of predicting post-peak softening as well as rate dependency
of pore collapse stresses under field conditions is required. In this paper, a workflow
is developed for stability analysis and for deriving the required rock properties based
on five main parts: 1. the basic rock mechanics testing for estimating the rock prop-
erties; 2. an advanced rock mechanics testing method, called the single lateral hole
(SLH), to study the wellbore stability under various stress paths, creep and flow con-
ditions; 3. utilizing CT imaging for identifying the damaged zone and its extension,
and 4. backward numerical simulations of the test data to improve the estimated rock
mechanics properties and 5. forward numerical simulations utilizing the estimated
properties to predict the stability of open-hole in chalk under reservoir in-situ stresses
and operational conditions.

4.2 Finite Element Model
This study uses a general chalk model developed by ISAMGEO, that have func-
tionalities of rate-dependency similar to a model by [CBH17] and of shear failure
yield surface that incorporates hardening/softening effect using Cosserat continuum
in order to simulate the post peak shear failure.

The shear failure is given by the straight failure line in the p′ − q diagram (Figure
4.1) and described by extending the Mohr-Coulomb criterion with the stabilizing
effect of the intermediate principal stress:

F =
√
JC2 (cosθ + sinφsinθ√

3
− ζ(2cos2θ − 1) − (p′sinφ+ ccosφpeak) (4.1)

with: JC2 - second invariant of deviatoric stress for a Cosserat model. If no
Cosserat formulation is used, JC2 corresponds to the classical second invariant of
deviatoric stress; φ - friction angle, c - cohesion; θ - Lode’s angle, ζ - scales the
impact of the intermediate principal stress, p′ - mean effective stress.
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The cohesion c and the angle of friction φ are varied in the course of hardening/-
softening. Hardening and softening in case of shear failure are functions of equivalent
plastic strain determined via its rate (ε̇xx,pl, ε̇yy,pl, ε̇zz,pl and ε̇xy,pl, ε̇yz,pl, ε̇zx,pl rep-
resent normal and shear components of the plastic strain rate, while ε̇v,pl is volumteric
plastic strain rate):

ε̇pl =
√

2((ε̇xx,pl − ε̇v,pl)2 + (ε̇yy,pl − ε̇v,pl)2 + (ε̇zz,pl − ε̇v,pl)2 + ε̇2
xy,pl + ε̇2

yz,pl + ε̇2
zx,pl

(4.2)
In the case of the equivalent plastic strain being lower than the equivalent plastic

strain at the peak strength, the material hardens by increasing the angle of friction
from an initial to a peak value. Cohesion is assumed to be constant until the peak
strength is reached. After reaching the peak strength, the material softens by a
decrease of the angle of friction and the effective cohesion. The friction angle declines
exponentially, while the effective cohesion may decline either linearly or exponentially.
Exponential softening is preferred in the Single Element model, in order to reproduce
the effects from shear strain localisation. A non-associated flow rule is applied on the
shear failure surface. The plastic flow rule is controlled by the plastic potential that
uses the same function as the yield surface, but the friction angle φ is replaced by
the dilatancy angle ψ and the parameter ζ is replaced by ζQ.

The yield surface for the pore collapse is given by an elliptical cap in the p′ − q
diagram (Figure 4.1), similar as for a Modified Cam-Clay model [RB68]:

F = (2(p′ +A0)
(pcc +A0)

− 1)2 + ( 2q
M(pcc +A0)

)2 − 1 (4.3)

with: q - deviatoric stress; pcc - hydrostatic pore collapse strength for the current
volumetric plastic strain rate; M - material parameter (similar in Modified Cam-Clay
model which defines the slope of the critical state line) determines the shape of the
elliptical yield surface; A0 - parameter which denotes a shift of the ellipse along the
p′ axis.

The associated flow rule is applied on the pore collapse failure surface. The rate
dependency of the pore collapse strength on the volumetric plastic strain rate is based
on the de-Waal’s model [WS88]:

pcc = pc0( ε̇
pl
v

ε̇0
)b (4.4)

with: ε̇0 denotes the reference volumetric plastic strain rate and b is a material
parameter, representing the creep effect; pc0 defines the standard hydrostatic pore
collapse strength at the reference rate which depends on the volumetric plastic strain
and it is governed by the hardening parameter. At the onset of pore collapse, the
volumetric plastic strain rate increases, inducing an increase of pcc. On the other
hand, when the rate declines, pcc declines and the strain hardening is required to
adjust pcc to the current state of stress, resulting in creep strain. It must be noted
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that if both shear and pore collapse criteria are violated, the preference is given to
the shear failure.

Figure 4.1: Isamgeo rate dependent model for chalk depicted in the p′ − q diagram

4.3 Methodology of the advanced wellbore stability
analysis

The workflow for the advanced wellbore stability analysis builds upon a methodology
illustrated in Figure 4.2, which integrates standard rock mechanics testing, single
hole lateral testing, finite element modelling using single element approach as well as
2D/3D modelling for predicting material parameters, and CT scanning. The triaxial
tests were carried out on standard cylindrical specimens and the test program was
designed in order to establish a model that captures the pore collapse and the shear
failure behaviour in the p′ − q diagram. The single lateral hole test was designed in
order to study the wellbore stability under various loading, creep and flow conditions.
The CT imaging was used after each loading step of the SLH specimen for a preset
stress in order to evaluate the extent of the damaged zone around the hole. Numerical
backward analysis were carried out by single element (SE) and 2D/3D modelling.
Modelling of the triaxial test using the SE simulator enables prediction of the first
estimations of the rock mechanics properties, whereas modelling by means of the
2D/3D mesh improves the accuracy of the predicted parameters, especially for the
parameters representing the post peak failure and dilatancy. Forward modelling of the
openhole stability were carried out with a 2D mesh utilizing the estimated properties
from back analysis of the SLH test as input parameters and considering in-situ stress
condition, drawdown and depletion scheme, as well as the various hole geometries
created with jet drilling and the alteration of the rock properties due to acid aided
jet drilling.
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4.3.1 Standard rock mechanics testing
Conventional triaxial tests (compaction and compression) were performed in accor-
dance with standard ISRM test procedures on cylindrical core specimens [ISR83]. A
schematic diagram of the triaxial cell set-up is illustrated in Figure 4.3, where the
specimen mounted with 2 axial and 2 radial strain gauges was placed between the
pistons. In the triaxial compaction test (isotropic compression test), the specimen
was loaded under isotropic stresses until pore collapse was achieved, while in the
two-stage triaxial compression test, the specimen was loaded under axial compression
at two consecutive confining pressures. Throughout the tests, the specimens were
loaded with a constant strain rate of 0.1%/hr.

4.3.2 Back analysis in Single Element Simulator
The conventional triaxial tests were back analysed using the single element technique,
where the rock specimen was represented by a single element and stress and/or strain
boundary conditions were applied at the element boundary. Due to the homogeneous
stress and strain condition within the specimen, the single element approach fails to
model the localisation of deformation along the discrete shear plane (Figure 4.4). It
smears the strains over the whole element representing the rock specimen associated
with the average strain in the specimen. Thus the shear failure parameters with
softening and dilatancy can vary from the refined finite grid model where strain
localisation is a product of the simulation [Chr+04]. However, this tool is quick for
calibration of the basic material properties such as elastic, pore collapse strength and
shear failure parameters derived from the stress-strain curve.

4.3.3 Modelling of triaxial compression test in 3D model
Since the single element approach gives only approximations for material parameters,
an accurate prediction of the shear failure parameters with dilatancy and softening
behaviour requires running additional 3D modelling of the triaxial compression test.
Strong dilatancy and softening behaviour observed in the experiments is not intrinsic
behaviour of the material, but rather the effect of the bifurcation of the deformation
pattern. Typical examples of such inhomogeneous deformation are barrelling, buck-
ling and shear band formation. Heterogeneity of the material properties, boundary
conditions such as end constraints and confinement, and also the shape/size of the
specimen are the typical causes of inhomogeneous deformation [SV91]. Due to diffuse
bifurcation, modelling of the triaxial tests cause barreling of the specimen. Thus,
numerical modelling of the formation of the discrete shear band can be reproduced
by introducing imperfections, either in the applied load or heterogeneity of proper-
ties in the specimen. In this study, the latter approach was utilized with randomly
(uncorrelated) assigned chalk parameters scattered over the chalk specimen. The FE
model simulated the applied strain at the top of the piston center. The simulation is
initiated with a hydrostatic stress state of 2 MPa and followed by prescribed vertical
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Figure 4.2: Workflow for the advanced wellbore stability analysis.
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of the triaxial cell set-up utilized in this study.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.4: Illustration of axial (εa) and radial (εr) strain evolution in a deformed rock
specimen: a) homogeneus (uniform) strain distribution (Single Element simulator)
and b) strain localisation and rigid body sliding (2D and 3D modelling). The arrow
directed towards the circle is showing the localisation of strain at the shear band (εs)
is much higher than axial and radial strain in the surrounding area. Modified after
[Chr+04].
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displacement at the top of the piston while confining stress remaining at initial stress
of 2 MPa.

The modelled specimen had a height of 108 mm and a diameter of 54 mm. The
model consists of 38016 20-node quadratic brick elements (Figure 4.5). These elements
were assigned to a set of 10 different material types, taken from the numerical back
analysis of the standard test using the single element approach. Above and below
the chalk specimen, interface elements with 2 mm thickness (modelling the steel filter
plate) were used which had a Young’s modulus of 7 GPa, while the pistons had a
Young’s modulus of 210 GPa. The interface elements were introduced in order to
reduce the end plate friction effect and also the stiffness contrast between the piston
and chalk.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.5: Modelling of a triaxial compression test: a) 3D triaxial test model b)
Illustration of randomly generated porosity field with a small variance of 4.23 10-6 to
account for load heterogeneity observed in the specimen.

4.3.4 Predictive model for Single hole test in 2D/3D model
As it was required to dismount the test set-up for CT scanning, it was necessary to run
a predictive model for the SLH test to determine at which stress state the breakouts
start developing around the horizontal hole. Figure 4.6 shows a 2D and 3D model
mesh for the SLH test. The specimen had the following dimensions: diameter was
98.6 mm, length was 197.6 mm, hole diameter was 20.44 mm. In the 3D model, the
pillar width was 19 mm. A 3D modelling with the given dimensions showed that the
chosen width of the pillar was sufficient to prevent boundary effects and avoid global
failure due to shear failure at the pillar. Moreover, the chosen horizontal hole size
and specimen diameter is also not affected by the scale effect. The 2D geometry was
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modelled with 3386 higher order finite elements, while the 3D geometry comprised
25749 elements. Due to symmetry, the 2D model considered 1/4 of the full geometry,
while the 3D model considered 1/8. As in triaxial compression test model, above and
below the sample, interface elements were also used for modelling the SLH test, but
with 1 mm thickness.

A typical near wellbore stress path was used in the SLH test modelling, where
the specimen was loaded with radial effective stress to axial effective stress ratio (K)
of 0.4. At a determined level of stress, testing continued with subsequent constant
stress (creep) phase.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.6: 2D (a) and 3D (b) schematic of a specimen with single lateral hole (SLH)
built in the finite element model.

4.3.5 Advanced rock mechanics test with horizontal hole
The SLH test was carried out on a test specimen with a diameter of 98.6 mm and
height of 198 mm (Figure 4.7). A ’horizontal wellbore’ hole was drilled laterally at
the center of the specimen, to a depth corresponding to about 2 cm from the outside
perimeter of the specimen. Afterwards, a slightly bigger hole (plug hole) was drilled
to a depth of about 2.3 cm. The reason for this was that the ’horizontal wellbore’
had to be sealed inside the test specimen, otherwise the outside rubber membrane
supplying the confining pressure would enter the borehole when the specimen was
being loaded. Then the borehole was sealed by a plug of nearby chalk material. The
plug was carefully shaped to fit the SLH test specimen. A hole was made at the
centre of the plug and a steel tubing connecting to the inner wellbore was installed.
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After installation of the plug, the tubing was sealed with epoxy rubber to prevent
leakage. The rim of the plug was also sealed with epoxy rubber, to prevent the
membrane entering the borehole due to confining pressure and to prevent the plug to
fail in tension due to axial loading. The strain gauges were installed, and the wires
and tubing were aligned and fixed before the specimen being enclosed by the inner
rubber membrane. Finally the specimen was installed in the Hoek cell and mounted
in the load frame, and the Linear Voltage Displacement Transducer’s (LVDT) were
aligned. In total 5 axial strain gauges and 2 LVDT’s were used for measuring axial
deformation, while 3 radial strain gauges were measuring radial deformation.

Using the material properties derived from numerical back analysis of standard
triaxial tests with the single element simulator and 3D triaxial compressive test mod-
elling, it is possible to run a predictive model in order to identify at which stress level
the breakouts are expected avoiding global failure of the specimen. At the end of
the test, the specimen was unloaded and CT scanned for the visualisation of break-
out development and verification of the extent predicted with the model. Evaluation
of the breakout development with increasing applied effective stresses was made by
monitoring of strain development from strain gauges.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.7: Design of the single lateral hole test: a) Top view schematic of the
specimen and positioning of the axial/radial strain gauges and LVDT; b) Austin
chalk specimen (length 200 mm, diameter 100 mm) drilled laterally with a horizontal
hole (length 57.4 mm, diameter 20.44 mm) and plug hole (length 22.3 mm, diameter
25.52 mm); c) Illustration of the specimen sealed with the plug hole and glued with
the strain gauges.
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4.3.6 Back analysis in 2D/3D modelling of single hole test
As mentioned earlier the 3D triaxial compression test modelling provides the first
estimations of the softening and dilatancy post-peak strength and stiffness parame-
ters. Indeed, those parameters are better approximations than those predicted from
single element approach. However, further unknown is whether the shear band thick-
ness modelled with 3D modelling is truly representing the shear zone development
observed in the triaxial compression testing. Backward modelling of the SLH test
enable us to verify the softening and dilatancy parameters and reduce uncertainty.
Moreover, the assumed Cosserat length that was used in the triaxial test can also be
verified with back analysis of the SLH test.

4.3.7 Near wellbore stability analysis
Jet drilling experiments carried out by [Med+19a] on outcrop Austin (US) and Wel-
ton outcrop (UK) chalks suggest that depending on the nozzle type, different borehole
geometries can be created. Using the rotating nozzle with water, a circular borehole
geometry with a diameter of about 2-3 cm can be created, whereas with the static
nozzle with acid aided fluid, a circular geometry with wings with a diameter of 2 cm
and wing cracks extension of 2-3 cm can be obtained. Moreover, analysis of the rock
mechanics properties of chalk after jet drilling with acid aided fluid suggested a local
damage of the chalk, where strength and stiffness properties are significantly reduced
and porosity near the borehole is increased. In this study, the stability of the lateral
borehole was investigated with a two-dimensional mesh and for two different geome-
tries illustrated in Figure 4.8. The 2D geometry with circular hole was modelled with
2772 higher order finite elements, while the geometry with wings was modelled with
4416 higher order finite elements. The detailed view of the model shows that the
borehole has a 10 mm radius and that the model with the wing has a wing depth of
30 mm and width of 2 mm. Assuming symmetry, one fourth of the cross section was
modelled. In the wellbore stability simulation, the following initial conditions were
applied: Effective vertical stress of 17 MPa, effective (isotropic) horizontal stress of
5 MPa and initial reservoir fluid pressure of 25 MPa. The simulations were carried
out in three steps:
1. During the first step, initial conditions (pore pressure, stresses) were applied, then
the drilling phase of the wellbore was simulated with the effective stresses being re-
duced to zero for elements inside the drilled area lasting for 12 hours followed by 2
days of constant stress phase. As in the Radial Jet Drilling the technique does not
use drilling mud, the pressure change in the well was kept at zero.
2. In the second step, for over two days, the production phase was simulated with
reduction of the wellbore pressure by 2 MPa. The pressure is kept constant at the
outer boundary.
3. The third step simulated the reservoir depletion, in which the pore pressure at the
outer boundary was declined by 9 MPa and the wellbore pressure by 10 MPa for over
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four days with subsequent creep phase of about 50 days.

4.3.8 Outcrop chalk material
The chalk material used in this study was from the Austin quarry in Texas, US. Austin
outcrop chalk characterised as a fine-grained carbonate mud deposit, predominantly
composed of well-preserved and debris of coccoliths, platktonic foraminifera and cal-
cispheres [Clo75; Dra80]. Using the carbonate-texture classification of [Dun62], the
Austin chalk is categorized as wackestones to packstones, with packstone as the dom-
inant texture. An average of 88% calcite content for the Austin outcrop specimens is
identified from X-ray diffraction analysis [CFS87]. For the triaxial tests, both intact
and acid jet drilled specimens were end trimmed to the final length of about 7.6 cm
and diameter of 3.8 cm, whereas for the SLH test length of about 200 cm and diameter
of 10 cm. The porosity of the intact specimens for the triaxial tests was in the range
of 30-31% (estimated based on grain density of 2.71 g/cm3) and jet drilled specimens
was 24%. The porosity of the specimen prepared for the SLH test was 25.4%.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Back analysis of standard triaxial tests in the single element
simulator

In total four rock mechanics tests were carried out on intact specimens. Triaxial
compaction test on specimen 4 included loading beyond the pore collapse strength.
Two stage triaxial compression tests were carried out on specimens 11, 7 and 10.
The specimen 11 was tested with 2 MPa and 4 MPa of confining pressure during the
first and second shear phases, respectively. The specimen 7 was tested with 4 MPa
confining pressure during the first shear phase and with 2 MPa confining pressure
during the second shear phase. The third specimen 10 was tested with constant
confining stress of 6 MPa and 4 MPa, during the first and second shear phases,
respectively.

The performed standard rock mechanics tests were back analysed by means of
the single element simulator under strain control condition. In the single element,
modelling of the standard tests was strain controlled. With regards to the strain
curves, preference was made to match the external LVDT measurement as opposed to
the internal measurements made by strain gauge. Compared to the local strain gauge
measurement, that represents centimetre scale deformation, the LVDT displacement
measurement may also include closing of micro-fractures and bedding effects. Thus,
the LVDT tend to register more axial deformation than the axial strain gauges.

Figure 4.9 presents the time history of the mean effective stress/volumetric plas-
tic strain rate and volumetric strains, and also the stress-strain curve for the chalk
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Figure 4.8: Finite element mesh for the stability analysis of a horizontal openhole
lateral, assuming plane strain conditions. The model as a length 5 m and a height of
5 m. A close up of the near borehole area shows that the diameter of the lateral is 10
mm. In the borehole geometry with the wing, the depth of the wing is 30 mm and
the width is 2 mm. Applied initial conditions to the model: effective vertical stress of
17 MPa, effective horizontal stress of 5 MPa and reservoir fluid pressure of 25 MPa.

specimen 4 tested under triaxial compaction loading up to 56 MPa axial stress. The
time history of the plastic volume rate in the course of increased compaction loading
reveals the occurence of pore collapse at stress level of about 22 MPa, indicated by
the non-zero rate of volumetric plastic strain. Volumetric strain from model showed a
good match with the expelled fluid measurement, which is also regarded as an exter-
nal measurement. Since there was no external measurement of the radial strain with
LVDT’s, only locally with strain gauges, the volumetric strain calculated from the
LVDT’s and the radial strain gauges showed smaller strain compared to the expelled
fluid volume, but greater than the volumetric strain calculated solely from strain
gauges.

Figure 4.10 presents the time history of applied and modelled radial/axial stress,
calculated plastic volume rate and equivalent plastic strain development, as well as
measured and calculated axial strain for the specimen 11. According to the simula-
tion, the first loading with 2 MPa confining pressure yielded a shear failure. This
can be seen from the equivalent plastic strain increase starting at about 30 hours.
In the second loading with 4 MPa confining pressure, the measurements showed a
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Figure 4.9: Back analysis of specimen 4 tested under triaxial compaction: a) Time
history of mean effective stress from experiment (exp) and model (mod), as well as
calculated plastic volume rate from model; b) Time history of total volumetric strain
from the experimen measured with the expelled fluid to the balance and model; c)
Plot of model fit of the total volumetric strain measured from the expelled fluid to
the balance (balance), sum of axial and radial strains measured with strain gauges
(sg), and volumetric strain calculated from the axial strain recorded from LVDT and
radial strain from strain gauge (lvdt+2*sg) versus mean effective stress.

pronounced hardening of the pore collapse strength. However, the data from the
model indicated a complex behaviour, where both pore collapse and shear failure
phenomenons were active. At approximately 75 hours, the plastic volumetric rate
and the equivalent plastic strain built up gradually. The actual behaviour may be
as complex as in the model, showing that while the pore collapse is progressing, the
shear failure may further develop in some parts of the specimen (initiated in the first
loading). A good agreement between the calculated and measured axial strain from
LVDT was achieved.

Figure 4.11 presents the time history of the applied and modelled axial/radial
stress, the calculated plastic volume rate and the equivalent plastic strain develop-
ment, as well as measured and calculated axial strain for the chalk specimen 7. Again,
at the first loading with 4 MPa confining pressure indicates pore collapse with minor
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Figure 4.10: Back analysis of specimen 11 tested under triaxial compression at 2 & 4
MPa confining stresses during first and second compression loading, respectively. a)
Time history of modelled effective axial (mod SigA) and radial (mod SigR) stresses,
as well as applied effective axial (exp SigA) and radial (exp SigR) stresses; b) Time
history of calculated plastic volume rate and equivalent plastic strain from model;
c) Time history of modelled and measured axial strain from LVDT (lvdt) and strain
gauges (sg); d) Plot of axial strain versus effective axial stress.

shear softening. In the second loading with 2 MPa confining pressure, the specimen
showed a pronounced shear failure with increased equivalent plastic strain. The dif-
ference between the calculated and measured axial strain originated from the start of
the unloading phase after the first loading with 4 MPa confining pressure.

Figure 4.12 presents the time history of the applied and modelled axial/radial
stress, plastic volume rate and equivalent plastic strain development, and also the
resulting axial strains for specimen 10. According to the simulation, the first loading
with 6 MPa confining pressure yielded a pronounced pore collapse, resulting in a high
plastic volume rate. In the second loading with 4 MPa confining pressure, the spec-
imen showed shear failure with increased plastic strain. For this test, the calculated
strains were matched quite well for both LVDT and strain gauge measurements.

Table 4.1 lists parameters used for the numerical back analysis of the standard tri-
axial tests in the single element simulator. Since only multi-stage triaxial compression
tests were designed for this study, it was attempted to match the stress strain curves
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Figure 4.11: Back analysis of specimen 7 tested under triaxial compression at 4 &
2MPa confining stresses during first and second compression loading, respectively. a)
Time history of modelled effective axial (mod SigA) and radial (mod SigR) stresses,
as well as applied effective axial (exp SigA) and radial (exp SigR) stresses; b) Time
history of calculated plastic volume rate and equivalent plastic strain from model;
c) Time history of modelled and measured axial strain from LVDT (lvdt) and strain
gauges (sg); d) Plot of axial strain versus effective axial stress.

at the three phases with a single parameter set, but it was not always possible, due
to the material behaviour. One of the reasons for this is that the state of the applied
stress in the test was in the transition zone between pore collapse and shear failure.
This change in stress state turned out to be sensitive to several parameters, most
significantly to the angle of friction, dilatancy, cohesion, equivalent plastic strain,
and creep parameter.

4.4.2 Back analysis of acid jet drilled chalk specimens tested
under standard triaxial test in the single element simulator

This section presents the results of the analysis carried out on the specimens whose
properties have been altered due to acid jet drilling activity. In total three specimens
were prepared for evaluation on the rock mechanics properties alteration post jet
drilling. The specimen 3T tested under triaxial compaction loaded beyond the pore
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Figure 4.12: Back analysis of specimen 10 tested under triaxial compression at 6 &
4MPa confining pressure during first and second compression loading, respectively. a)
Time history of modelled effective axial (mod SigA) and radial (mod SigR) stresses,
as well as applied effective axial (exp SigA) and radial (exp SigR) stresses; b) Time
history of calculated plastic volume rate and equivalent plastic strain from model;
c) Time history of modelled and measured axial strain from LVDT (lvdt) and strain
gauges (sg); d) Plot of axial strain versus effective axial stress.

collapse stress and two specimens with label 1T and 2T were undergone two-stage
triaxial compression loading.

Figure 4.13 presents results of the triaxial compaction test on specimen 3T. The
time history of the mean effective stress and plastic volume rate shows that at about
21 MPa applied load, the specimen started developing a pronounced plastic volume
rate, corresponding to the pore collapse accompanied with pore volume reduction.
The model predicted well the stress-strain curve from the experiment. Comparison
of the rock properties derived for the intact specimen 4, which was also tested under
triaxial compaction, revealed that the hardening function and the Young’s modulus
values are the ones most altered by the acid activity: hardening function increased
as expected because of the increased compaction due to created micro-fissures in the
chalk; however, the higher value of Young’s modulus could be due to higher porosity
of the specimen than the intact chalk or due to increase in compressibility.

Figure 4.14 and 4.15 present results of the back analysis of the specimen 1T and
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Table 4.1: Estimated rock mechanics properties utilizing the Single Element Simulator
of the chalk specimens tested under conventional triaxial (compaction/compression)
test.

Parameters 4 (Hydrost.) 11 (2-4 MPa) 7 (4-2 MPa) 10 (6-4 MPa)
Porosity, ϕ 0.31 0.30 0.31 0.31
Young’s modulus, E [MPa] 3200 3800 3800 3800
Poisson’s ratio, nu 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21
Angle of friction, ϕini/peak/res [0] - 34/39.5/38.8 33/36.3/35.5 32/38/37.7
Dilatancy, ψini/peak/res [0] - 0/1/0 0/2/0 1/5/3
Cohesion, cin=peak/res [MPa] - 1.95/0.65 1.5/0.75 1.2/0.6
Pore collapse strength, Pc [MPa] 21.75 24.0 24.0 25.0
Hardening, hc/hn [MPa] 1530/2600 1530/2600 1530/2600 1530/2600
Semi-axis ratio of ellipse, M - 1.5 1.6 1.52
A0 [MPa] 1.5 1.7 1.5 1.5
Creep rate coefficient, b 0.072 0.055 0.07 0.065
Equivalent plastic strain at peak, eplpeak [%] - 0.4 0.8 0.5
Friction softening, χ - 65 10 25
Cohesion softening, θ - 65 8 30
Impact of intermediate principal stress, ζ - - - -
Cosserat length, l [m] - - - -
ini - initial
res - residual

2T both tested under triaxial compression with 4 MPa confining pressure during the
first loading and with 2 MPa confining pressure during the second loading. Similar
to the intact specimen 7, both of the acid jet drilled specimens show some pore
collapse at 4 MPa confining pressure; however, with no or very minor shear softening.
Unlike the intact specimen 7, during the second loading, both of the specimens show
increased hardening prior to the peak stress, but less pronounced softening. The back
calculated rock properties suggest that also in this case hardening function was the
most altered property, it had increased, although the porosity for the specimen was
lower than the intact.

4.4.3 3D-modelling of triaxial compression test

A triaxial compression test with 2 MPa confining pressure was simulated with 3D
model. Figure 4.16 illustrates the axial stress in the center of the top piston versus
applied axial strain. In this plot, the test result compared to the results obtained
with the single element and 3D numerical modelling. In the single element model
the strain development within the specimen corresponds to the average strain, thus
modelling the shear strain localisation is not possible. Although the peak strength
is well captured with both of approaches, the post peak softening behaviour is less
pronounced using 3D modelling compared to a single element approach. In 3D model,
the dilatancy and cohesion softening parameters are overestimated compared to the
single element, but friction softening is underestimated (Table 4.3).
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Table 4.2: Estimated rock mechanics properties utilizing the Single Element Simu-
lator of the chalk specimens acid jet drilled under confined condition tested under
conventional triaxial (compaction/compression) test.

Parameters 3T (Hydrost.) 1T (4-2 MPa) 2T (4-2 MPa)
Porosity, ϕ 0.27 0.27 0.27
Young’s modulus, E [GPa] 5.4 3.2 2.8
Poisson’s ratio, ν 0.21 0.21 0.21
Angle of friction, ϕini/peak/res [0] - 29/34.3/33.5 28/33.3/32.5
Dilatancy, ψini/peak/res [0] - 0/1/0 0/1/0
Cohesion, cin=peak/res [MPa] - 2.1/1.05 1.8/1.05
Pore collapse strength, Pc [MPa] 21 24.0 24.0
Hardening, hc/hn [MPa] 2130-2600ϕ 2130-2600ϕ 2130-2600ϕ
Semi-axis ratio of ellipse, M - 1.6 1.6
A0 [MPa] 1.5 1.5 1.5
Creep rate coefficient, b 0.072 0.072 0.072
Equivalent plastic strain at peak, eplpeak [%] - 2 2
Friction softening, χ - 5 5
Cohesion softening, θ - 5 5
Impact of intermediate principal stress, ζ - - -
Cosserat length, l [m] - - -
ini - initial
res - residual

Table 4.3: Estimated rock mechanics properties utilizing the 3D numerical model of
triaxial compression test for the specimen 11 at constant confining stress of 2 MPa.

Parameters 11 (3D)
Porosity, ϕ 0.28-0.3
Young’s modulus, E [MPa] 3900-4300
Poisson’s ratio, nu 0.21
Angle of friction, ϕini/peak/res [0] 33-35/38-40.5/37.8-39.8
Dilatancy, ψini/peak/res [0] 4/9/5
Cohesion, cin=peak/res [MPa] 1.9-2.3/0.15-0.25
Pore collapse strength, Pc [MPa] 23-25
Hardening, hc/hn [MPa] 1530/2600
Semi-axis ratio of ellipse, M 1.5-1.6
A0 [MPa] 0
Creep rate coefficient, b 0.05-0.065
Equivalent plastic strain at peak, eplpeak [%] 0.15-0.2
Friction softening, χ 35
Cohesion softening, θ -70
Impact of intermediate principal stress, ζ 0.02
Cosserat length, l [m] 5E-05
ini - initial
res - residual
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Figure 4.13: Back analysis of specimen 3T tested under triaxial compaction: a) Time
history of mean effective stress from experiment (exp) and model (mod), as well as
calculated plastic volume rate from model; b) Time history of total volumetric strain
from the experimen measured with the expelled fluid to the balance and model; c)
Plot of model fit of the total volumetric strain measured from the expelled fluid to
the balance (balance) versus mean effective stress.

4.4.4 SHL test
Figure 4.17 presents test data obtained for SLH 1 specimen tested under triaxial
compaction with fixed stress ratio of 0.4, in which the specimen was loaded to an
effective axial stress of 23 MPa and a radial stress of 9.2 MPa and left to creep for
more than 35 hours. The time history of the effective axial and radial stresses deviates
from linearity in the beginning of the test. Since the test was carried out with a fixed
stress ratio, meaning that the load frame goes forward with strain rate of 0.1 %/hr
and the confining pressure is then adjusted to 0.4 of the obtained axial stress. In the
beginning, the confining pressure pump may be lacking a bit behind (due to the large
cell volume) and it also requires some vertical deformation for the vertical stress to
build up. The reason for the test not being carried out stress controlled is, because
shear failure (and to some degree also pore collapse) will cause rapid increase in the
strain rate, prohibiting testing in a controlled way in the post-shear phase. As can
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Figure 4.14: Back analysis of specimen 1T tested under triaxial compression at 4 &
2MPa confining stresses during first and second compression loading, respectively. a)
Time history of modelled effective axial (mod SigA) and radial (mod SigR) stresses,
as well as applied effective axial (exp SigA) and radial (exp SigR) stresses; b) Time
history of calculated plastic volume rate and equivalent plastic strain from model; c)
Time history of modelled and measured axial strain from LVDT (lvdt); d) Plot of
axial strain versus effective axial stress.

be seen, the recording of two axial strains measured from LVDT have comparable
values. In contrast, the measurement of axial strains from strain gauges showed the
highest strain value for the strain gauges placed adjacent to the hole from both sides
(2 and 3), whereas the strain gauge 5 placed at the plug showed slightly higher values
compared to those placed at the centre edge (1 and 4). Similar to the axial strain
gauges, the measurement of the radial strain gauges recorded the highest strain at
the plug (3), compared to those placed at the mid edge (1 and 2).

The plot of the shear/compressional wave velocities versus effective axial stress
shows the change in velocities in the course of increased effective axial stress. The
plot shows that when the single hole specimen is subjected to an effective axial stress
up to 10 MPa, both of the velocities increased gradually. Beyond this effective axial
stress level, both of the velocities levels out and remained almost constant values
while increasing the effective axial stress to 21 MPa and also in the subsequent creep
phase. As the stress path in the single lateral hole test was carried out with an
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Figure 4.15: Back analysis of specimen 2T tested under triaxial compression at 4 &
2MPa confining stresses during first and second compression loading, respectively. a)
Time history of modelled effective axial (mod SigA) and radial (mod SigR) stresses,
as well as applied effective axial (exp SigA) and radial (exp SigR) stresses; b) Time
history of calculated plastic volume rate and equivalent plastic strain from model; c)
Time history of modelled and measured axial strain from LVDT (lvdt); d) Plot of
axial strain versus effective axial stress.

effective stress ratio of 0.4, meaning that there was an increasing confining pressure
support on the specimen with increasing the effective axial stress. The initial increase
of the velocities could be related to the closure of the randomly oriented microcracks
within the specimen, whereas the leveling out of the velocity at a later stage could
be explained with pore collapse mechanisms, that triggers grain boundary slip, grain
rotation and calcite twinning, thereby leading the shear/compressional wave veloci-
ties to stabilize, as observed by [Mow+96] from testing Austin chalk in conventional
triaixal compression test at high confining stress. It could be possible that these
micromechanisms are active away from the hole where confining stresses are high.
However around the hole, at the free surface where stresses are concentrated, shear
fracture development should be initiated.

The breakout development at the lateral hole wall was inspected by CT scan-
ning and shown in Figure 4.18. For the applied effective axial stress of 23 MPa,
breakouts developed forward towards the rock from the hole wall toward the applied
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Figure 4.16: Modelling of specimen 11 tested under triaxial compression at 2 MPa
confining stress during first compression loading: a) Model prediction of the axial
strain with single element (mod SE) and 3D mesh (mod 3D) and measured axial
strain from LVDT (Lab LVDT) plotted against effective axial stress; b) Development
of shear bands on the specimen represented by equivalent plastic strain.

minimum stress direction. In addition, loose grains spalling off from the crack sur-
face can also be observed. According to Haimson (2007), there exists several distinct
failure micromechanisms as intra- and trans-granular dilatant microckracs mainly ob-
served in crystalline granite, intra- and inter-granular dilatant microcracks in Indiana
limestone, intra-granular extensile microckracs in well cemented arcosic sandstone.
Haimson (2007) describes that the cracks appear to be dislodged from the rock ma-
trix in weaker limestone, such as the Austin chalk, by frictional shear between the
crack walls. At a higher differential stress than 13.8 MPa, the microcracks are likely
to deepen and continuously narrow as the spalled flakes become shorter, leading to
dog-eared breakouts.

4.4.5 Back analysis results of SLH test
One of the aims of back analysis of the SLH test by means of 2D and 3D modelling
was verification of the softening parameters after post-peak and dilatancy angle, as
well as of the assumed Cosserat length estimated from 3D modelling of the triaxial
test.

Figure 4.19 illustrates calculated equivalent plastic strains from 2D and 3D numer-
ical modelling. The 2D numerical model performed well with regards to capturing
the formation of the breakouts corresponding to the ones visualised with CT scan
(Figure 4.18), where shear cracks start to deepen and increase spatially, reproducing
the dog-ears as observed in the test. Compared to the 2D model, numerical back
analysis of the SHL test with 3D modelling (with the same parameter sets) produced
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Figure 4.17: Single hole testing: a) Time history of applied effective axial (SigA)
and radial stresses (SigR); b) Time history of axial strain from LVDT measurement;
c) Time history of axial strain from strain gauge measurements; d) Time history of
radial strain from strain gauge measurements; e) Plot of axial strain from LVDT
(exp lvdt) and strain gauge (exp sg) measurements versus effective axial stress; f)
Development of the compressional (vp) and shear wave (vs) velocities with increased
effective axial stress. Sudden spikes observed in shear wave velocity approaching 10
MPa and 20 MPa may indicate grain slip and pore collapse deformation.

less pronounced breakouts. Figure 4.20 shows the axial strains calculated at the top
of the piston and the applied axial stress. Time history of the strain plot shows that
the results of the 2D modelling match well with the experiment; however, the result of
the 3D modelling shows underestimation of the strain development. Correspondingly,
the damaged zone calculated from 3D is underpredicted than that of 2D modelling
results.

The main reason for this discrepancy is that the 3D model employed a much
coarser mesh compared to that of the 2D model. Obviously one should not expect
to use the same parameters for both 2D and 3D simulations. In order to capture the
behaviour of the SLH test in 3D both utilizing the mesh size and history matching
parameters should be considered.

Generally, back analysis of the SLH test by means of 2D/3D modelling must
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.18: CT image visualisation of the breakout: a) Breakouts developed at the
lateral hole wall at two sides symmetric to the minimum principal stress; b) Side view
of the horizontal hole wall showing the frictional shear breakouts developed along the
length of the hole.

Figure 4.19: Modelling of the breakout development represented with equivalent
plastic strain: 2D and 3D modelling showing the development of dilatant shear crack
development at axial effective stress of 23 MPa. Model detail: 0.05 m×0.05 m.

use the same basic parameters for the shear failure and pore collapse, as well as for
the elastic parameters from the single element approach, while tuning the softening,
dilatancy, and Cosserat length. However, the specimen prepared for the SLH test
had lower porosity (25.4%) compared to those specimens prepared for the triaxial
test (30-31%). Thus, the increase of the following parameters such as Poisson ratio,
angle of friction, hardening function, semi-axis ratio of ellipse, A0, creep coefficient
and equivalent plastic strain at peak estimated from the single element approach were
used in 2D/3D modelling of the SLH test (Table 4.1). However, Young’s modulus,
pore collapse strength and cohesion strength values were significantly higher for the
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SLH specimen estimated by 2D/3D modelling (Table 4.4). The estimated dilatancy
angle, friction and cohesion softening after post peak from the 2D/3D modelling of
the SLH test were significantly lower compared to the parameters obtained from 3D
modelling of the triaxial test; however, the Cosserat length is identical in both of
the cases. Using higher values of the dilatancy angle, friction and cohesion softening
post-peak results in prediction of the less stable open hole. We have demonstrated
that modelling of the actual borehole geometry provides more an accurate estimate
of the above parameters than that of single element or 3D triaxial modelling.
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Figure 4.20: Back analysis of data from single hole test with single element simulator
and 2D/3D modelling: a) Time history of axial strain measured from LVDT (exp
lvdt), modelled axial strain with 2D (mod 2D) and 3D (mod 3D) meshes; b) Time
history of effective axial stress; c) Plot of axial strain versus effective axial stress.

4.4.6 Sensitivity analysis
Deterministic sensitivity analysis was carried out in order to investigate the sensitivity
of the results to variations in input parameters for the wellbore stability analysis
derived from a 2D modelling of the SLH test. Table 4.4 presents the base case
scenario values and the range of input values with 15% lower and upper bound. One
parameter listed in the table was changed at a time.
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Table 4.4: Estimated rock mechanics properties utilizing the 2D/3D numerical model
of SLH test, as well as their lower and upper limits used in the sensitivity analysis.

Parameters 2D/3D Lower limit (-15%) Upper limit (+15%)
Porosity, ϕ 0.254 - -
Young’s modulus, E [GPa] 3.9 3315 4485
Poisson’s ratio, ν 0.21 - -
Angle of friction, ϕini/peak/res [0] 34/39.5/38.8 29/33.6/33 39.1/45.4/44.6
Dilatancy, ψini/peak/res [0] 2/6/3 1.7/5.1/2.6 2.3/6.9/3.5
Cohesion, cin=peak/res [MPa] 3.1/0.7 2.6/0.6 3.6/0.8
Pore collapse strength, Pc [MPa] 26 22.1 28.6
Hardening, hc/hn [MPa] 1530/2600 1300/2210 1760/2990
Semi-axis ratio of ellipse, M 1.5 1.28 1.73
A0 [MPa] 1.5 1.28 1.73
Creep rate coefficient, b 0.05 0.4 0.6
Equivalent plastic strain at peak, eplpeak [%] 0.5 0.43 0.58
Friction softening, χ 15 12.8 17.3
Cohesion softening, θ -16 -13.6 -18.4
Impact of intermediate principal stress, ζ 0.06 0.05 0.07
Cosserat length, l [m] 5E-05 4.3E-05 6E-05
ini - initial
res - residual

Figure 4.21 and 4.22 illustrate the calculated equivalent plastic strain and show
how changes in the model input affect the extent of the damaged zone near the hor-
izontal hole. The former plot represents the parameters that can be easily obtained
from single element simulator, whereas the latter presents the parameters whose es-
timation needs 2D/3D modelling.

The extent of the damaged zone in Figure 4.21 showed to be the most sensitive
to the friction angle, pore collapse, M parameter and cohesion. Reduction by 15% of
the Young’s modulus also resulted in development of a pronounced damaged zone. It
was found that the creep parameter, the hardening function, the equivalent plastic
strain at peak strength, and the A0 parameters had a minor effect on the shape and
magnitude of the damaged zone. Among the presented parameters, the friction angle
and the cohesion are the determining parameters to the shear failure yield envelope,
whereas the pore collapse strength and M (defines the shape of the ellipse) parameter
affects the pore collapse failure envelope. The Young’s modulus controls the extent of
the deformation, where its magnitude affects the stress distribution in the material.
Generally, for the long term simulation, the creep parameter is among the ones that
affects the result significantly. As the simulations in this sensitivity analysis were run
for a short term (few days of simulation), the effect was insignificant.

A change of 15% of the post peak softening and dilatancy parameters, as well as the
Cosserat length and intermediate principal stress impact did not show a significant
effect; however, this results from the single element simulator must be used with
care as the predictions were about 2-3 times larger than those predicted when back
analysing the data from the single hole test (Figure 4.22).
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Figure 4.21: Evolution of plastic damaged zone in chalk near the lateral hole as a
function of model input parameters. These parameters generally can be determined
from single element simulator. The maximum equivalent plastic strain is set to 20%
for all the simulations. Model detail: 0.05 m×0.05 m.
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Figure 4.22: Evolution of plastic damaged zone in chalk near the lateral hole as a
function of model input parameters. The accurate estimate of these parameters can
only be achieved by means of fine mesh modelling. The maximum equivalent plastic
strain is set 20% for all the simulations. Model detail: 0.05 m×0.05 m.

4.4.7 Wellbore stability analysis
For the wellbore stability analysis, the chalk properties derived from the back analysis
of the SLH test were used as input into the simulator (Table 4.4). The left hand side
of Figure 4.23 represents the calculated equivalent plastic strain after reducing the
bottom hole pressure by 12 MPa and the fluid pressure by 9 MPa at boundaries of 5
m, where the development of the shear breakouts at the borehole wall can be observed.
The right hand side of Figure 4.23 represents a continuation of the simulation under
constant stress conditions over 50 days, which provided pronounced localisation of the
damaged zone at the borehole wall and further development of the breakouts into the
chalk. Figure 4.24 illustrates a stability analysis for the borehole with wing geometry
with the same conditions applied as for the circular geometry. For this geometry, after
the bottom hole pressure was declined by 6 MPa and fluid pressure was declined by
3.8 MPa at boundaries of 5 m, wings nearly closed and the plastic strain concentrated
at the tips of the wings. One must note that using chalk properties derived from the
back analysis of acid jet drilled specimens would trigger instability associated with
even more pronounced plastic strain development at the borehole wall due to the
reduced strength and stiffness properties of the chalk compared to intact chalk.
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Figure 4.23: Wellbore stability analysis for the circular borehole geometry. Left:
Development of the equivalent plastic strain at the borehole wall calculated after
reducing the bottom hole pressure by 12 MPa and pore fluid pressure by 9 MPa at
boundaries of 5 m; Right: Development of the equivalent plastic strain at the borehole
wall calculated for a creep time lasting 50 days with constant bottom hole pressure
of 12 MPa and pore pressure at the boundaries of 5 m with 16 MPa.

Figure 4.24: Wellbore stability analysis for the borehole with wing geometry. Devel-
opment of the equivalent plastic strain at the borehole wall calculated after reducing
the bottom hole pressure by 6 MPa and pore fluid pressure by 3.8 MPa at boundaries
of 5 m. Wings nearly closed under simulated load conditions.
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4.5 Conclusion
The methodology developed for the wellbore stability analysis presented in this paper
suggests the following:
- When matching of the stress and strain curves from the SLH test with the FEM
modelling, the preference was given to the external strain measurements rather than
local strain measurements. Matching Young’s modulus from external measurements
provides less stiffness, subsequently the wellbore analysis will predict a less stable
borehole as stresses must be distributed around the hole in a greater distance to the
hole.
- The softening parameters derived from the single element analyses refer to a smeared
plastification as strain localization is not captured. The shear band development in
the triaxial test resulted from the scatter of chalk properties within the specimen.
However, this heterogeneity of the material is not considered in the wellbore stability
analysis. In the field, chalk porosity is a key parameter that greatly affects the rock
mechanics properties of the rock.
- Usually, for a field application, it is less likely that the advanced single lateral
hole test would be carried out (and core material for these may not be available),
therefore the less time consuming conventional triaxial test are most often used for
determining the rock mechanics parameters. Reliability of the single element back
analysis, as can be seen from this study, may be sufficient, if one is attempting to carry
out a simple elasto-plastic analysis without modelling the softening behaviour of the
material. However, one must keep in mind that neglecting of the softening behaviour
significantly underestimates the stability. If the model does not account for the effect
of the intermediate stress, then the stability of hole is even more conservative.
- The presented workflow allows for accurate characterisation of the rock mechanics
properties and prediction of the open hole stability in chalk formation.



CHAPTER5
Evaluation of the behaviour of the lateral

boreholes in the Gorm chalk field

Open hole wellbores present cost efficient completion solution; however, instability
of such boreholes in weak formations such as chalk in the course of production raises a
concern. This paper presents a method for predicting the stability of the RJD laterals
in the Danish Gorm chalk field. The method is based on four main parts: 1. rock
mechanics testing in the triaxial cell; 2. the single lateral hole (SLH) testing consisting
of loading and fluid flow test; 3. utilizing CT imaging for identifying the damaged zone
and its extension; and 4. numerical simulation, utilizing a chalk model that takes into
account the post-peak softening and the rate dependency of the pore collapse stress.
Simulation of bottom hole and reservoir pressure decline over a year by 17 MPa and
9 MPa, respectively, showed a small development of the plastic strain at the borehole
wall. Further simulation up to four years with constant stress (creep) resulted in a
change in the cross-sectional area of the borehole, where shear cracks developed at the
wall and some distance away from the hole stress concentrations associated with pore
collapse was observed. By the end of the simulation, the borehole was likely to change
its geometry by removal of the plastified area. The stability of the borehole with a
wing, the shape which is likely to be created with a static nozzle, showed closure of the
wings after 6 hours of drilling. Weakening of the rock mechanics properties because
of acid jet drilling caused closure of the wing after 3.6 hours of drilling. The flow test
carried out with differential pore pressure (drawdown) of about 2.5 MPa within five
hours and one hour, respectively, provided insignificant permeability change during
the flow test. This analysis can be used to improve the stability prediction of open
holes in chalk under in-situ and operational conditions.

5.1 Introduction
Radial Jet Drilling (RJD) technology represents a well stimulation solution for hydro-
carbon and geothermal wells, which is cost-effective compared to standard stimulation
methods. It consists of running the jet drilling nozzle in the coiled tubing down into
the formation and creating extensive (up to 100 m) lateral open holes with a focused

This chapter is based on: Medetbekova M.K., Hajiabadi M.R., Christensen H.F., Brovelli A.,
Shamsolhodaei A., Müter D., Søresen H., Nick H.M. Evaluation of the behaviour of the lateral
boreholes in the Gorm chalk field. In Submission.
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jet of a high-velocity fluid on the rock surface. In case of the cased hole completion,
jet drilling is conducted preceding the milling of the casing. In spite of the lack of
support from a casing, the open hole may sustain collapse in very competent forma-
tions; however, in soft or unconsolidated formations like chalk and sandstone, the
open holes may be susceptible to instability during the course of production [Blö+16;
Pet15; Rei+18; Med+18; BB19; Sal+19].

[Med+19a] carried out jet drilling experiments on outcrop Austin chalk considering
it as an analogue to the North Sea chalk reservoirs, presented in Figure 5.1. Confined
jet drilling experiments were carried out on a cubic bulk sample (30 × 30 × 30 cm3),
with applied maximum principal stress of 17 MPa and minimum principal stress of
5 MPa. Acid jet drilling in the minimum principal stress direction provided a hole
with a penetration rate of 10.7 cm/min and with a diameter of 2 cm. Wing shaped
cracks, oriented approximately radially, developed within an extension of 2-3 cm. In
the maximum principal stress direction, a hole with a penetration rate of 8.8 cm/min
was drilled, with a diameter of about 3 cm and a wing extension of 3-5 cm (Table
5.1).

(a) (b)

Figure 5.1: Lateral holes created with static jet drilling tool in Austin outcrop chalk:
confined jet drilling with 15% HCl acid at ambient room temperature in the a) min-
imum and b) maximum stress directions. Stress state in confined jet drilling: 5 MPa
in the y and x directions, 17 MPa in z direction. Jetting was performed in y direction.

Figure 5.2 illustrates the components of strain development during the jet drilling
experiment, measured from Linear Voltage Displacement Transducers (LVDT) [Med+19b].
Both of the plots show the accelerated strain during the jet drilling followed by con-
stant stress phase (creep). This implies that the stability assessment of the open hole
jet drilled lateral becomes a necessity once the productions begins.

In chalk fields, open hole completions are difficult to design due to a complex
combination of geomechanics and multiphase flow. The simulated stress path around
the wellbore indicate that the most severe shear stress loads are experienced during
drilling and in the first period of production [Kri96]. However, the risk of failure
increases with continued production, when reservoir depletion poses a high risk of
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Figure 5.2: Development of the strain strain components in x, y, z directions, as well
as volumetric strain before, during and after the jet drilling experiment: a) chalk
block jet drilled in the minimum principal stress direction; b) chalk block jet drilled
in the maximum principal stress direction.

instability and solid/fines production. There are three basic mechanisms identified as
a source of fines production [Vee+91]; however, in field condition, it is highly possible
that these mechanisms are interchangeable: 1. shear failure caused by an excessive
drawdown magnitude that can lead to a catastrophic solids production; 2. tension
failure resulted from a high gradient of pore pressure at the wall of borehole; and
3. fines migration, where fine particles in the porous space are carried by the fluid
flow. According to [Dur+77], solids are carried if the drag forces exerted on a surface
particle exceeds the (apparent) cohesion between surface particles.

High porosity chalk, and so other soft or unconsolidated formation, experiences
pore collapse in the course of production, which results in irreversible plastic defor-
mation near the borehole. Chalk in the near wellbore also weakens as a result of
production shut in or stimulations. This induced damage reduces the permeability,
creating an increasing skin that result in steeper pressure gradient near the wellbore
area. Moreover, test data on chalk shows that with plastic deformation, the ten-
sile strength reduces [Ris+94]. Several authors have reported the importance of the
permissible well drawdown scheme for mitigating the solid production, thus the bean-
up process is one of the effective means of controlling the solids production [GC82;
Vaz+06; And+17; Gei+17]. Beaning-up refers to the process of increasing the choke
size to open up a well for production and it is a frequent event following a well shut-
down. For a weakly cemented formations, initial stages of bean up after the rapid
shut-down may affect the extent of elastic rebound of the grains, which is impacted
directly by the magnitude of drawdown [Vaz+06]. If bean-up (also shut-down) rate
is aggressive, as a consequence, the potential for damaging the well increases, where
generated transient gradients of pressure may mobilize fines.

When considering less costly stimulation technique, such as radial jet drilled lat-
erals, the cost reduction and potential increase in productivity may be outweighed by
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the risk of borehole failure. Thus, evaluating the viability and stability of openhole
laterals by detailed geomechanics analysis under in-situ operational conditions is of
an essence. Oil bearing Ekofisk chalk formation in the Gorm field, located in the
Danish part of the North Sea, is the focus area of a feasibility study for the RJD
stimulation technique. In order to better understand the behaviour of the jet drilled
lateral in the long run, this paper aims at studying 1. how does the shape of the bore-
hole evolve under simulated pressure drawdown and reservoir depletion schemes and
2. how is the stability of the openhole influenced by the transient gradients of pres-
sure, generated during shut-down and bean-up operations. In this context, the rock
mechanics testing on the Ekofisk formation’s reservoir chalk is carried out, involving
triaxial tests to establish a failure envelope and describe the behaviour of the chalk
under various stress paths. Advanced testing with a horizontal hole is also carried out
on the reservoir core with applied stress and fluid flow, to investigate the breakout
development and the maximum drawdown scheme that the plastified chalk around
the borehole can withstand. Numerical analyses are realised using the ISAMGEO
simulator, employing its chalk model that takes into account the post-peak softening
and the rate dependency of the chalk. Numerical backward and forward modelling
are carried out to determine the rock mechanics properties of the reservoir chalk and
to evaluate the long-term performance of the jet drilled lateral borehole.

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 The Chalk Model
The model used in this study is based on shear failure and rate dependent pore
collapse behaviour of chalk. The shear failure is given by the straight failure line in
the p′ −q diagram (mean effective stress and deviatoric stress space) (Figure 5.3) and
described by extending the Mohr-Coulomb criterion with the stabilizing effect of the
intermediate principal stress:

F =
√
JC2 (cosθ + sinφsinθ√

3
− ζ(2cos2θ − 1) − (p′sinφ+ ccosφpeak) (5.1)

with: JC2 - second invariant of deviatoric stress for a Cosserat model. In this
chalk model, the Cosserat continuum approach [De 91] is adopted in order to over-

Table 5.1: Summary of jet-drilling of the Austin outcrop chalk under confined stress
conditions

Fluid type Pnoz Qnoz ROP Dhole Lwing Condition

MPa l/min cm/min cm cm

Acid 40 10 10.7 2 2-3 Ambient, σmin

Acid 40 10 8.8 3 3-5 Ambient, σmax
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come numerical difficulties due to shear strain localisation and to model the breakout
development, in which additional rotational degrees-of-freedom and an internal length
parameter are incorporated. If no Cosserat formulation is used, JC2 corresponds to
the classical second invariant of deviatoric stress; φ - friction angle, c - cohesion; θ
- Lode’s angle, ζ - scales the impact of the intermediate principal stress, p′ - mean
effective stress.

The cohesion c and the angle of friction φ are varied in the course of hardening/-
softening. Hardening and softening in case of shear failure are functions of equivalent
plastic strain determined via its rate (normal (x, y, z) and shear (xy, yz, zx) compo-
nents, while v is volumteric plastic strain):

ε̇pl =
√

2((ε̇xx,pl − ε̇v,pl)2 + (ε̇yy,pl − ε̇v,pl)2 + (ε̇zz,pl − ε̇v,pl)2 + ε̇2
xy,pl + ε̇2

yz,pl + ε̇2
zx,pl

(5.2)
In the case of the equivalent plastic strain being lower than the equivalent plastic

strain at the peak strength, the material hardens by increasing the angle of friction
from an initial to a peak value. Cohesion is assumed to be constant until the peak
strength is reached. After reaching the peak strength, the material softens by a de-
crease of the angle of friction and the effective cohesion. The friction angle declines
exponentially, while the effective cohesion may decline either linearly or exponen-
tially. Exponential softening is preferred in the Single Element model, in order to
reproduce the effects from shear strain localisation. In the Single Element model, the
rock specimen is represented by a single element and stress and/or strain boundary
conditions are applied at the element boundary. In this technique, the strains are
smeared over the whole element representing the rock specimen and associated with
the average strain in the specimen.

A non-associated flow rule is applied on the shear failure surface. The plastic
flow rule is controlled by the plastic potential that uses the same function as the
yield surface, but the friction angle φ is replaced by the dilatancy angle ψ and the
parameter ζ is replaced by ζQ.

The yield surface for the pore collapse is given by an elliptical cap in the p′ − q
diagram (Figure 5.3), similar as for a Modified Cam-Clay model [RB68]:

F = (2(p′ +A0)
(pcc +A0)

− 1)2 + ( 2q
M(pcc +A0)

)2 − 1 (5.3)

with: q - deviatoric stress; pcc - hydrostatic pore collapse strength for the current
volumetric plastic strain rate; M - material parameter (similar in Modified Cam-Clay
model which defines the slope of the critical state line) determines the shape of the
elliptical yield surface; A0 - parameter which denotes a shift of the ellipse along the
p′ axis.

The pore collapse failure surface is formulated with the associated flow rule. Gen-
erally, the rate independent model gives no strain or a small elastic rebound at con-
stant stress condition, whereas the rate dependent model results in visco-plastic soft-
ening, where the pore collapse strength is dependent on the rate. As the constant
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Figure 5.3: Isamgeo rate dependent model for chalk depicted in p′ − q diagram.

stress state cannot be beyond the yield surface, the strain rate softening is compen-
sated by the strain hardening, resulting in volumetric plastic strain increase, i.e creep
strain [CBH17]. Chalk displays a susceptibility to compaction beyond the pore col-
lapse state and similar to other rock types as unconsolidated sandstones [Waa86] and
diatomite and calcium carbonate [HS91], also shows rate dependency under constant
stress [SWK86; Mon+90; JRS89]. In this chalk model, the rate dependency of the
pore collapse strength on the volumetric plastic strain rate is based on the de-Waal’s
model [WS88]:

pcc = pc0( ε̇
pl
v

ε̇0
)b (5.4)

with: ε̇0 denotes the reference volumetric plastic strain rate and b is a material
parameter, representing the creep effect; pc0 defines the standard hydrostatic pore
collapse strength at the reference rate which depends on the volumetric plastic strain
and it is governed by the hardening parameter. At the onset of pore collapse, the
volumetric plastic strain rate increases, inducing an increase of pcc. On the other
hand, when the rate declines, pcc declines and the strain hardening is required to
adjust pcc to the current state of stress, resulting in creep strain. It must be noted
that if both shear and pore collapse criteria are violated, the preference is given to
the shear failure.

The de Waal parameter b translates the pore collapse strength determined in
laboratory tests to the field conditions, as loading rate in the laboratory is much
faster than a field compaction rate [AFP92b]. For example, the reported compaction
rate in the Valhall field is about 0.0001 %/h, whereas the typical loading rate in the
laboratory is 0.1%/h. According to de-Waal’s rate type model, the strain during the
creep test has the form [AFP92b]:

ε = bcmσ ln (1 + ε̇0t

bcm0σ
) (5.5)

where cm0 is the uniaxial strain compaction compressibility.
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Differentiation of Equation 5.5 yields the following relation for the creep strain
rate:

ε̇ = ε̇0

1 + ε̇0t
bcm0σ

(5.6)

5.2.2 Methodology of wellbore stability analysis
The workflow for the advanced wellbore stability modelling built upon a methodol-
ogy illustrated in Figure 5.4. The workflow was based on four main parts: 1. the
conventional rock mechanics testing; 2. an advanced rock mechanics testing method,
called the single lateral hole (SLH), in which the specimen was subjected to bound-
ary conditions imposed by the mechanical stress and hydraulic force; 3. utilizing CT
imaging for identifying the damaged zone and its extension; and 4. backward/forward
numerical simulations of the test data.

Figure 5.4: Workflow for the advanced wellbore stability modelling

The test program for the conventional triaxial test was designed in order to es-
tablish a model that captures the pore collapse and the shear failure behaviour in the
p′ − q diagram (Figure 5.5). For that reason, triaxial compaction (hydrostatic), two-
stage triaxial compression (shear failure) tests, and uniaxial strain compaction test
were performed in accordance with standard ISRM test procedures on cylindrical core
specimens [ISR83]. In the triaxial compaction test, the specimen was loaded under
isotropic stresses until pore collapse was achieved, while in the triaxial two-stage com-
pression tests, the specimen was loaded under axial compression at two consecutive
confining pressures. In the uniaxial strain compaction test, the specimen with zero
lateral strain condition was maintained (disregarding the lateral strain from strain
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gauges) until pore collapse was achieved. Pore collapse points were determinded from
the uniaxial strain compaction test and standard triaxial compaction test, thereby
establishing the end-cap surface. Three sets of triaxial two-stage compression tests
were carried out to establish a shear failure surface. Triaxial compression and com-
paction tests included consolidation with effective axial stress to effective radial stress
ratio of 0.4 up to effective axial stress of 20 MPa. Moreover, all the tests included
constant stress phase (creep) of at least about one day. Throughout the tests, the
specimens were loaded at a constant strain rate of 0.05%/hr.

Figure 5.5: Triaxial test stress directions for building failure envelope (shear failure
and end-cap) for the chalk depicted in the p′ − q diagram.

Once the stress and strain curve was obtained from the triaxial tests, back analysis
of the stress and strain curve was carried for each test, using the single element tech-
nique. In this technique, the rock specimen is represented by a single element and the
stress and/or strain boundary conditions are applied at the element boundary. The
single element model is a good first approximation, however, due to the homogeneous
stress and strain condition within the specimen, the single element approach fails to
model the localisation of deformation along the discrete shear plane, as it smears the
strains over the whole element representing the rock specimen. Thus the shear failure
parameters with softening and dilatancy can vary from the refined finite grid model
where strain localisation is a product of the simulation [Chr+04].

The SLH test was carried out on a test specimen with a diameter of 98.6 mm and
height of 198 mm (Figure 5.6). A ’horizontal wellbore’ hole was drilled laterally at
the center of the specimen, to a depth corresponding to about 2 cm from the outside
perimeter of the specimen. Afterwards, a slightly bigger hole (plug hole) was drilled
to a depth of about 2.3 cm. The reason for this was that the ’horizontal wellbore’
had to be sealed inside the test specimen, otherwise the outside rubber membrane
supplying the confining pressure would enter the borehole when the specimen was
being loaded. Then the borehole was sealed by a plug of similar chalk material. The
plug was carefully shaped to fit the SLH test specimen. A hole was made at the
center of the plug and a steel tubing connecting to the inner wellbore was installed.
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After installation of the plug, the tubing was sealed with epoxy rubber to prevent
leakage from the inner hole. The rim of the plug was also sealed with epoxy rubber, to
prevent the membrane entering the borehole due to confining pressure and to prevent
the plug to fail in tension due to axial loading. The strain gauges were installed
at selected locations (Figure 5.6 a), and the wires and tubing were aligned and fixed
before the specimen was enclosed by the inner epoxy membrane. Finally the specimen
was installed in the Hoek cell and mounted in the load frame, and the LVDT’s were
aligned. In total 5 axial strain gauges and 2 LVDT’s were used for measuring the
axial deformation, while 3 radial strain gauges were used for measuring the radial
deformation.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.6: Design of the single lateral hole test: a) Top view schematic of the
specimen and positioning of the axial/radial strain gauges and LVDT’s; b) Illustration
of the Ekofisk formation chalk specimen sealed with the plug hole and glued with the
strain gauges. The chalk specimen has height of 200 mm and a diameter of 100 mm.
The lateral hole is drilled with a length of 57.4 mm and diameter of 20.44 mm. The
end plug hole has a depth of 22.3 mm and a diameter of 25.52 mm.

The SLH test was carried out in two ways: 1. loading phase, in which the specimen
with a hole was tested under triaxial compaction with a fixed stress ratio of 0.4 up to
21 MPa effective axial stress followed by a constant stress phase (creep) at drained
condition; 2. flowing phase, in which the same procedure applied, except after the
creep phase, the fluid flow from the end boundaries of the specimen to the borehole
was allowed, simulating the production condition in the reservoir. The chalk saturated
tap water was flushed at five levels of constant rate until 2.5 MPa drawdown pressure
was achieved, over 5 hours and one hour. Figure 5.7 presents the schematic of the
single lateral hole test carried out with flow. As can be seen, the fluid was supplied
from the top and bottom of the specimen via four interconnected pressure actuators
(GDS). The fluid flown to the hole was collected on a balance.
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Figure 5.7: Schematic of the single lateral hole hole testing with flow. A close look-up
is a cross-section normal to the hole axis and illustrates the axial and radial stress
boundaries at the specimen, as well as injected fluid pressure at the edge boundaries
and expelled fluid pressure through the hole.

As it was required to dismount the specimen for CT scanning, it was necessary
to run a predictive model for the SLH test in order to determine at which stress
state the breakouts begin developing around the horizontal hole. At stress ratio of
around 0.4, uniaxial strain compaction condition was obtained from the test, thus
modelling of the SLH test by means of a 2D simulation under plain strain condition
can represent the results of the 3D simulation (Figure 5.8). The specimen had the
following dimensions: diameter was 98.6 mm, height was 197.6 mm, and hole diameter
was 20.44 mm. The model consisted of 3386 higher order finite elements. Assuming
symmetry, one fourth of the full geometry was modelled. In the model, above and
below the specimen, interface elements were used with a thickness of 1 mm.

For this study, the stability of the lateral borehole was investigated with the two-
dimensional mesh illustrated in Figure 5.9. The 2D geometry with circular hole was
modelled with 2772 higher order finite elements, while the geometry with wings was
modelled with 4416 higher order finite elements. The detailed view of the model shows
that the borehole has 10 mm radius and the model with the wing has a wing depth of
30 mm and width of 2 mm. Assuming symmetry, one fourth of the cross section was
modelled. In the wellbore stability simulation, reservoir conditions corresponding to
the Gorm chalk field at the reference depth of about 2070 m were used: the effective
vertical stress of 11.8 MPa, effective (isotropic) horizontal stress of 5.8 MPa and initial
reservoir fluid pressure of 29.5 MPa. The simulations were carried out in four steps:
1. During the first step, initial conditions (pore pressure, stresses) were applied,
then the drilling phase of the wellbore was simulated with the effective stresses being
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Figure 5.8: 2D schematic of a specimen with single lateral hole (SLH) built in the
finite element model.

reduced to zero for elements inside the drilled area lasting for 12 hours followed by 2
days of constant stress phase. As in the Radial Jet Drilling the technique does not
use drilling mud, the pressure change in the well was kept at zero.
2. In the second step, for over 306 days, the production phase was simulated with
incremental reduction of the wellbore pressure by 7 MPa with a subsequent creep
phase. The pressure is kept constant at the outer boundary.
3. The third step simulated the reservoir depletion, in which the pore pressure at the
outer boundary was declined by 9 MPa and the wellbore pressure by 10 MPa with
subsequent creep phase of about 50 days.
4. In the last step, long-term creep (up to four years) of the wellbore was simulated
at constant boundary stresses set in the previous step.

5.2.3 Chalk material
The core material used in this study stems from the Gorm field’s Ekofisk formation,
which is located in the Danish part of the North Sea. Prior to plugging, the core
sections were wrapped in a plastic bag and cast in gypsum, in order to keep the
core material correctly oriented and stable during plugging. Plugging was carried out
using a diamond drill bit. Isopar-L oil was used as coolant. Finally, the specimens
were end trimmed to the final length of about 7.5 cm and diameter of 3.8 cm for the
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Figure 5.9: Finite element mesh for the stability analysis of a horizontal openhole
lateral, assuming plane strain conditions. The model domain consists of the length 5
m and height of 5 m. A close up of the near borehole area shows that the diameter of
the lateral is 10 mm. In the borehole geometry with the wing, the depth of the wing
is 30 mm and the width is 2 mm. Applied initial conditions to the model: effective
vertical stress of 11.8 MPa, effective horizontal stress of 5.8 MPa and reservoir fluid
pressure of 29.5 MPa.

triaxial tests and length of about 200 cm and diameter of 10 cm for the SLH tests.
Five specimens were prepared for the triaxial tests (with labels 3.A1, 3.A2, 3.A3,
3.A4 and 3.B3) and two specimens for the SLH test (with labels SLH 1 and SLH 2).
After plugging, the specimens were oven dried at 105◦C until no loss of mass was
seen. The porosity of the specimens for the conventional tests was in the range of
35.0-35.7% (estimated based on grain density of 2.71 g/cm3) and the dry bulk density
was 1.74-1.76 g/cm3. The porosity of the specimens prepared for the SLH test was
also about 35%.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Interpretation of the lab data
In total five rock mechanics tests on standard cylindrical specimens were carried out.
Triaxial compaction test on specimen 3.A4, which included first consolidation phase
up to effective axial stress of 20 MPa with a fixed stress ratio of 0.4, and then com-
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paction phase until pore collapse was achieved. Two stage triaxial compression tests
were carried out on specimens 3.A1, 3.A2 and 3.A3, which also included consolidation
phase up to effective axial stress of 20 MPa with a fixed stress ratio of 0.4, followed
by shear test at two different confining pressures. The specimen 3.A1 was tested with
1.5 MPa and 3 MPa of confining pressure during the first and second shear phases,
respectively. The specimen 3.A2 was tested with 6 MPa confining pressure during the
first shear phase and with 1.5 MPa confining pressure during the second shear phase.
The third specimen 3.A3 was tested with constant confining stress of 3 MPa and 6
MPa, during the first and second shear phases, respectively. The specimen 3.B2 was
tested under uniaxial strain compaction condition until pore collapse was achieved.
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Figure 5.10: a) Young’s modulus estimations from LVDT (E*) and strain gauge
measurement (E) given as a function of porosity; b) Shear failure and pore collapse
failure points illustrated in the p′ − q diagram.

Stress-strain curves describing the geomechanics behaviour from the triaxial tests
were interpreted in order to evaluate the deformation and strength properties. The
Young’s modulus was estimated for specimens 3.A1, 3.A2 and 3.A3 tested in triaxial
compression, from the axial loading path under constant confining pressure, as the
effective axial stress increase divided by the axial strain increase. Similarly, the
Poisson ratio was determined from the ratio of radial strain to the axial strain, under
the test path with constant confining pressure. The Bulk modulus was estimated
for specimen 3.A4 tested under triaxial compaction, from the effective mean stress
increase divided to the volumetric strain increase. The coefficient of Earth pressure at
rest (stress ratio) was determined as the tangential stress ratio value of the effective
radial stress to effective axial stress in uniaxial stress path loading. The elasto-plastic
modulus in uniaxial strain compaction test was determined from the axial loading
path, as the tangent slope of the effective axial stress versus axial strain in the plastic
region, while the inverse of this modulus provided the estimate of the uniaxial strain
compressibility. One must note that the uniaxial strain compaction modulus is an
elastic parameter, since the creep phase was performed post pore collapse, the elasto-
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plastic modulus in uniaxial strain compaction was used in the calculations.
For the reservoir chalk with about 35% porosity, Figure 5.10 a provides estimates

of the Young’s modulus from LVDT measurement (E⋆) and strain gauge measurement
(E). The magnitude of the Young’s modulus was in the range of 4000-4900 MPa from
LVDT, while strain gauge measurement provided the range of 3600-6100 MPa. The
Poisson ratio (ν) for this reservoir chalk was in the range between 0.2 and 0.27. The
calculated Bulk modulus was 3000 MPa from the expelled to the balance volumetric
strain curve, while from the volumetric strain with strain gauge measurements the
estimate was 3500 MPa. The stress ratio at which plain strain condition can be
achieved was estimated to be 0.35. The yield surface was constructed as a combination
of shear stresses and pore collapse strength illustrated in the p′ − q diagram in Figure
5.10. For specimens tested under triaxial compression, initial shear strength was
defined as a peak stress value in the effective stress-strain diagram, determined during
the first loading phase. The second shear failure stress was found from the second
peak stress value in the same diagram during the second loading phase. From triaxial
compression test, the residual strength was found from the constant stress region
post peak. For the specimens tested under triaxial compaction and uniaxial strain
compaction, the onset of pore collapse was defined as a point where the mean effective
stress and volumetric strain curve departs from their linearity.
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Figure 5.11: Compressional and shear wave velocity development for specimens tested
under a) triaxial compaction (3.A4) and b) uniaxial strain compaction (3.B2).

Figure 5.11 and 5.12 illustrate the evolution of the compressional and shear wave
velocities under triaxial compaction, compression and uniaxial strain conditions. The
general trend observed from these plots was that, under triaxial compaction loading,
the reservoir chalk slowed its velocity at a stress state approaching the pore collapse
(approximately at 30 MPa), then again increased and slowed down at a steady velocity
throughout the rest of loading. Similarly, in uniaxial strain compaction test the
velocities slowed down when approaching a pore collapse, but increased again after
the onset of pore collapse. This suggests that at a micro scale, pore collapse is
likely occurring. During triaxial compressive loading, velocities increased with applied
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loading; however, closer to a stress state where shear failure developed and micro-
cracks were generated, velocities slowed down noticeably. Figure 5.12 d provides cross
plot of the compressional and shear wave velocities on the horizontal and vertical axis,
respectively. It can be observed that the difference between the compressional and
shear wave velocity was approximately a factor of two.
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Figure 5.12: a-c) Compressional and shear wave velocity development for specimens
tested under triaxial compression load (3.A1, 3.A2 and 3.A3); d) Cross plot of the
compressional and shear wave velocity for all the tested specimens.

Figure 5.13 provides information on the creep response of the reservoir chalk
at constant 60 MPa effective axial stress under uniaxial strain boundary condition
for the specimen 3.B3. It shows that under constant stress, the chalk continued to
compact with increasing strain, but with decreasing rate. [AFP92b] explain this rate-
dependent effect as rate-dependent friction between grain contact points (asperites)
of the chalk, which has a typical size of 1-2 micron. At the initial stage of the constant
stress phase, the asperites slide along under the imposed load and continue to be in
motion until the static friction is overcome. Even if the imposed strain rate stops,
the asperites either slow down sliding or stop sliding transferring the load to nearby
contact points. According to the logarithmic relation given in Equation 5.5, the
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process eventually slows with time when there is not enough shear stress to overcome
the static friction between the contact points.
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Figure 5.13: Creep response at constant effective axial stress of 60 MPa from uniaxial
strain compaction test (for specimen 3.B2): a) Fitting of the strain rate versus loga-
rithmic time from model with experiment; b) Fitting of the strain versus logarithmic
time from model with experiment. The estimated creep parameter b is 0.9.

The practical application of Figure 5.13 is that the de Waal’s creep parameter
(b) can be estimated from Equations 5.5 and 5.6 by fitting the two curves from the
experiment: 1. strain rate versus logarithmic time and 2. additional strain versus
logarithmic time. The model best fitted to the experiment data with the value of
0.08 %/h of the applied strain rate before the experiment at time zero (ε̇0) and with
value of 1.13 10−4 MPa-1 of the multiplication of the creep parameter and uniaxial
compressibility (bcm0). Considering the uniaxial compressibility in the plastic region
has a value of 1.25 10-3 MPa-1, the model provided the estimate of the parameter b
as 0.09.

Table 5.2 and 5.3 provides summary of the estimated elastic (K∗ bulk modlus
from expelled fluid into the balance, K bulk modlus from strain gauge measurement,
E∗ Young’s modulus from LVDT, E Young’s modulus from strain gauge measure-
ment, ν Poisson’s ratio, K0 stress ratio), M elasto-plastic modulus in uniaxial strain
compaction and cm0 uniaxial strain compressibility, as well as stresses (σ1,onset and
σ3,onset are onset estimations of effective axial and radial stresses; σ1,fail and σ1,res
failure and residual stress estimations of effective axial stress; σ3,fail and σ3,res failure
and residual stress estimations of effective radial stress) for the reservoir chalk tested
under triaxial compaction, compression and uniaxial strain compaction conditions.
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Table 5.2: Summary of the rock mechanics properties from conventional triaxial
compaction (3.A4) and uniaxial strain (3.B2) tests.

ID ϕ k σ1,onset σ3,onset K0 M cm0 K⋆ K bcreep

% mD MPa MPa MPa MPa-1 MPa MPa

3.A4 35.3 0.6 29 29 3000 3500
3.B2 35.8 0.5 35 12.5 0.35 800 1.2510-3 - - 0.09

Table 5.3: Summary of the rock mechanics properties from two-stage triaxial com-
pression tests (3.A1, 3.A2 and 3.A3)

ID ϕ k σ1,fail σ3,fail σ1,res σ3,res E⋆ E ν

% mD MPa MPa MPa MPa MPa MPa

3.A1 35.2 0.64 19.4 1.5 9.5 1.5 4000 5600 0.22
- 3

3.A2 35.0 0.48 32 6 28.6 6 4000 6100 0.2
10.5 1.5

3.A3 35. 0.9 23.5 3 17.8 3 4900 3600 0.27
29.8 6

fail - failure
res - residual

5.3.2 Back analysis of standard triaxial tests in the single element
simulator

The performed standard rock mechanics tests were back analysed by means of the
single element simulator under strain controlled condition. With regards to the stress-
strain curves, preference was made to match the external LVDT measurement as
opposed to the local measurements made by strain gauges. Normally, the strain gauge
measurement for deformation is reliable in the elastic regime; however, as soon as a
shear failure plane develops, strain gauge measurements become less reliable. This is
due to the fact that if strain gauge is placed at some distance from a developing shear
plane, then it will not show further strain as the chalk above and below the shear
plane will behave as a rigid body. Compared to the local strain gauge measurement
that represents centimetre scale deformation, the LVDT displacement measurements
may also include closing of micro-fractures and bedding effects, thus LVDT registers
more axial deformation than the axial strain gauges.

Strain hardening functions are essential for modelling the elasto-plastic behaviour
of the chalk. Back analysis of the stress-strain curve from triaxial compaction and
uniaxial strain compaction tests allowed determination of the main parameters for the
end-cap surface, such as pore collapse stress, hardening function, equivalent plastic
strain at peak, visco-plastic parameters, semi-axis ratio of the ellipse, and the shape
of the ellipse. Figure 5.14 presents the back analysis results of the reservoir chalk 3.A4
tested under triaxial compaction. The time history of the mean effective stress shows
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that approaching about 10 hours of testing, where the mean effective stress reaches
about 40 MPa, the specimen experienced pore collapse which was reflected by the
increase of the plastic volumetric strain rate (Figure 5.14 a). The model predicted
the onset of pore collapse at 38 MPa (Table 5.4, 3.A4 column). In general, the model
overpredicted the strain prior to the onset of yield, but underpredicted the strain
after the onset of yield.
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Figure 5.14: Back analysis of the reservoir chalk 3.A4 tested under triaxial com-
paction. a) Time history of mean effective stress and volumetric plastic strain rate
from experiment (exp) and model (mod); b) Time history of total volumetric strain
from the expelled fluid to the balance (balance), volumetric strain calculated as sum
of axial and radial strain gauges (sg), and volumetric strain calculated as sum of axial
strain from LVDT and radial strain from strain gauges (lvdt+2*sg); c) Plot of total
volumetric strain versus mean effective stress.

Figure 5.15 provides back analysis results of the reservoir chalk 3.B2 tested in
uniaxial strain compaction test. The time history of the effective stresses shows that
the specimen was loaded up to 60 MPa of effective axial stress, followed by constant
stress phase (creep) for about 120 hours (Figure 5.15 a). The development of the
plastic volumetric strain rate with time shows the gradual increase of the rate with
applied load and the gradual reduction starting at the start of the creep phase. On
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Figure 5.15: Back analysis of the reservoir chalk 3.B2 chalk specimen tested under
uniaxial strain compaction condition. a) Time history of effective axial and radial
stresses from experiment (exp SigA and exp SigR) and model (mod SigA and mod
SigR); b) Time history of plastic volume rate and equivalent plastic strain; c) Time
history of axial strain from LVDT (exp lvdt), strain gauge (exp sg) measurements
and model (mod); d) Time history of radial strain strain gauge (exp sg) measurement
and model (mod); e) Plot of axial strain versus effective axial stress; f) Stress ratio
of the effective axial stress to the effective radial stress from experiment (exp) and
model (mod).
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the other hand, the equivalent plastic strain gradually developed in the course of the
applied loading and constant stress phase (Figure 5.15 b). The development of the
axial strain with the applied load is shown in Figure 5.15 c. As can be seen, the axial
strain curve from the model lies in between the strains measured by LVDT and strain
gauge. The time curve of the radial strain was well captured by the model (Figure
5.15 d). Figure 5.15 f shows the plot of the stress ratio from experiment and model.
Generally, there is a peak at the transition from elastic to plastic state. For this test,
it was found that the stress ratio for reaching uniaxial strain compaction condition
was about 0.35. The estimated material properties for this specimen is given in Table
5.2 (3.B2 column) and the back calculation using these parameters well captures the
strain-stress behaviour of this specimen.

The data from triaxial compresion tests is important for determining the shear
failure parameters such as effective cohesion, friction angle, dilatancy, as well as
friction and cohesion softening. Although the dilatancy and softening are not accurate
estimates, back analysis using the single element simulator provides a quick estimate
of the range of these properties.

Figure 5.16 presents the results of the back analysis of the reservoir chalk 3.A1 ex-
amined in the two-stage triaxial compression phases at 1.5 MPa and 3 MPa confining
pressure, respectively. Prior to carrying out the compression stages, the specimens
were tested with a fixed stress ratio of K=0.4 up to an effective axial stress of 20
MPa. The time history of the effective stresses (Figure 5.16 a) shows that the model
captured well the effective radial stress. On the other hand, in the first stage of
the compression phase with 1.5 MPa confining pressure, the model underpredicts the
residual strength of the material compared to what was observed from the experi-
ment, whereas in the second stage of compression with 3 MPa confining pressure, the
model predicted earlier softening compared to the experiment. In this test, the plastic
volumetric strain rate was almost zero, indicating that the pore collapse at the given
1.5 MPa and 3 MPa confining pressures was not active, while the substantial increase
of the equivalent plastic strain during the second phase of the testing indicated the
activatation of shear failure (Figure 5.16 b). Overall, the time history of the axial
strain showed a good trend over the course of the testing; however, it lied between
the strain measurement obtained from LVDT and strain gauges (Figure 5.16 c). The
axial strain and effective axial stress (Figure 5.16 d) plot show that with the predicted
parameters for this test given in Table 5.4 (3.A1 column), the model captured well
the strain-stress curve behaviour.

The results of the back analysis of the reservoir chalk 3.A2 tested under triaxial
compression with 6 MPa and 1.5 MPa confining stresses are given in Figure 5.17.
The time history of the effective stresses is given in Figure 5.17 a. It shows a good
match for the effective radial and axial stresses comparing the experiment and the
model. The equivalent plastic strain from the model started developing gradually
during the first compression phase at 6 MPa of confining pressure and accelerated
during the second compression phase at 1.5 MPa confining pressure. This indicated
that at 6 MPa confining pressure, there was some pore collapse occurring and the
shear criterion was violating predominantly. In contrast, plastic volumetric strain rate
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from the model developed the highest value only during the fisrt compression phase
(Figure 5.17 b). Comparison of the equivalent plastic strain magnitude with the one
obtained from the compression phases with 1.5 MPa and 3 MPa confining pressure
(Figure 5.16 b) revealed that the specimen developed almost four times larger plastic
strain when the specimen transitioned from a higher confining pressure to a lower.
The time history of the axial strain showed a good fit between the model and the
strain measured from LVDT (Figure 5.17 c). Overall, the strain-stress curve predicted
from the model captured well the behaviour of the specimen (Figure 5.17 d). Column
3-A2 in Table 5.4 lists the properties for this test.
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Figure 5.16: Back analysis of the reservoir chalk 3.A1 tested under triaxial compres-
sion at 1.5 & 3 MPa confining stresses during first and second compression loading,
respectively. a) Time history of effective axial and radial stresses from experiment
(exp SigA and exp SigR) and model (mod SigA and mod SigR); b) Time history of
plastic volume rate and equivalent plastic strain; c) Time history of axial strain from
LVDT (exp lvdt), strain gauge (exp sg) measurements and model (mod); d) Plot of
axial strain versus effective axial stress.

Figure 5.18 illustrates the results of the back analysis of the reservoir chalk 3.A3
tested in compression at 3 MPa and 6 MPa confining pressures during the first and
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Figure 5.17: Back analysis of the reservoir chalk 3.A2 tested under triaxial compres-
sion at 6 & 1.5 MPa confining stresses during first and second compression loading,
respectively. a) Time history of effective axial and radial stresses from experiment
(exp SigA and exp SigR) and model (mod SigA and mod SigR); b) Time history of
plastic volume rate and equivalent plastic strain; c) Time history of axial strain from
LVDT (exp lvdt), strain gauge (exp sg) measurements and model (mod); d) Plot of
axial strain versus effective axial stress.

second failure phases, respectively. The time history of the applied effective axial and
radial stresses is given in Figure 5.18 a. As can be seen, the model captured well
both of the stresses, except for the last part of the axial stress, where the residual
strength was overestimated. Figure 5.18 b shows the development of the plastic
volumetric strain rate and the equivalent plastic strain predicted from the model.
Again, the substantial increase in both of these calculations was observed during the
second compression phase with 6 MPa confining pressure. The high magnitude of
the volumetric strain rate over plastic strain rate suggested that the pore collapse
was active predominantly than the shear failure. The axial strain from the model
followed well the trend, with the second phase of compression loading, matching the
LVDT measurement (Figure 5.18 c). Figure 5.18 d shows that the model prediction
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with the estimated chalk parameters given in Table 5.4 (3-A3 column) matched well
the measured strain-stress behaviour of the tested specimen.
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Figure 5.18: Back analysis of the reservoir chalk 3.A3 tested under triaxial compres-
sion at 3 & 6 MPa confining stresses during first and second compression loading,
respectively. a) Time history of effective axial and radial stresses from experiment
(exp SigA and exp SigR) and model (mod SigA and mod SigR); b) Time history of
plastic volume rate and equivalent plastic strain; c) Time history of axial strain from
LVDT (exp lvdt), strain gauge (exp sg) measurements and model (mod); d) Plot of
axial strain versus effective axial stress.

Table 5.4 lists the rock mechanics properties estimated from the conventional
triaxial tests by means of back analysis using the single element simulator. For
the elastic properties, the model predicted the Young’s modulus of 3800 MPa and
the Poisson ratio of 0.21. Shear failure and pore collapse parameters from triaxial
compression test varied from test to test. As multi-stage triaxial compression tests was
designed for this study, it was attempted to match the stress strain curves in all tests
with a single parameter set, but it was not always possible. One of the reasons for this
was that the state of the applied stress in the test was in the transition zone between
pore collapse and shear failure. The model always prefers to move to shear failure
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as soon as the pore collapse criteria was violated. However, one can find a physical
meaning in the derived material properties. As the model would capture best the
behaviour of the material during the first compressive loading, one can observe that
the angle of friction and cohesion was reduced when increasing the confining pressure
from 1.5 MPa to 6 MPa. This could be explained by the fact that with increased
confining pressure, the chalk material develops the hardening behaviour and more of
the pore collapse criteria parameters were activated, which affected those properties.
On the other hand, with the increased confining pressure, the pore collapse properties
were increased. For example, the pore collapse stress and the hardening function. As
the strain rate is dependent on the stress state (magnitude) and the stress path, this
could explain the range of creep parameter varying from 0.07 to 0.12 obtained from
the back analysis.

Table 5.4: Back analysis of the conventional triaxial tests (compaction, uniaxisl strain,
two-stage compression) in the Single Element Simulator

Parameters 3.A4 3.B3 3.A1 3.A2 3.A3
Porosity, ϕ 0.35 0.36 0.35 0.35 0.35
Young’s modulus, E [MPa] 3800 3800 3800 3800 3800
Poisson’s ratio, ν 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21
Angle of friction, ϕini/peak/res [0] 37/38/35.5 40/42.5/41 34/38.5/37.5 38/41.5/38.5
Dilatancy, ψini/peak/res [0] 0/2/0 0/2/0 1/2/1 0/1/0
Cohesion, cin=peak/res [MPa] 1.8/0.6 2.5/0.2 1.5/0.45 2/0.4
Pore collapse strength at reference rate, Pc [MPa] 38 38.5 30.5 37 38
Hardening as function of porosity [MPa] 1980-1850ϕ 1700-1850ϕ 1700-1850ϕ 1980-1850ϕ 1980-1850ϕ
Semi-axis ratio of ellipse, M 1.55 1.6 1.5 1.65 1.55
A0 [MPa] 1.8 1.6 1.8 1.6 2
Creep rate coefficient, b 0.12 0.09 0.095 0.12 0.07
Equivalent plastic strain at peak, epl

peak
[%] 1.5 1.5 0.3 1.5 0.55

Friction softening, χ 15 25 18 50
Cohesion softening, θ 8 50 22 69
Impact of intermediate principal stress, ζ - - - - -
Cosserat length, l [m] - - - - -
*ini - initial
*res - residual

5.3.3 Single lateral hole test
Figure 5.19 presents the results of the single lateral hole test for the specimen SLH 1.
The time history of the effective axial and radial stresses is illustrated in Figure 5.19 a.
The test was carried under triaxial compaction with a fixed stress ratio (effective radial
stress to effective axial stress) of 0.4. The specimen was loaded to the effective axial
stress of 15.7 MPa followed by a constant stress (creep) phase, and then the effective
axial stress was increased to 21 MPa with a subsequent constant stress phase. The
axial strain from strain gauge measurement is the average of the three measurements:
two located at the sides of the specimen circumference, and one located at the end
face of the horizontal hole. The radial strain gauge measurement is also the average
of the three strain gauges (recall the positioning of the axial/radial strain gauges from
Figure 5.6). Figure 5.19 b and c present the time history of the strains from LVDT,
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strain gauge and expelled fluid on the balance. It can be observed that about 0.1%
axial strain developed during the first creep phase from LVDT, whereas 0.07% axial
strain measured from the strain gauge. The volumetric strain from expelled fluid on
the balance showed higher straining (about 0.2%). With the increase of the axial
strain from strain gauge during the creep phases, corresponding decline in the radial
strain was observed. This volume change may indicate that locally the chalk in some
distance close to the hole is undergoing a pronounced deformation.
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Figure 5.19: Single lateral hole test on specimen SLH 1: a) Time history of effective
axial (SigA) and radial (SigR) stresses; b) Time history of axial strain from LVDT
and volumetric strain from balance measurement; c) Time history of axial and radial
strains from strain gauge measurement.

Borehole breakout occurs as fracturing or spalling of the rock adjacent to the
walls of the borehole that is drilled into rock subjected to stress. When the internal
pressure is zero, the rock close to the boundary of the wall is subjected to unconfined,
plane strain compression, resulting in a concentration of the tangential stress in the
direction of the least principal stress; however, the rock further away from the borehole
behaves as confined, with reduced tangential stress with distance from the borehole
wall [ZKW89].
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Figure 5.20 presents a visualisation of the stress induced breakout developed at
the cross section of the borehole of the tested SLH 1 specimen. X-ray computed
microtomography (CT) was performed using a Nikon XT H 225 ST system with
a cone beam setup. From the image, the failure cracks were initiated at the wall.
This unstable cracks separated as thin rock flakes from the bulk rock. [Ewy+87]
have observed that at the breakout base, electrical conductivity of the rock enhances,
suggesting an increase in porosity caused by incomplete spalling and dilation of the
rock in those regions. In addition to those thin flakes, two large shear cracks at
each side of the borehole subparallel to the wall were formed. [HS93] suggest that in
carbonate rocks, where the grains are much stronger than the cementing material, the
micromechanism of failure is intergranual shear. The open state of these two large
cracks from the CT image suggest the intergranular shear dislodging and crushing of
the grains [HS93; Hai07].

Figure 5.20: CT image visualisation of the breakout development for the specimen
SLH 1: top view of the lateral hole and plane view of the cross section of the hole in
the middle of the specimen (red line), where shear cracks developed at the sides of the
wall. Scale 47.12 mm. For each sample, 1571 radiographic projections were recorded
(2 frames per projection) by a flat panel detector (2000 x 2000 pixels, binned to 1000
x 1000 pixels) with an exposure time of 1.4 second, while rotating the sample 360
degrees. X-ray radiation was generated using a tungsten filament with an acceleration
voltage of 185 kV and power of 83.5 W that passed through a 1.0 mm Sn filter. The
final voxel sizes were 142.3 um.
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It must be mentioned that high and medium porosity chalk represent a special case
where at some distance from the hole, pore collapse is encountered, with pronounced
stress concentration. This indirectly causes extension of the damaged zone near the
borehole due to stress redistribution as a result of the pronounced stress increase
some distance away from the hole. Generally, the shape of the borehole breakout
narrows in the direction of the minimum principal stress and stabilizes at some point,
despite the very high shear stress concentrations. For soft rocks such as chalk, that
exhibit strain softening post peak, the complete removal of the rock by spalling may
be prevented by the residual strength of the material. Despite of this, if a slightly
larger differential stress is applied on this specimen, then the large conjugate shear
fractures would intersect, forming a v shaped (or dog-ear) breakout.

An evaluation of the shear breakout development at the borehole wall from ex-
periment requires care in the interpretation (upscaling to the reservoir condition), as
the observed breakouts are not only related to the state of the stress and strength of
the rock, but also whether experiment was carried out with pre drilled borehole or
drilling of the hole was carried out simultaneously with experiment. [ZKW89] state
that, generally, the stable breakout created instantly in rock already subjected to
stress is much larger than the stable breakout created in the same rock with a preex-
isting borehole by subsequently increasing the stress increased to the same values.

5.3.4 Back analysis results of the single lateral hole test
Figure 5.21 presents the back analysis of the single lateral hole test with 2D modelling.
The time history of the modelled effective axial stress at the piston and radial stress
at outer boundary of the sample fitted to the applied effective axial and radial stresses
are given in Figure 5.21 a. The back analysis was carried out with stress controlled
loading. The time history of the axial strain from LVDT, strain gauges and model
given in Figure 5.21 b. Again, the preference was given to match the strain curve
from LVDT, which overestimated the strain, especially during the creep phase. The
axial strain could not be matched well during the first constant stress phase, but
it was captured well during the second constant stress phase. If the preference was
given to match the axial strain slope during the first creep phase, then the axial strain
slope during the second constant stress phase would be overestimated. Hence, the
parameters affecting visco-plastic behaviour would be higher than that given in Table
5.5, which would result in an overestimation of the strain in the wellbore stability
analysis. Figure 5.21 c illustrates the match of the strain-stress curve between the
model and the test data. As can be seen, a less steeper estimate of the strain slope
during the first creep phase resulted in a shorter strain-stress curve. We relate this
occurrence with the position of the stress in the p′ − q diagram, which was likely at
the shear failure or at the transition yield surface, where pore collapse failure was not
active. Thus, the model predicted less creep strain than that if it was at the pore
collapse yield. Figure 5.22 illustrates the breakout development around the horizontal
hole back analysed in the 2D model. As presented, the development of the shear band
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Figure 5.21: Back analysis of single hole test on specimen 1 by means of 2D modelling:
a) Time history of the applied (exp SigA and exp SigR) and modelled (mod SigA
and mod SigR) effective axial stress and effective radial stress; b) Time history of
axial strain from LVDT measurement (exp lvdt) and from 2D modelling correspond-
ing to the element at the top piston (mod 2D); c) Plot of axial strain from LVDT
measurement versus effective axial stress.
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next to the hole was agreeable with the one visualised from the CT scanning given
in Figure 5.20.

Table 5.5 lists the rock mechanics properties estimated for the SLH 1 specimen
back analysed by means of 2D modelling. The elastic properties predicted for the SLH
1 specimen were fairly similar to those back analysed by the single element simulator.
The angle of friction and the effective cohesion values were close to the properties of
the two-stage compression test carried out at 3 MPa and 6 MPa confining pressures.
The pore collapse failure parameters (pore collapse stress, hardening function, semi-
axis ratio of ellipse, A0, creep coefficient, and equivalent plastic strain) predicted from
the back analysis were in the range of values predicted from the back analysis of the
conventional triaxial tests using the single element model. The dilatancy and cohesion
softening parameters predicted with 2D modelling differ from those predicted by the
single element simulator. The friction softening parameter corresponded to the one
estimated from back analysis of the two-stage compression test carried out at 6 MPa
and 1.5 MPa confining pressure. The 2D model additionally provided an estimate of
the Cosserat length and the impact of the intermediate principal stress parameter,
which do not affect the single element simulations.

Table 5.5: Back analysis of the Single Lateral Hole (SLH) test for Specimen 1 by
means of 2D modelling

Parameters SLH
Porosity, ϕ 0.35
Young’s modulus, E [MPa] 3900
Poisson’s ratio, ν 0.21
Angle of friction, ϕini/peak/res [0] 38/41.5/38.5
Dilatancy, ψini/peak/res [0] 1/3/1
Cohesion, cin=peak/res [MPa] 2/0.5
Pore collapse strength at reference rate, Pc [MPa] 37
Hardening as function of porosity [MPa] 1700-1850ϕ
Semi-axis ratio of ellipse, M 1.5
A0 [MPa] 1.6
Creep rate coefficient, b 0.08
Equivalent plastic strain at peak, epl

peak
[%] 0.45

Friction softening, χ 18
Cohesion softening, θ -15
Impact of intermediate principal stress, ζ 0.06
Cosserat length, l [m] 5E-5
ini - initial
res - residual

5.3.5 Wellbore stability analysis
5.3.5.1 Stability analysis for circular borehole geometry

For the wellbore stability analysis, the reservoir chalk properties derived from the
back analysis of the SLH test for the specimen SLH 1 with 2D modelling were used
as input for the simulator (Table 5.5). Figure 5.23 a presents the time history of the
pore pressure at the borehole and at the boundary of the model, which was 5 m away
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Figure 5.22: Back analysis of SHL on specimen 1. The hole is displaced axially by
2.5 mm and radially by 1 mm of that original size. Model detail: length=0.05 m and
height=0.04 m.

from the hole. During the first step, in which the drilling of the lateral borehole was
simulated, the bottom hole pressure (BHP) and reservoir pressure (Pres) were kept
equal for 12 hours with a subsequent constant stress phase for 48 hours. Following
this step, production started with an incremental decline of the BPH by 7 MPa
over 306 days. In the third step, both BHP and reservoir pressure were declined
by 10MPa and 9MPa, respectively, with a subsequent constant stress phase lasting
about 50 days. Figure 5.23 b presents the equivalent plastic strain close to the hole as
calculated after approximately 370 days. In our study, the instability of the borehole
wall was assessed in a plasticity based manner, i.e. considering magnitude and spatial
distribution (shape). If there was no plastic strain around the borehole, the risk of
borehole instability associated with fines production was zero. If pronounced plastic
strain occurred, the risk of instability must be considered. After undergoing the
drawdown and depletion schemes described above, the rock at the borehole wall
developed approximately 20% plastic strain. Based on the quite limited extent of the
plastified zone at the borehole wall, the well was regarded to be stable.

In order to assess the feasibility of open hole radial laterals in the long-run, the
simulation continued further up to 4 years under constant stress conditions, with
bottom hole pressure of 12.5 MPa and reservoir pressure of 20.5 MPa. Figure 5.24
presents the calculated equivalent plastic strain, porosity, and vertical stress after 1.5
years, 2 years, 3 years and 4 years of simulation of production at constant stress. After
one and a half years of production, the magnitude of the plastic strain at the borehole
wall increased from 20% to 30%. The cross-section of the borehole clearly changed,
it shrunk and the plastified zone spread further into the chalk with shear breakouts.
This plastic zone resulted in a decrease of the vertical stress at the vicinity of the
borehole wall; however, due to stress deviation, at some distance from the wellbore
wall, the stress concentration was observed to have a magnitude of about 46 MPa.
In this stress concentrated area, the porosity decreased, suggesting that pore collapse
was occurring. At the wall, the porosity increased, corresponding to a volume increase
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Figure 5.23: a) The time history of the pressure change at the bottom hole (BHP)
and reservoir (Pres); b) Development of the equivalent plastic strain at the borehole
wall in the course of increasing drawdown/depletion. Model detail: length=0.1 m,
height=0.1 m.

due to dilatancy.
In the course of continued production up to four years, the plastified zone at the

borehole wall further developed into the chalk with a pronounced shear breakout.
Correspondingly, expansion of the stress concentration further into the chalk and de-
crease of the vertical stress at borehole wall continued. At the end of the simulation
time of four years, it was observed that the high porosity region, corresponding to
the failed chalk and the low porosity region, corresponding to the pore collapse state
were getting closer to each other, which can be regarded as a potential risk for bore-
hole instability. It is likely that the cross-section of the hole will change by removal
of the plastified zone. With this results, the importance of using a modelling tool
capable of simulating shear strain localisation by incorporating Cosserat approach is
demonstrated.

5.3.5.2 Effect of input rock properties to the lateral geometry with wing

[Med+19b] reports that acid jet drilling with static nozzle is likely to alter the rock
properties in close proximity to the hole with wings. In this section the effect of
assigning two different properties on the borehole geometry with wing was studied
under two scenarios: one with using similar input rock mechanics properties derived
for the circular hole presented in Table 5.5, and one with a damaged properties. In the
latter case, the following chalk properties were altered: porosity increased from 0.35
to 0.37; Young’s modulus decreased from 3900 to 3700 MPa, the effective cohesion
at the peak reduced from 2 MPa to 1.8 MPa; the hardening function increased from
1700-1850ϕ to 2000-1850ϕ; the pore collapse stress reduced from 37 MPa to 35 MPa.

Figure 5.25 illustrates the equivalent plastic strain calculated for the model geom-
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etry with a wing under above described two scenarios. Figure 5.25 a refers to the first
case and demonstrate that already during the simulation of drilling within 6 hours,
the wing with width 2 mm is nearly closed. Figure 5.25 b refers for the second case
and demonstrates that assigning a weakened material around the borehole resulted
in earlier closure of the wing, approximately 3.6 hours after drilling.

5.3.6 Single lateral hole test with flow
This section presents the test data for the specimen SLH 2. The SLH test incorpo-
rating fluid flow to be presented in this section aims at investigating the destabilizing
effect of fluid drag forces due to transient pressure gradient in the small sized lateral
boreholes. The experiment was carried out in three steps: 1. The specimen was
loaded under triaxial compaction with a fixed stress ratio of 0.4 to effective axial
stress of 21 MPa, then the specimen was unloaded and investigated under CT scan
for evaluating the extent of the damaged zone around the hole. Since the destabi-
lization is mainly related to the rock’s damage, it was important to carry out the
flow test on the specimen with a hole that has had a damage; 2. The same specimen
was brought to the same level of effective axial stress and then maintained at a con-
stant stress level before the flow test started. During the flow test, the load frame
was fixed, hence total stresses at the end of the specimen maintained constant. In
addition, radial strain was also maintained constant by the expelled fluid. The flow
test was carried out with drawdown for 5 hours. After the 5 hours of flow test, the
specimen was investigated under CT scan for evaluating the extent of the damaged
zone around the hole. 3. In this step, the same procedure repeated for the specimen
tested in earlier step, where flow test lasted for 1 hour.

Figure 5.26 presents the time history of the effective axial and radial stresses, the
pore pressure, as well as the strain and ultrasonic velocity measurements for the test
with flow phase for the SLH specimen 2. The plot shows loading to effective axial
stress of 21 MPa with subsequent constant stress phase and flow test. The creep phase
resulted in insignificant change of the axial strains recorded from LVDT’s and strain
gauges; however, during the flow test, the radial and volumetric strain from expelled
fluid to the balance measured significant change in the strain. During the flow test, the
pore pressure increase resulted in the effective stresses decrease; which in turn caused
unloading of the specimen, thereby the decrease in the radial/volumetric strain. After
the flow test, the pore pressure again decreased, so that radial strain reached its
previous level prior to the start of the flow test. The increase in the compressive wave
throughout the test was observed, suggesting that at a micro scale, pore collapse
is likely occurring, where grain boundary slip, grain rotation and calcite twinning
micromechanism are active. The trend of the shear wave velocity at the initial stage
of loading may be linked to the closure of the randomly oriented microcracks, while
further increase of the loading reduced or halted the velocity development, where
grain breakage and destruction of cementation was likely occurring.

As mentioned earlier, the flow test was carried out at two different drawdown rates:
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Figure 5.24: Long-term open hole stability analysis for a lateral with circular ge-
ometry. Left - Equivalent plastic strain; Middle - Porosity; Right - Vertical stress.
Model detail: length=0.1 m, height=0.1 m. Porosity plots show the development of
lower porosity regions at some distance away from the borehole wall, suggesting the
concentration of tangential stress in some distance away from the wall.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.25: Stability analysis for a lateral borehole with wing geometry. a) After
drilling of 6 hours, the wing with the width of 2 mm nearly closed at BHP=Pres=29.5
MPa; b) In this model, the chalk material around the hole within the radius of 5 cm
is modelled with a weakening of the material due to acid jet drilling. After drilling of
3.6 hours, the wing with the width of 2 mm nearly closed at BHP=Pres=29.5 MPa.
Model detail: length=0.1 m, height=0.1 m.

1. the slow drawdown rate lasted for about five hours and 2. the fast drawdown rate
lasted for about one hour. Four pumps with capacity of about 80 cm3/h were used
for flushing water during 5 hours and 1 hour of drawdown test. The fluid was injected
from the top and bottom of the specimen at five levels of constant rates until almost
2.5 MPa pore pressure difference was achieved between the hole and the two ends
of the sample (Figure 5.27 a). Figure 5.27 b presents a plot of the permeability and
drawdown pressure versus the flow rate during the flow test of 5 hours and 1 hour.
Prior to applying any load on the specimen, the fluid flushing showed a permeability
of about 0.33 mD for this specimen. During the actual flow test, both cases showed
constant permeability, of approximately 0.23 mD. The fast drawdown case had a
slightly lower permeability value, compared to the slow drawdown phase. We relate
this permeability reduction not to the flow test, but to compaction, where loading of
the specimen prior to each flow test causes reduction of pore connectivity. Based on
the results, we suggest that tensile failure is unlikely to occur for the given drawdown
rates applied to the Gorm field.

Figure 5.28 presents the CT imaging of the specimen SLH 2. Figure 5.28 a shows
stress induced shear microckracks were emanated at the borehole wall (mostly con-
centrated at the left side of the borehole) when effective axial stress level reached 21
MPa. As can be seen, the extent of the damaged zone is insignificant compared to
the specimen SLH 1 in Figure 5.20. Figure 5.28 b and c show the development of the
shear breakouts induced not only by stresses, but also due to fluid flushing during the
5 hours and 1 hour of flow test, respectively. Figure 5.28 b illustrates several fractures
sheared off forming thin slabs at the wall. The breakout depth further increased in
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Figure 5.26: Single lateral hole test with drawdown phase included for the specimen
SLH 2: a) Time history of effective axial and radial stresses; b) Time history of
axial strain from LVDT measurement; c) Time history of the axial and radial strain
from strain gauge measurement; d) Plot of the compressive and shear wave velocities
development in the course of increased effective axial stress with a fixed stress rati of
0.4.

depth into the chalk at the end of the last flow test (Figure 5.28 c), where thin, but
more elongated fractures aligned subparallel to the borehole wall were formed. The
presented results from the flow test provides some insights on how the behaviour of
the open lateral hole would be under dynamic operational conditions in the reservoir.
Although the results of the flow test did not suggest significant permeability alter-
ation due to the drawdown rate, future tests with much higher drawdown rate will
enable to design safer operational conditions for the chalk reservoir producing from
an open hole completed well.
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Figure 5.27: Single lateral hole test with drawdown phase included: Time history of
permeability and drawdown pressure plotted versus the flow rate during the flow test
of 5 hours and 1 hour.

5.4 Conclusion
Experimental rock mechanics testing and numerical modelling results presented in
this paper suggest the following:
- Simulation of the RJD lateral borehole drilled in the reservoir chalk at the Gorm
field under preset drawdown and depletion scheme showed insignificant formation of
the plastic strain at the borehole wall, during up to a year of production;
- In the longer run, under constant stress, the magnitude and the spatial distribution
of the plastic damaged zone around the borehole expanded farther into the rock, the
shear failure breakouts that develop earlier at the start of constant stress phase being
about to intersect, eventually changing the geometry of the borehole. Thus, it is
likely that instability (solids production) issues at the borehole will start after 3 years
of production;
- The designed flow test enabled us to address instability concerns often encountered
in the field, due to fast drawdown rates. Further investigation on the destabilizing
effects of fluid drag forces due to transient pressure gradient is required, as the draw-
down rate used in this study resulted in insignificant permeability change.
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Figure 5.28: Breakout development for the specimen SLH 2: a) After effective axial
loading to 21 MPa with a fixed stress ratio of 0.4 with subsequent constant stress
phase; b) After effective axial loading to 21 MPa with a fixed stress ratio of 0.4
with subsequent constant stress phase, including flow test lasted for 5 hours; c) After
effective axial loading to 21 MPa with a fixed stress ratio of 0.4 with subsequent
constant stress phase, including flow test lasted for 1 hour. The final voxel sizes were
a) 126.224 µm, b) 88.849 µ m and c) 89.130 µm.
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CHAPTER6
Conclusion

6.1 Closing remarks
In this thesis, the Radial Jet Drilling well stimulation technique was investigated
as a method to increase the inflow performance of the wells producing from chalk
reservoirs. The main challenges of producing hydrocarbon in the North Sea chalk
reservoirs, among others, are associated with its low permeability and weak nature
of rock mechanics properties linked to its high porosity. Thus, the aim of this PhD
project was to evaluate the applicability and sustainability of RJD technique in chalk
formations for increasing the oil recovery.

In the first place, in order to investigate the dependence of the jet drilling per-
formance on the chalk properties, rock mechanics tests along with jet drilling exper-
iments were carried out. The determined properties of the chalk included porosity,
permeability, elastic and strength properties. The jet drilling experiments were car-
ried out on the large blocks utilizing the real scale jetting technology and designed
primarily to evaluate the effect of jet drilling fluid, nozzle type, temperature, and
stress confinement. For the soft outcrop chalk, both water and acid aided fluids were
efficient, whereas, for the tight chalk, acid aided fluid was more efficient. Although
the static nozzle created larger surface geometry than that of the rotating nozzle, in
terms of the stability, more round circular geometry created with rotating nozzle tend
to be more stable than the circular geometry with wings, which are susceptible to
closure after few hours post jet drilling. Moreover, with the stress confinement, the jet
drilling efficiency increased. As the chalk is mechanically weak, it was important to
investigate whether or not the high-pressure fluid exerted on the chalk surface creates
mechanical damage to the rock properties in close proximity to the hole. Comparison
of test data on intact and those influenced by the jet drilling activity revealed that
the main source of rock properties weakening near the drilled borehole was caused by
mainly acid dissolution and local stress concentration.

The small size of the borehole results in no possibility of providing support with
the casing, thus the long term performance of the borehole necessitates stability
analysis as the case with a conventional sized open hole. In the process of performing
stability analysis, we have developed a methodology and such an extended analysis of
wellbore stability is reported for the first time. This included triaxial testing under
compaction/compression and uniaxial strain condition that enabled to establish a
constitutive model capturing the pore collapse and the shear failure behaviour. The
single lateral hole test enabled to simulate the development of the breakout damage
corresponding to field condition and the extent of the damage was identified with CT
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imaging. Moreover, under the single hole test program, the likelihood of the fines
production with the effect of transient gradients of pressure was studied. Numerical
backward/forward analyses were carried out by ISAMGEO simulator, employing its
chalk model that have functionalities of rate-dependency of the pore collapse strength
and of softening effect of the shear failure yield surface using Cosserat continuum, in
order to simulate the post-peak shear failure.

The main results of this study contributed to the feasibility study of the RJD
laterals application in the Gorm field. Simulation of the RJD lateral borehole drilled
in the reservoir chalk under preset drawdown and depletion scheme showed insignif-
icant formation of the plastic strain at the borehole wall up to a year. In the long
term, the geometry of the borehole changed, where the damaged zone at the borehole
wall further developed into the chalk with a pronounced shear breakout. The numer-
ical simulations predicted that the instability associated with fines production may
start after three years of production under the considered reservoir stress conditions
specific for this field, pressure drawdown and depletion schemes.

6.2 Future work
Jet drilling experiments carried out within the scope of this research attempted to
evaluate the jettability of the chalk changing limited parameters in the experiment
(fluid type, nozzle type, temperature, and stress confinement). However, at reservoir
conditions, there are much more parameters/properties that affect the jet drilling
performance, such as bedding, natural heterogeneity of the chalk, saturating fluid,
magnitude of the differential stress, the state of the applied stress (i.e close to the
pore collapse stress, shear failure or in the transition) and future studies should look
into these aspects. Moreover, due to limited resources on the jet drilling experiment
setup, limited numbers of jet drilling tests were carried out in this research which
needs to be investigated more on the repeatability of the results.

The destabilizing effect of the fluid drag forces during fast drawdown process re-
quires further extended analysis as improved understanding of the open hole wellbore
under downhole condition is an important countermeasure for reducing fines produc-
tion from the wells. We have shown that relatively high magnitude of 2.5 MPa of
drawdown over five and one hours did not cause destabilizing effects for the tested
specimen with a small hole. These results will serve for the future studies as a safe
limit in the failure envelope. Future studies will consider increasing the magnitude
of the drawdown and rate to delineate the safe operational conditions from the prob-
ability of fines production.

Pilot test in one of the wells in the considered field could help to reduce the
uncertainties associated with the jettability and sustainability of the radial jet drilling
method.
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